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Abstract
Two dijet measurements, one using 35 pb- 1 pPb data at v/sNN- 5.02 TeV, and
another with 166 pbV PbPb and 5.3 pb 1 pp data at /sNN = 2.76 TeV collected
with CMS detector at the LHC, are presented. In pPb collisions, the dijet PT ratios, azimuthal angle differences and pseudorapidity distributions are measured and
compared to PYTHIA and PYTHIA+HIJING simulations as well as NLO QCD predictions for the latter observable. No significant signs of final state interactions, such
as a decrease in the mean dijet PT ratios or a broadening in the correlation of the
dijets in azimuthal angle, with increasing forward activity, are observed. The dijet
pseudorapidity distributions are also measured, and are sensitive to nuclear PDFs for
x values of 0.001 - 0.5. Selections on event activity are found to yield unexpected
centrality biases on dijet pseudorapidity distributions, which aided the interpretation
of similar biases seen in inclusive jet measurements by ATLAS. In PbPb collisions, a
detailed scan of charged particle distributions in correlation with the dijet system is
carried out. The PT projection of charged particles on the dijet axis is measured at

different distances of A = V(7trk - Yet) 2 + (Otrk - Ojet)

2

with respect to the leading

and subleading jet axes. In this way, the spectra and angular distribution of the additional particles, which recover the overall event balance in dijet events with enhanced
PT asymmetry in PbPb compared to pp collisions, are obtained up to A = 1.8 in
steps of 0.2. A significant excess of low PT particles associated with a subleading jet
at large A values is observed, and this excess is shown to get larger for dijet events
with PT asymmetry. The scan is carried out for variety of anti-kT R parameters,
which provides a way of varying jet width and fragmentation. Medium response to
jet quenching at wide angles for jets with different fragmentation is studied. Only an
insignificant increase of the magnitude of low PT particle excess at large angles, but
a significant increase in the modification of the balance distribution close to the jet
axes is observed by increasing R.
Thesis Supervisor: Gunther Roland
Title: Professor
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Chapter 1
Overview
The main focus of our field, ultra-relativistic heavy ion collisions, is to study the
properties of quark gluon plasma (QGP), a strongly coupled color charged medium.
QGP is the only form of plasma that exists in the universe in which interactions
are described by a non-Abelian quantum field theory.

We start this thesis with a

description of QGP in Chapter 2. In heavy-ion collisions QGP is rapidly expanding
and lives only for a very short time before turning into ordinary QCD matter, but long
enough to create observable effects on jet production. To understand what happens
inside QGP, we present some information on color confined QCD matter in Chapter 3.
In this chapter jet properties in vacuum and properties of the nuclei in the initial state
of the collisions are described. Jets in vacuum form a baseline to study jet quenching,
i.e., modification by their interactions in the medium. Jet quenching measurements
and theory are discussed in Chapter 4.
The aim of this document is to put two specific dijet measurements (one in pPb
collisions, and the other in PbPb with a comparison to pp collisions) in context and
present technical details involved in the analyses of the data. The measurements are
carried out with the CMS, detector. The layout and compontents of the detector are
presented in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6 we describe how to select collision events in
PbPb, pPb and pp collisions. In addition selection of events with different impact
parameters is discussed.

In PbPb collisions, classification of events according to

activity distinguishes collisions with different overlap areas between colliding nuclei.

11

A similar classification was attempted in pPb collisions. Definition of centrality of
collisions in pPb and PbPb collisions are also described in Chapter 6. Dijet selection
is also presented in this chapter, while the merit in studying dijet properties and the
basic observables that can be constructed with dijets is discussed in Chapter 7.
In collisions with large overlap between Pb nuclei ~ 1k binary collisions take place
and tens of thousands of particles are produced, therefore standard reconstruction
algorithms used by other physics groups in CMS do not work. The reconstruction
algorithms for tracks and jets used in heavy ion collisions are described in Chapter
8, and their performance is presented in comparison to the standard reconstruction
algorithm used in pp and pPb collisions in the same chapter.
Chapter 9 includes results of the measurements in pPb collisions, which are taken
from Ref. [110. A model explaining the kinematic biases seen in the results of CMS
and ATLAS on jets in pPb is described in the same chapter, and is taken from [47J.
While, Chapter 10 contains the analysis of dijets in PbPb collisions and is taken
from Ref. [1671, with additional discussion on fluctuations and corrections used for
reconstruction biases.

Conclusions of these analyses are discussed in the chapters

they are presented and later summarized in Chapter 11.
In addition to the work presented here, I worked in developing a hybrid strong/weak
coupling model for jet quenching described in Refs. [78, 791.

12

Chapter 2
Quark gluon plasma
Quark gluon plasma(QGP) is a term that was initially coined for a hypothetical
state of matter with very similar properties to electromagnetic plasma with the difference that the electric charges are replaced with color charges [2061. In this plasma
the color charges were expected to be weakly interacting as a result of asymptotic
freedom. Therefore, the term QGP was first used for a gas of color charges. The
measurements at RHIC revealed different properties for the form matter created in
heavy ion collisions. The first measurements at RHIC showed that this new form
of matter behaves almost as a perfect liquid[23, 30, 54, 41. The original idea, that
at high temperature there can be no hadrons because of the large number of quarks
and gluons in what would be the volume of hadrons, is still true, but the interactions
between these turned out to be different than what was expected. A medium in which
color charges are interacting with a strong coupling is formed at large energy densities
'

obtained in heavy ion collisions and we now call this liquid QGP.

Below we give a summary of what is known about QGP, including key experimental observations and theoretical framework used in studying its properties.

lHowever, due to differences between the observed medium and the initial usage of "QGP", we
will sometimes refer to the deconfined color charged liquid formed in the collision of nuclei simply
as the "medium". These two terms will be used interchangeably to refer to the same thing.
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2.1

Phase Diagram

The QCD phase diagram is unique, as QCD matter is the only way to study a nonAbelian gauge theory interactions in bulk at non-zero temperatures and densities.
The phase diagram of QCD in the 2D plane of temperature and baryon chemical
potential is shown in Fig 2-1. The QGP that is created in collisions at accelerators
has low chemical baryon potential, shown as white lines in Fig. 2-1. As the collision
energies increase chemical baryon potential gets smaller and T gets larger, which
makes us closer to what universe is believed to be filled with shortly after big-bang.
In early universe QGP had much higher T than what can be reached at accelerators,
and it sits effectively on the limit of 0 baryon chemical potential. Apart from ordinary
hadrons and QGP a third form of QCD matter is predicted, which might be observed
in neutron stars, called color super conductor [33].
As measured in lattice QCD calculations, when the chemical potential is close
to zero, the phase transition from hadrons to QGP is a cross-over transition, i.e.
there are no discontinuities in any thermodynamical quantity. As stated in the white
paper of STAR, "the possible absence of a first- or second-order phase transition
reduces hopes to observe some well-marked changes in behavior that might serve as
an experimental "smoking gun" for a transition to a new form of matter"[23}.

In

Fig. 2-2, the change in P/T4 as a function of T is shown. In the ideal gas limit, one
obtains the Stephan-Boltzmann expression for pressure,
PSB

721W

2(N - 1) + iN,Nf),

(2.1)

where Nc and Nf are the number of color charges and flavors, respectively. Therefore,
P/T4 is expected to show the increase in number of degrees of freedom by switching
from a hadronic state to partonic state. The Stephan-Boltzman limit is indicated on
Fig. 2-2 as arrows, and one can see that LQCD calculations are not yet at this limit
even at T = 600MeV. The conclusion is that the partons are still interacting in QGP
and can not to be treated as an ideal gas. However the sharp turn on in P/T4 is a
sign in increase in degrees of freedom and so a crossover in to QGP, which occurs
14

at T, - 150 - 170 MeV

159,

401. In fact, the iedium created in heavy-ion collisions

behaves like an ideal fluid, as demonstrated by the phenomenon of collective flow
observed first by RHIC experiments [23, 30, 54 and discussed in the next section.

Baryon Doping

Figure 2-1:

P/T
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Figure 2-2: LQCD calculation from- Ref. [1.92] for P/ITV as a function of T.

2.2

Colctv
~
flowo

Collective fHow

Collective flow refers to the fact that particles pointing in the direction of the event
plane, spanned by beam direction and impact vector as depicted in the cartoon left
panel of Fig. 2-3, are enhanced.

This is due to the modulation of the transverse

pressure gradient, where the gradient is larger when the thickness of the medium the
smaller, creating a flow of particles in the direction of this large pressure gradient.
Collective flow produces a pattern that is flat across large q ranges, as at each longitudinal direction the particles are correlated with the event plane, which is a global
15

event property. Because of the fact that particles at different

r/ have similar azimuthal

modulation, flow can be observed in the dependence of the yield of pairs of particles
on the azimuthaI angle difference AS

between them.

The correlation functions of pairs of particles are calculated in the 2D Ac and A,;
plane. An example distribution for events where the nuclei overlap region is elliptic
is shown for low pi particle correlations (associated particle has 1 < p,,, < L5 GeM)
in the right panel of Fig. 2-3. A peak is observed in the region when particle pairs
are aligned in both . and pseudorapidity r9, due to the jets in the event, sitting on
top of a modulation in ,, which is flat in q. In order to avoid being sensitive to jet
production, collective flow is studied at large Ar;.

The medium modulation due to

2

elliptic initial geometry has the functional form of cos (21<).

y
z

y2

25-30%

4

j

9

x
-

44
2

2

0
-4
Figure 2-3: (Left) Event p1lane is shown as 4jI where beam direction . and impact
e narked. IIe red arrows which denote the pressure gradient are not
paraumeter
drawn according to scale, but are just a representation of the flow effect. Modified
version of a figure in Ref. [1091 (Right) Taken from Ref. 195_, showing the correlation
< 1.5 for 25-30 % centrality events, see
function for 3 < pt < . and I < p<
Chapter 6 for definition of centrality classes.
S

The collective flow does not only result from an elliptic modulation in the initial
overlap area, the modulatioi could also be triangular or tetragonal, etc., but the elS)Note that this removes the effert of correlaticon s of jet particles that belong to the same jet, bth
same hard scatitring proces5,
as jets are correlated in angle as well when they originate from tiheO
they cart create azimuutlial angle variations of particle istri burions and tis has to be taken into
accol

unt.
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CMS PbPb
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Figure 2-4: The 2D (left) and 1D So (right) dihadron correlation functions for parti2.76 TeVcles with 1 < pIr < 3 GeV in 0.0 - O.% central PbPb collisions at V/NN
The solid lines on the right panel show various orders of Vt, while the dashed line
is the sum of all V,;, components. [109]

liptic shape usually dominates over the rest of the modulations because lead nuclei
are approximately spherical in shape., unless a very central collision is considered,
where elliptic modulation is suppressed. The correlation function for very sm;all impact parameter collisions is shown in Fig. 2-4. The Ap modulation at large Sq can
be decomposed into its Fourier components as given below:

(

I f2Y
4 coSO)), (2.2)

+

N

-

(15dA( 2 7

The two particle correlation decomposition is related to the coefficients, 1, for
single particles which can be obtained by correlating each particle to the event plane,
as Vu =
The first measurements were the calculation of

(9.

Today, a lot more is known

about the properties of the medium and it has passed several tests for hydrodynamics
such as the higher order flow coefficients extracted from n-particle correlations, their
dependence on pr and mass of particles and centrality. The biggest next step has been
the realisation of the importance of initial quantum fluctuations in the flow properties
of each event, and the existence of vj.
not produce any

1(,

Perfect spherical potentials colliding would

components. However event-by-event initial state fluctuations

can create triangular eccentricities, :: which result in
17

;>j components in two particle

correlations. A generalized form of the eccentricities can be written as

eC
where

rpart

and

qpart

=

/(r2aCOS(npart))2

+ (rartsin(n~part))2

2
Tpart

,(2.3)

are polar coordinates of participating nucleons.

Although, one it is explained it looks obvious, if the initial state fluctuations were
washed out in the evolution of the medium it wouldn't have been possible to observe
any v 3 components. The fact that fluctuations at initial collision geometry can still be
observed after medium evolution indicates that the medium is very close to a perfect
fluid, with minimal dissipation occuring as it flows

Flow in pp and pPb:

Although collective flow is one of the strongest evidence of a

discovery of a new medium, there are still remaining questions after the observation of

flow in small systems at LHC by CMS, ATLAS and ALICE, pp [164], pPb[11, 18,1041,
and later confirmed by RHIC in dAu and HeAu collisions [27, 22, 28J. This means
that either a similar medium is formed in pPb collisions which is described well by
hydrodynamics [224, 1331, or initial state effects such as color condensation that are
also present in pPb collisions are responsible for part of the flow effect observed in
PbPb collisions [1321. Indeed, the two effects can be combined as discussed in Ref.
[69J. The definition of initial state determines how much hydro has to contribute,
as the eccentricities depend on the description of initial state and flow contribution
has to cover for the observed flow coefficients in data. In general the observation of
flow in smaller systems draw attention to better description of initial state geometry,
and pre-equilibrium phase of evolution of QGP in heavy-ion collisions.

These are

discussed in the next section as well.

2.3

Dynamics of the medium

The dynamics of the medium formed in heavy ion collisions at very short times right
after the collision are not very well understood.

However, the rest of the medium

evolution is well described by the hydrodynamics of relativistic fluids. The medium
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is observed to be very close to ideal fluid, but the most accurate numerical hydrodynamics calculations are for viscous medium and they solve second order equations of
motion. After the T falls below T, QGP turns into a gas of hadrons, which interact
until the kinetic freeze-out temperature is reached.

2.3.1

Hydrodynamical evolution

Hydrodynamics of relativistic ideal fluid:

The space time evolution of QCD

matter is determined by conservation laws. In the ideal fluid approximation with zero
viscosity, these are

pTiiv"a

((C + P)U"U' - Pg"") = 0,

&,L=

(2.4)

OjJ = PagJu = 0,
where T'"' is the energy momentum tensor, JP the baryon current.

In the middle

expressions these are written in terms of time-like flow 4-vector -u", energy density E,
baryon density p, and pressure P. The equations are to be solved for P, where P
is a function of p and c. With the assumptions of boost invariant expansion and a
homogeneous medium in the transverse plane Eq. 2.4 can be solved analytically [621.
Boost invariant expansion is called as Bjorken expansion as he was the first to come
up with a solution at this approximation.

Hydrodynamics at finite viscosity:

The first order expression for the equations

of motion at finite viscosity is given by the Navier-Stokes formalism [2031:

T"

= Tidea + S"" SR" =

(V"1" + V"u" -

3

AVt)

(2.5)

These equations are simple but they result in numerical instabilities. Therefore,
second order expansions are needed. These equations are rather lengthy, so they are
not included here, but for further reading refer to [160, 221, 58].
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Numerical hydro frameworks:

Numerical hydro frameworks are needed to treat

the transverse profile of the initial matter density and it's dynamics properly, and
to incorporate event-by-event differences in the initial collision geometry. A group of
hydro frameworks assume Bjorken expansion, and solve the medium evolution only
in transverse plane and time, these hydro frameworks are called 2+1D hydro. Boost
invariant Bjorken expansion is a valid approximation up to certain pseudorapidity
ranges.
at i 1
17

In

The dET/dI

is flat up to JqJ < 2 at RHIC decreasing by a factor of 2

3.5[531 and flat up to 1ui < 2.5 at LHC decreasing by a factor of a 2 at

41991. Keeping the Bjorken expansion and only modeling the transverse plane,

successful hydrodynamic frameworks can be developed in 2+1D [211, 2101. However
experimental data deviates from these calculations when forward measurements are
done.

Therefore the state-of-art hydrodynamics models are in 3+1D including the

longitudinal dynamics as well [203, 161J.
Apart from numerically solving the equations of state for viscous fluid dynamics at
second order, these frameworks need two more ingredients, an event-by-event initial
state generator that describes the evolution of the medium before the equilibrium is
reached, and a description of what happens after the temperature goes below Tc.. The
description of pre-equilibrium dynamics differs from model to model. Moreover the
evolution has to be terminated to simulate the hadronization once the T goes below
T., this step is called the freeze-out.

Extracting viscosity values:

The 77/s values is one of the parameters of equa-

tions of motion and is given as input to hydro simulations. Experimental results are
compared to hydrodynamics calculations with different

/s values to find the one

matching the properties of the medium. It is found that using more than just V2 but
all the higher order flow coefficients and the correlations between them it is possible to
significantly narrow down the range of allowed values. An example comparison of hydro simulations to data is shown in Fig. 2-5. The value extracted at RHIC and LHC
energies is e 0.08 - 0.12 and a 0.16 - 0.20, respectively [144, 1531. These are surprisingly close to the limit obtained by string theory calculations
20
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Figure 2-5: Taken from Ref. 12021. c2, v and cz1 as a function of pj' for different
values used in 3--iD hydro siimlation MUSIC.

2.3.2

3

p1 [Ge'1;

p-, [GeVI

;//s

Hydrodynamization

The pre-equilibrium phase of the medium evolution in heavy ion collisions is modclled comnonly by two different approaches by interfacing numerical hydrodynamics
with modelling the nilti-particle production using Color Glass Condensate

11481

and

evolving it with Glasma gluon field solutions [145, 2011, or by using the energy density
obtained from numerical relativity solutions to AdS /CFT [218, 81, 112] before the
equilibrium.
The length of pre-equilibrium phase, can be calculated in different ways. In weak
couping calculations that use turbulent flow thernalization is reached at 11,
fm,/c[601.

2

In strong coupling calculations, not the thermalization time, but instead

the time it takes for the the stress-energy tensor to converge to that of ideal fluid with
viscous corrections is calculated, the time this occurs is called the hydrodynamization
time[115].

Hydrodynamization is reached at much earlier times t1 ,. 1 1 0.02 fm;'c

1811. One does not necessarily have to reach a thermal equilibrium for numerical
hydrodynaimics calculations to be applicable. In Ref. [172] a perturbative calculation
of lydrodvnamization time is found to yield

$

1 fm/c, in agreement with the strong

coupling approach..
Whether the initial state hydrodynamic calculations assume is the true initial
state of the collisions is still an open question, but the answer of this question niight
21

not have a big effect on experimental observales such as v, as discussed in Ref. [1871.
However, in Ref. 12011 the lumpiness of initial geometry is shown to have larger effect
on flow coefficients and eccentricities. The cO arid

69

values for different initial states

that were used in Ref. [2011 are shown in Fig. 2-6. The flow coefficients are used
in the extraction of q/s from data, and therefore, the dependence of these on initial
conditions reflect the uncertainty of the extracted viscosity value.
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Figure 2-6: Flipticity (panel (d)) and r, values (panel (e),) for different initial states
(panels (a-c)) [2011

2.3.3

Freeze-out

After T falls below the temperature needed for color charges to exist in a deconfined
state, hadronization takes place and

QGP

turns into a gas of hadrons. The conversion

to hadrons is referred to as chemical freeze-out, taking place at temperature 71.e,
the hadron gas continues to interact elastically as a gas of hadrons, until the kinetic
freeze-out tenperature 7,

is reached.

Relative particle anti-particle production:

Using statistical thernial model,

in which one uses the generalized partition function at a fixed chemicat freeze-out
temperatlure, T>, and haryon chemical potential, pn, the relative yields for particle

I

anti-particle production for different particle species can be calculated and compared
to each other. Here the particle species are not assumed to change after chemical
freeze-out. The particle ratios are sensitive to Th and are in good agreement with
experimental results[38]. This procedure can be used to extract Tch and

[B,

at RHIC

the values correspond to 155 - 160 MeV and 20 - 26 MeV. At LHC T values are
slightly higher, although compatible with no change, 156 - 164 and baryon chemical
potential values are significantly lower 0 - 1 MeV [212, 17].

2.4

Quarkonia:

In hadronic collisions, the leading order process for the formation of heavy quark and
anti quarks is in pairs, these pairs get dissociated by interactions with the medium
and get unbound and lose their energy to it. The probability for them to stay bound
increases as for more tightly bound mesons and as the radius of the meson gets smaller
than the color screening radius of the medium, which is anti proportional to T.1391
The yield of tightly bound

QQ states

such as T(1S) with binding energy of 1.10

GeV gets less suppressed in the medium with respect to vacuum compared to loosely
bound T(2S) and T(3S), with binding energies of 0.54 and 0.20 GeV respectively.
The larger suppression in quarkonia states with smaller binding energies, e.g. as in
the case of three T upsilon states as shown in Ref. [1001, is called sequential melting.

Similar behavior in pPb:

As in the case of collective flow recent measurements

from pPb run at LHC, showed that similar structure in suppression of quarkonia
states has been observed in pPb collitions.

This raises question marks about the

interpretation of the same structure in PbPb in accordance with existence of QGP.
The dependence of yields of T(2S)/T(1S) on event activity, which is proportional to
the size of the medium at least in PbPb collisions, is shown in Fig. 2-7.
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2.5

Jet quenching:

.Jet quenching is related to the modification of jets inside the mediui as a result of
interactions of partons that make

l)

the jet with the color charged medimiii. Analyses

presented in Chapters 9 and 10 are related to jet quenching. Therefore this discussion
is left for Ciapter 4. where we cover the subject in great detail.

However, it is

important to note in this context that unlike heavy quark sequential melting and flow
no

jet quenching is observed in smaller systems such as pPh, dAn or HeAu collisions.

The effect night too small to observe, because effects of jet quenching build up over
path length and in small systems the path length might not he large enough to see a
turn on of these effects even if a small medium exists.

2.6

Photon spectrum

Thermal photons emitted in rniedium escape witliout further interactions as they only
interact with electromagnetic interactions with the medium. However, these photons
are emitted from all stages of collisions which evolves through different T as the
medium expands and cools off [2051.

The radial flow of the medium modifies the

spectrum of photons resulting higher T values. In addition, it has been observed that
around T. there is an enhancement of photon production and also that a significant
fraction of photons comes from the pre-equilibrium and hadronic phases. Therefore,
it is only possible to measure an effective temperature and not the T of the medium
at its core. Teff, at RHIC is extracted to be 221
and at LHC 304
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19 MeV for AuAu collisions

51 for PbPb collisions. They are above T, by a significant margin

therefore even taking into consideration all the complications it is a convincing sign

of formation of QGP.[205, 219]

2.7

Chiral symmetry restoration

At T values above T, chiral symmetry of quarks are predicted to be restored, in
the chiral limit this produces a second order phase transformation more information
of this phase can be found in Refs.

[193, 143, 59].

A hope for marking a direct

signature of phase transition to QGP, is the possibility to mark this transition by
large fluctuations in relative abundance of charged and neutral pions only if the
transition were far from equilibrium[194]. This has not yet been observed, which is
consistent with the hydrodynamization of the medium.
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Chapter 3
Jets in vacuum
Jets are remnants of highly virtual colour charged particles (quarks and gluons which
are referred to as partons 1 when no distinction is made). High

PT

partons turn into

a spray of colour neutral particles as a result of QCD confinement that does not allow
on shell color charges to exist. They turn into mature jets by showering into other
partons and hadronize in ~ 10-" s. Parton shower formation is a perturbative process
in which partons split into pair of partons and this happens several times successively,
converting a single parton to a shower of partons. The splitting probability is given
by DGLAP evolutions and is explained in Section 3.1.
When a single parton produces several partons the virtuality of each of these
partons gets smaller. The conpling constant gets larger by going down in virtuality,
and there comes a time that color charges cannot exist on their own, but they polarize
the vacuum to create a pair of color charges and getting bound to one of these to
neutralize (note that this picture is not completely realistic as when perturbation
theory fails it is not possible to define the production of two partons). This process
is called hadronization. Hadronization is a non perturbative process and models of
hadronization are discussed in Section 3.4.
The association of a spray of color neutral particles to a color charge of interest
'Partons are representations of fundamental fields in perturbative QCD. Due to negative sign of
3 function of QCD, coupling constant is small at asymptotically high energies and at low energies
it gets large and perturbative expansions can no longer be applied.

physical meaning
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Therefore, partons lose their

is done through jet clustering algorithms which recognize the spiky patterns in geometrical distribution of momentum and group hadronic descendants of color charged
parton into a single object. In Section 3.6, various jet clustering algorithms are discussed. The definition of jet depends on the clustering algorithm and using different
clustering algorithms produce different jets. This is because a parton is not a welldefined particle: it radiates other partons with low momentum (infrared divergence),
and in the same direction as itself (collinear divergence).
happens probabilistically.

Moreover, the radiation

The jet definition is needed to overcome this ambiguity.

There are commonly agreed criteria by experts in the field on how a jet should be

defined 11581 (taken from Ref. 11961):
1. Simple to implement in an experimental analysis,
2. Simple to implement in theoretical calculations,
3. Defined at any order of perturbation theory,
4. Yields finite cross sections at any order of perturbation theory,
5. Yields a cross section that is relatively insensitive to hadronization.
More than a single jet algorithm can satisfy all the needs above, but to overcome
the ambiguity, a jet should be defined in a manner that provides the best sensitivity
to the physics process that is under investigation.

This usually means that one

would like to calculate the cross-section of a certain matrix element that includes
partons in some of its end products. As an example, for inclusive jet measurement
the clustering algorithm should be sensitive to PT of single partons while in hadronic Z
decay measurements the aim is to increase the Z yield over the QCD dijet background
and have a good quality mass peak. This requires sensitivity to the invariant mass of
the two partons that the Z decays to instead of the PT of a single parton. It turns out
that these two measurements are performed better using different jet algorithms[196.
Although, what we said so far makes jets seem like monsters, as you can see
in event display from ALEPH shown in Fig. 3-1, in many cases it is possible very
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simple to spot jets in an event. At the LHC, energies jets are more collimated and
therefore form even narrower structures. The difficulty at hadron colliders like LIC is
the existence of several simultaneous interactions (Multi-Parton Interactions, MP1).
Each of these interactions produce partons but with smaller energy scales. In cf-C
colliders it is easier to define jets when a single

QCD interaction is taking place.

2'

Figure 3-1: Event display from ALEPH experiment showing Z-

3.1

3jet de(Yays.[31

QCD Factorization

Although jet evolition involves non-perturhative terms, thanks to the factorization of
scales in QCD, it is possible to calculate cross-sections, hard scattering processes, and
partonlic shower forniation of jets

using perturbative QCD arld then include the non-

perturbative effects, the dependence of which on nomentum scales are

oht ained from

data, with convolution of these perturhative calculations with probability distribution
functions.
The cross-section for a hard scattering QCD process in hadronic collisions, where
a parton i with

in hadron hI aid a parton

virtuality scale of 0 to prod1ce

j

with x,_, in hadron h, interact with a

a final state X. can be

scales at factorization scale of /p:
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factorized into hard and soft

ZJf (x1, (JF)2 )

(

2

,

(F)

2

)

hi h2-*+(p, P2)

(3.1)
® u-

Here

fi

and

fj

(x 1 p1

x

2

p2 , p,

Q2) 0 D

x(z,

P2),

are parton distribution functions (PDFs) of the hadrons that collide,

-ij-+k is the perturbative cross section for partons i and

j

to produce partonic state

k, and Dkx is the fragmentation function (FF) that describes the probability of
production of X from parton k.
Both parton distributions and fragmentation depend on the probability for a parton k to split into partons I and m with momentum fractions z and (1 - z), and a
transverse momentum kT with respect to the direction of k . The rate for splitting
diverges as kT goes to 0,

dw4k+m _

d2 ,T

4zr dk2T

zr

(3.2)

-)

where the Plk(z) are the splitting functions, which explain the splitting probabilities
of partons to produce two other partons. The dependence of the splitting probability
on kT explains the collimated nature of jets. The splitting of a quark into a gluon
and a quark happens with a different likelihood compared to the splitting of a gluon
into a quark and anti-quark, or the splitting of a gluon into two gluons:

1+ z2-

Pq-qg(z) =CF 1

(1- z(1-z))2
,

Pggg(z) =CA

(3.3)

Pg_,q(z) =TR(z 2 + (1 -)2
In the above equation CF- 4/3, CA= 3, and TR= 1/2. Notice that g --+ qq

is negligible compared to other processes for small z, as it does not diverge. Apart
from these differences in factors and z dependencies, the divergence of Eq. 3.2 is very
similar to QED. Parton evolution and its similarity to QED is discussed in detail
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in Chapter 17 of Ref. [1911. It is handled in a similar way where NLO amplitudes
cancel the singularities in LO terms, and the singularities can be factorized from the
hard scattering amplitudes and combined with non-perturbative parton distributions
instead. In analogy with QED: "The singular terms supply the kernel of an evolution
equation for the parton distributions as a function of the logarithm of the momentum
scale. Hard scattering with a momentum transfer Q probes the electron at a distance
of order

Q

1 . When the electron wavefunction is resolved to very small scales, it

appears as a constituent electron, carrying only a fraction of the total longitudinal
momentum, plus a number of constituents that carries a substantial fraction of the
total electron momentum can initiate a hard scattering process. Precisely the same
logic applies to the calculation of QCD cross sections. The contributions from the
region of collinear gluon and quark emission should be associated with the parton
distribution functions rather than with the hard scattering cross sections. If we make
this association, we find that the parton distributions are no longer independent of
the momentum

Q

that characterizes the hard scattering process; rather they now

evolve logarithmically with

Q."

In the quark-parton model the PDFs and FFs become independent of Q 2 , f(x, Q 2 )

-+

f(x). This scaling is called Bjorken scaling. Although it does not look very accurate,
for certain x ranges as indicated by the flatness of sets of points shown in Fig. 3-2,
this scaling is violated due to the fact that when probed with large energies a particle
turns into several particles as explained above. This is also the reason why PDFs are
related to splitting probabilities. The space-like splittings describe the

Q2

evolution

of PDFs, while time-like splittings describe the evolution of parton fragmentation into
multiple partons (which is also called as parton showers).
Although, perturbative calculations allow to calculate the evolution of parton
distributions in Q 2, at the low Q2 region they are not applicable, so PDFs and FFs
include non-perturbative physics. Therefore, parton distributions require input from
data as boundary conditions. Given the boundary conditions at a factorization scale,
their dependence on virtuality is described by Dokshitzer-Gribov-LipatovAltarelliParisi (DGLAP) equations:
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3.2

Color coherence

As partons are not well-defined objects the splitting of on(, parton into two can also
be ambiguous. A fore meaningful question is therefore, wien

dn dauges ter
o the two

partois start to behave as two separate sources of radiation? Assuie that a g splits
into a qq connected with color separated

y an angle

fro

each other. We would

like to know when the as twould radiate a gluon of transverse momentUM ag. The

transverse wavelength of this gluon is 1/k1 and its formation time is given as t=
k/ki.

If t1 8, i.e. the separation of the qq pair from each other at the end of the

formation time of the gluon, is smaller than the transverse wavelength of the radiated
gluon, then such radiation is cancelled by destructive interference and the qqc pair acts
as a single emitter. Therefore, large angle radiation happens first, two color charges
radiate a gluon at larger angles than their separation as a single emitter, meaning
that the color charge splitting happens after the radiation of gluon [83].

3.3

Parton disbribution functions

The PDFs describe the probability to find a parton i inside a particle a, with parton i
carrying a fraction x of the total a momentum (Bjorken x) at a hard interaction scale
of

Q2 .

As partons in vacuum only exist inside hadrons, they are crucial to understand

QCD interactions and are involved in any experimental measurement. Measuring the
PDFs is the focus of deep-inelastic scattering (DIS) experiments, where the inner
charge structure of a hadron a (often a proton) is probed by a high energy electron
beam. The electron creates a virtual photon (or weak bosons) transferring part of
its energy to one of the partons in the a. The parton is knocked off and a breaks up
forming hadrons. The values of x and

Q2 , can

be calculated with information at hand

on kinematics of each collision. How to do so is described in "Structure Functions"

review of Ref. [1361.
Different collaborations generate global fits to QCD measurements independently
from each, including DIS data from e p collisions and more, such as asymmetry in
rapidity of W boson production, rapidity distribution of Z bosons and inclusive jet
production in pp collisions [173], to extract PDFs for species of quarks and gluons
at a fixed energy scale

1 GeV/c, which can be evolved in Q2 using DGLAP equa-

tions (See Section 3.1).

Different sets of PDFs can be used to compare to data, in

order to test the assumptions made during the fitting process. These fits were initially done based on LO perturbative calculations, later NLO order results have been
established[173, 1801 and recently there has been developments in moving forward in
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NNLO PDIFs[146, 1811. At NLO and NNLO it has been observed that at low

2, and

x range there are instabilities caused by gluon radiation [2141, and PDFs take negative
values at these kinematics ranges, making an interpretation in terms of probability of
finding a parton with given properties inside a hadron less applicable. In the analysis
presented in Chapter 9, NLO CTl( PDF has been used, which is shown in Fig. 3-3
for different parton species. In the low x region, gluons dominate over valence quarks.
The peak position of x value of valence quarks is slightly below 0.3. If quark-parton
model was true these distributions would peak at 1/3, but due to the momentum
carried by gluons and sea quarks it happens at lower values.
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Figure 3-3: Parton distribution functions in the central fit for a scale of (22 = 85 x 85
GuY2 f2, 173].

3.3.1

Nuclear parton distribution functions

Inside the mnuceus the interactions between nuclens effect, the parton distributions
inside the nucleons. The probal bility of finding a parton inside the nucleons of the
nucleus at a given x is different than the probability of doing so for a free nucleon.
The modification of PDFs for bound nucleons in nuclei (nuclear PDF - nPDF) is
34

I
observed as (i) siippression of low x partons, shadowing region, (ii) enhancement
of partons with moderate x values, anti-shadowing region, (iii) suppression of large
x partons, EMC region, and (iv) enhancement of very high x partons, inside the
nucleus compared to proton. The regions become apparent when the ratio of nPDF
and proton pPDF is calculated, PO (x, Q 2 ) =

(1 /ff(x, Q2). In

Fig. 3-4, R,'I

R'.1" and R" are shown, as can be seen from their dependence on 3, the regions
correspond approximately x < 10- 2 , I 2 <
<' -t) > a. The plotting range

X

is chosen to go up to x = 0.5 due to low statistics used to generate these figures, so
Fermi region is not visible.
Nuclear parton distribution functions are mostly constrained by DIS experiments
on heavy nuclei. In addition to data from DIS, measurements in pA collisions can
also add constraining power on nTPDFs, e.g. for EPS09 nPDF which is compared to
data in Chapter 9 Drell-Yan dilepton production and pion production in pA collisions
have also been used[134]. The data allows to constrain the on shell partons rather
well. However, there are very large uncertainties for gluon PDFs. For (2' = 2 GeV/c.
the uncertainty on giion PD~s are as large as 40 %Ain the shadowing region and 50
% in the EMC region.
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Figure 3-4:

Shadowing:

Shadowing is a result of multiple scatterings of hadronic fluctuations of

a virtual photon with several nucleons [45]. The inner nucleons are "shadowed" by the
nucleons at the exterior. The cross-section of a projectile with a nucleus can be written
as an expansion in the number of scatterings. For example, an interference term,
exp(-i(x 2 +

-

xl+)/ic), is introduced in the expression of cross-section of scatterings

at two points x1f, and x 2 +, where 1, is the coherence length (see Ref. [451 for definition
of coherence length and derivation of the interference term). Coherence length gets

Q2

gets larger, and therefore the shadowing gets smaller.

When the coherence length is large, in the limit exp(-i(x 2 +)
cross section for two scatterings converges to a

-

x 1 +)/lc) -+ 1, the

=2- (A(4 -1))/2 f dx2 T1(x)

2

,

smaller as Bjorken x and

where IA(x,) is the thickness function defined in Eq. 6.2, and - is projectile-nucleon
cross-section.

The fact that this correction is negative explains why shadowing is

observed as a depletion of low x partons. The values at which shadowing becomes
effective can be estimated roughly by requiring the time of hadronic fluctuations to
be larger than the time it takes for this state to span a nuclear radius, because for
shadowing to appear the hadronic fluctuation has to interact with the nucleus as a
whole. This consideration yields x <

O.1AL4,

so as nucleus gets larger the effects

appear at smaller x values, but the magnitude is enhanced as the number of multiple
scatterings is larger.

The size of shadowing is model dependent, but the free fit

parameters to data allows different models to converge to similar results.

Anti-shadowing:

Anti-shadowing is a result of energy-momentum conservation.

The depletion of the PDF at low x values due to shadowing results in an enhancement
at x values above the threshold where the shadowing effects start to appear, because
the momentum of all partons should add up to nucleon momentum.

EMC:

There are different kinds of explanations for the EMC effect. The existence

of nuclear binding, which reduces the mass of nucleons is one explanation, or in
other words an excess pions a inside nucleus due to nuclear binding where part of
the nucleon momentum is transferred to the virtual pions reducing the abundance
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Figure 3-5: Taken from [154j: Shows modification of gluon PDF in Pb nucleus as a
function of x and s.

1,/1-.

of large r valence partons and increasing the number of partons with .r

f

Aternatively, an increase in size of nucleons inside nucleus can result in a softening
of the momentum distribution of partons

Impact parameter dependence:

[49.

A nucleon at the center of a nucleus is affected

differently than a nucleon close to the surface.

The nucleon at the edge has fewer

neighbors and therefore the parton distributions inside should be more similar to a
free nucleon.

In Fig. 3-5,

?'" is shown as a function of the position of a nucleon

inside the nucleus, s and r. As can be seen it approaches to 1 at large s values. At
larger (,2 values the impact parameter dependent modification gets smaller as the
overall R values are closer to 1 in general.

3.4

Hadronization

Hadronization is a non-perturbative process. Experimentally one can only reach the
information of hadrons, while theoretical computations are with partons, as the
Lagrangian describes the dynamics of quarks and ghuons.
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In a way hadronization

makes cross-sections "realistic" by reducing the effect of divergences, as collinear
partons all end up inside the same hadron. Jets, are approximate handles on partons,
but they also show sensitivities to hadronization, because hadrons are what jets are
comprised off. Therefore, modelling of hadronization is an important ingredient in
phenomenological studies of QCD. Monte Carlo generators first produce jet showers
made out of partons down to a minimum virtuality scale, or PT scale of order of
~1 GeV, below which color neutral hadrons are formed by hadronization models.
This cut off scale is not determined by theory, but based on how similar final hadron
distributions can be to the initial parton distributions.

A group of hadronization

models describes the color flux between two partons as strings and another group
treats each color charge pair as dipoles radiating other partons. Both methods aim
to find a color neutral configuration while minimize change in the overall color flow.
In the Lund string model [37, 208j, partons are connected by string that represents
the flux of color force between them in a linear covariant approximation. As they move
apart from each other string pulls them back, this pull is represented by infinitesimal
losses of energy packages from the edges of the strings, i.e partons, to the string. This
is a representation of color confinement in the sense that quarks cannot escape and
are tied to each other. In the massless approximation, if strings are not broken into
pieces, which is how hadronization takes place in these models, a qq system would
oscillate back and forth. The configurations are shown as line in Fig. 3-6, where each
line is separated by equal time intervals.
Another simple color configuration is a qgq system. In this configuration, the q
and q are attached to each other by a string that goes through the g, on the side
without g there is no string, g is represented as a kink on the string instead of an
edge. The fact that g has strings on both sides means that the force on g is twice as
large as on a q or q, reflecting the ratio of color factors CA/CF

=

9/4. In the case

of no string break up, this system also oscillates back and forth, in a slightly more
complicated way as shown in Fig. 3-6. Whenever a parton leaves all its energy on
the string, i.e. the arrow in the figure disappears, the strings start growing in the
direction of pull of the total energy density carried by the system. At the end t = 15,
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the partons go back to a single point with the difference that q and q directions are
flipped.
In the cases mentioned so far, partons are confined in the sense that they can't get
too far away from each other, but of course this infinite oscillation cycle without the
formation of hadrons is not realistic. Instead, strings are broken into pieces forming
hadrons in a probabilistic manner.

"The probability of a string breakup within a

given small region (in space-time or energy-momentum, the two being simply related
by the string constant K) should basically be proportional to the probability of having
a string there, i.e., that the string has not already broken up, times the phase space
of the region." [2081 The mass of hadrons come from the string energy stored in the
string piece that is broken up, in order for hadrons to have mass the string cannot be
broken into point like pieces. The break ups occur with the additional requirement
of having on-shell hadrons.
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Figure 3-6: (Left) Time evolution of a string connecting a qq configuration. (Right)
Time evolution of a string connecting a qgq configuration [208].
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Another method used for hadronization is color dipole models, which model generation of several soft gluon emissions from dipoles of color charges. The generated
gluons recoil the partons forming this radiation, the transverse recoil direction of
gluon is distributed so that the disturbance of the color flow in neighboring dipoles
is minimized[177.

Later these gluons are split into qq pairs.

This model uses pl

ordering, the emissions with larger p, are performed first.

3.5

Jets in PYTHIA

PYTHIA

is one of the most well established Monte Carlo event generators used in

high-energy physics at LHC. A similar generator is
discussed here.

PYTHIA

HERWIG

[561, but it will not be

includes a wide range of functionalities, but in this section we

will focus on implementation of the QCD framework concerning light flavor parton
production. For more detailed information please refer to Ref. [2091.
The main specialities of PYTHIA are initial state radiation (ISR), final-state radiation (FSR), multi-parton interactions (MPI), and hadronization with string fragmentation.

It is built on LO machinery, but models higher order QCD processes

through parton shower algorithms. It uses LO PDFs in ISR as boundary conditions
to DGLAP and for MPIs where PDF is interpreted as number density of partons.

Hard-scatterings

The hard process matrix elements at LO that are used in hard

QCD interactions are qiqj -+ qi%, qiqi -+ qk, qiqi
gg

-+

-- gg, qig

-+

gqi, gg

-

qkk,

gg. Matrix elements are calculated for massless quarks, and the final quarks

are then put on mass shell. The divergence as k1
minimum threshold for the

Perturbative showers

r2 = l/

-+

0, are overcome by setting a

of the hard interaction,

Although 2 -+ 3 or 2

-+

jfr

> pLmin.

4 matrix elements are not imple-

mented in PYTHIA, the production of multi-jet events are accounted for via initial
and final state radiation processes which utilize the same shower algorithm as the jet
shower formation through splitting of single partons into many as a result of several
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2 -+ 3 processes based on dipoles 2 . Even if the matrix elements for higher order
diagrams are not accessible in PYTHIA it is known that the outcome would be cancellation of k1 -+ 0 singularities. Some approximations derived by simplyfying the
kinematics, interference and helicity structure give good description of substructure
of jets. The study of well-separated jets and a, studies using multi-jet generation
need to rely on higher order matrix element calculations and PYTHIA is expected
to provide an limited description.
The parton showers in PYTHIA are p' ordered [2071, allowing a natural implementation of coherence effects by the use of Sudakov factors [2151.

Each splitting

probability is governed by splitting functions that depend on z as given in Eq. 3.3.
If these probabilities are put directly in practice, infinite number of partons would be
produced due to divergences, but by assuming that the output of the parton generation will be used in.study of jets via an IRC safe jet reconstruction algorithm it is
possible to apply an effective cut-off of

Q2

for each emission.

FSR is a forward parton evolution, and ISR employs the same evolution but
backwards, in the sense that, for FSR one tries to find partons b and c that parton a
will branch into, while in ISR given parton b one searches for parton a that produced
b. The two cases are shown in Fig. 3-7. The ISR and FSR takes place in the hardscattering center of mass frame and the recoiler is defined as the rest of the particles
produced in this process except the one whose evolution is being processed.

The

exact definition of pi is done in light-cone coordinate system for a moving in z+, so
that p+ = E
S=zp
=

p, and p+p- = m- = m 2 + pI. The splitting forms two partons with

and p+

=

(1

-

z)p+. Then by energy momentum conservation one gets

(m +pI)/Z + (17, +p2)/(I

z). Using these for FSR, for which

-

Mc = 0, one finds that pZJil

n

and ma = m = 0, thus p Ol

(1

z;(1
-

--

Q 2 =,m2 and

z)Q 2 . While for ISR one has

Q2

=

2

z)Q . In order to have Lorentz invariant when

constructing the kinematics of daughter partons, z is calculated in radiator+recoil
reference frame.
2

Rather 1 -* 2 processes where the effect of dipoles come into play at determination of phase
space
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Given the evolution scale pi, Sudakov form factors, P110, are calculated which
define the probability that no emissions occur between the initial maximum scale
mx

and pZ1 .

The probability of no splitting to occur is given by the inverse

exponential of the integral of probability of emission to occur above the scale pIoZ,
dfPa(p[OI, z):

Zmax)

pfax

vo

d Pb(pi

where x

evol\
z) =

ZinI

f ()(3.5)

dp c
da"Idz

p1

dPa(py
ev, z),

(x p -L, ) PnfXfb(x,

2irj

)

c

P"" = Cxp

zx'. The largest p" i is picked by throwing dice and comparing to the value

of the Sudakov form factors. Later, for the given z and pOI values daughter partons
are generated, and

Q 2 is calculated. Given Q 2 and z, the rest of the kinematics

of daughter partons are set and the above procedure is repeated until p",m of next
splitting goes below p 1 ".

This kind of evolution where splittings with larger pTOl

occur first and the phase space is determined using dipoles is enough to satisfy angular
ordering that is required by color coherence.

The dipole phase space factors are

described in Ref. [177].
C.

recoiler

11mOther

C

b

mother

timelike daughter

b

X

likedaughter

(b)recoiler

(a)

Figure 3-7: Taken from 12071, on panel (a) FSR and on panel (b) ISR is demonstrated.

The showering procedure is ambiguous: shuffling ISR and FSR can still create the
same final state configuration. The talk between the two is done by first creating ISR
and associate a p1 scale for each of the partons generated in ISR, and color connecting
all of the final state partons and partons from hard scattering in forms of dipoles.
The partons are coupled after they are ordered in pi, each parton forms a dipole with
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other partons with closest pi values and these dipoles cannot radiate with p1 values
that are greater than the minimum of p1 of a pair of partons. Therefore, initially
the partons coming from the hardest interaction scale radiate, once these are evolved
downwards in p1 and reach the p1 values of partons from ISR these dipoles also start
to contribute to FSR

3.6

Jet clustering algorithms

As discussed in Section 3.1, splitting probability diverges in soft and collinear limits.
However, because the definition of

PT

of the initial parton is independent of these

splittings, so should be the jet clustering algorithm. Jet clustering algorithms that
produce same set of jet in an event with and without an additional collinear or soft
splitting are called infrared collinear (IRC) safe. The most commonly used IRC safe
algorithm at LHC is the anti-kT algorithm 1721. Analyses described in Chapters 10
and 9 both employ this algorithm. Some other commonly used IRC safe algorithms

are SISCone, kT and Cambridge/Aachen [168, 131, 87.
The ancestor of jet clustering algorithms [213j was a simple cone algorithm aimed
to search for back to back parton production, i.e., dijet production. This algorithm
functioned in a very intuitive way of grouping particles together and tagged them a
jet if the total energy contained in two cones with openning angle 6 is larger than 1-E
times total event energy. In this algorithm, 6 and e are free parameters that do not
have well defined constraints on which values they can have. Today, we expect more
from clustering algorithms. They do not assume a fixed number of jets and they do
not make use of the total event energy, as in hadron collisions the energy that goes
into hard scattering process is not same as the total event energy due to MPIs.

3.6.1

Infrared collinear safety

Experimentally all jet algorithms are IRC safe, as the jet reconstruction is done using
objects, such as tracks and calorimeter towers with minimum

PT

and ET thresholds.

However, for experimental observables to be comparable to the theoretical calcula-
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tions, algorithms used by both parties should be IRC safe. Theoretically the problem
arises when IRC divergences are cancelled by different order diagrams analytically
but the jet clustering algorithm treats these two cases not in the same way, resulting
in two sets of different jets for different order processes so that the cancellation in the
sum of these cannot take place even if both describe the same amplitude. The best
way to describe what IRC safe algorithms are expected to do is by showing how the
IRC unsafe algorithms are effected by such radiation.
Iterative cone algorithms reconstruct cones around high

PT

seeds,- recalculate a

new seed with the momentum sum of all the particles inside the cone and iterate
the construction of the cone. All the stable cones in the event are reconstructed in
this manner. However, in order not to use one particle for two jets, either particles
associated to a jet are removed from the event (iterative cone with progressive removal,
IC-PR) or the jets that overlap are merged (iterative cone with split-merge, IC-SM).
IC-PR algorithm is not collinear safe, as one of the high PT seeds might have split
into two smaller PT particles in the same direction by collinear radiation, this would
result of another particle in the event to be picked up as the highest p, seed and
particles associated to this real highest PT jet might have been removed, resulting
in change its PT. The IC-SM algorithms are not infrared safe, because an infrared
radiation can make two jets that did not initially overlap overlap with each other and
get merged into a single jet[196j. Iterative cone algorithms reconstruct cones around
high pr seeds, recalculate a new seed with the momentum sum of all the particles
inside the cone and iterate the construction of the cone. All the stable cones in the
event are reconstructed in this manner. However, in order not to use one particle
for two jets, either particles associated to a jet is removed from the event (iterative
cone with progressive removal, IC-PR.) or the jets that overlap are merged (iterative
cone with split-merge, IC-SM). IC-PR algorithm is not collinear safe, as one of the
high PT seeds might have split into two smaller PT particles in the same direction by
collinear radiation, this would result of another particle in the event to be picked up
as the highest

PT

seed and particles associated to this real highest

PT

jet might have

been removed, resulting in change its PT. The IC-SM algorithms are not infrared safe,
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because an infrared radiation can make two jets that did not initially overlap overlap
with each other and get merged into a single jet[196].
In order to be IRC safe an algorithm should group collinear particles together and
recombine them into a single particle, and soft particles radiations at large angles
should not be able to combine two jets into a single jet.

3.6.2

Sequential recombination and anti-kT algorithm

A general class of jet clustering algorithms are the sequential recombination algorithms. These algorithms compare two distance measures for an entity
be a particle or a pseudojet: di3 distance between

j

j,

which can

and all the other entities i in

the event, and diB distance of entity i to the beam axis, B. If dij < diB, i and

j

are combined into a single entity by combination of 4-momentum vectors, or else i is
removed from the list of entities for

j.

Recombination might start from the particle

with lowest diB measure (as is the case for kT and CA algorithms) or it might start
from the particle with largest diB measure as is the case for anti-kT algorithm. After
each recombination dij and diB is recalculated and the procedure is repeated.
The distances are defined in the general form given below for the clustering algorithm power value n:

di, =miikt, k'r
diB

where Aij

=

/

-

)

+

(

-

(3.6)

k~r~
4j) 2 . Note that the dij expression is very similar to

the divergence of splitting probability shown in Eq. 3.2. Here krRki replaces k., in
order to define a boost invariant angular projection, because in hadron colliders the
hard scattering interactions take place in boosted frames with respect to the lab frame
as a result of the composite nature of proton. Having the divergent term in the expression is what lies behind the IRC safety of these algorithms. The same expressions
that appear in the denominator of splitting probabilities which get arbitrarily small
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resulting in it to diverge appears in the numerator of dij, and as the clusterring is
first done for small d~i values these splittings are combined before other combination
steps.
For

kT

algorithm n = 1, for C/A n = 0 and for anti-kT n = -1.

The advantage

of anti-kT is that as the clustering grows outward around the highest PT cores of jets,
it is less sensitive to perturbative effects from hadronization and pileup. The other
sequential reconbination algorithms first find the soft subjets inside a jet and at the
end combine these with the higher PT subjet. [721.

3.7

Jet shapes and fragmentation functions

After explaining the theoretical mechanism behind jet formation, implementation of
these in MC and clustering algorithms, we would like to demonstrate how an average
jet looks like.

The most commonly used ways of calculating jets is by means of

measurement of energy density distribution as a function of distance to the jet axis,
jet shapes, and distribution of momenta of constituents of the jet when projected on
the jet axis, fragmentation functions. Note that the use of fragmentation functions
here is an overload of terminology, as we do not refer to

Dk

in Eq. 3.1, because we

cannot access partonic information directly. This is instead an approximatation of
fragmentation functions which are often measured by experiments.
A jet is a very collimated object, as indicated by divergences shown in splitting
probabilities in Eq. 3.2. The collimation results in the exponentially falling shape
shown in 3-8, where,
Ptrack
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t jets
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et

About 90% of the monwntum of the jet is contained in 10 % of its area.

(3.7)

The R

parameter of jet clustering algorithm coupled with a PT cut on the jet results in
different shapes of jets. By varying R and keeping the PT threshold fixed different
parton Pr values are probed. Only a fraction of parton's P'r from three level hard
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Figure 3-8: Charged particle shapes (left) and fragmentation (right) of jets with
different anti-kL B3 parameters in PYTHIA events generated with Z2 tune [1]. Only
charged particles with p > 0.5 GeV are used.

scattering interaction is available in chistered jets with small -N parameters, and cut
on jet p, translates into higher values for the parton p., for these small R jets. Higher
pr partons have a more collimated shower pattern resulting in the observed effect for
smaller I? values.

Therefore, it is favorable to use large I? values.

However this is

not applicable in hadron collisions with large underlying event, and especially not in
heavy ion collisions. Therefore, common choices of R values are 0.2 - 0.5.
The radiation from higher pp partons are more collimated than lower pr partons,
when a clusterred jet is required to be greater than a value this translates into higher
requirenients for on parton p, for smaller R parameters. On the left panel of Fig. 3-8,

jet shapes are shown for the leading jet in the event for a variety of I? parameters, and
smaller R parameter jets are naturally narrower. Another consequence of increasing
R parameter while keeping clustered jet p

fixed is adding softer fragmenting jets of

same total p, because at the outskirts of the jet the composition of particles is softer.
The dependence of FF of leading jet on 1? parameter is shown on right panel of Fig.
3-8.
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Chapter 4
Jet quenching
4.1

Observation

Jet quenching, is the name attributed to the concept that jets traversing the QGP get
modified. It was discovered as suppression of high-pT hadrons at RHIC [29, 30, 52, 55,
23, 31]. Other measurements that show jet quenching at RHIC are the disappearance
of the away-side jet peak in correlations of high-pr hadrons, and modification of the
away side fragmentation in gamma-hadron correlations. At the LHC, clustered jets
were used for the first time to demonstrate the effect of jet quenching in addition
to high-pT charged hadrons. The first observation was the enhancement of imbalanced dijet pairs[8, 94, 97]. The variety of observables increase significantly once jet
clustering is done. Inclusive jet spectra[10], shape and fragmentation modifications
[108, 98, 12, 67], suppression of number of jets associated to photons and the PT imbalance of the gamma-jet pair[101] are some of the measurements that are aimed to
shed light to underlying mechanisms that cause the observed modification of jets in
heavy ion collisions.
Jets and medium are both made out of QCD matter. There are no sharp boundaries between a parton that belongs to a jet and a parton that belongs to the medium
from the perspective of partons. The medium and the jet are modified mutually by
changing each other simultaneously. Therefore, an interesting set of measurements
are those that look at global event properties around the jet, and that try to determine
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how far in angular distances do jet quenching effects extend. One such measurement
that provides a very detailed description of global event modification is the "missing
measurement that is described in Chapter 10.

PT"

4.2

Theory of jet quenching

This is a very wide topic to cover as whole in a few pages, which is what I will attempt
to do. For detailed information please refer to Refs. [184, 128, 179] and to the relevant
section in the book Ref. [82].
Before going into the details of interaction mechanisms of jets and medium, one
can try to match the time scales involved in medium evolution and jet evolution
to get an idea of where do these overlap and how much time do jets spend inside
the medium.

First splittings for partons produced in a hard scattering process of

virtuality a 100GeV occur at time scales a 1/Q = 0.002 fm/c.

As discussed in

Section 2.3 thermalization occurs at

tther

and hydrodynamization occurs

e 0.02 in strong coupling regime and < 1 fm/c

thydro

2 fm/c according to pQCD calculations

in weak coupling regime. All these values are larger than the time it takes for the first
hard splitting to occur forming the multi-jet angular structure in the event. Therefore
the very beginning of jet formation takes place effectively in vacuum, resulting in
azimuthal correlation of jets in PbPb collisions to be similar to that in pp collisions.
However, when the medium is formed the jets are still in the early stages of their
evolution, and a significant portion of shower formation occurs inside the medium,
allowing jets to spend enough time inside the medium to show the effects of jet
quenching.

In Ref.

[841, the probability of splitting to occur outside of QGP is

calculated based on PYTHIA showers, and there is a 20% probability for a splitting
to occur after propagation time of 30 fm/c since the formation of initial parton that
creates the shower. The typical lifetime of QGP is 1-z 10 fm/c. Therefore, even after
the medium has disappeared shower formation might continue for some jets.
Effects of medium interactions are often seen as corrections on top of the vacuum
structure of jets [78, 185, 183], because these interactions are soft and cannot compete
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with the hard structure of the vacuum radiation. Vacuum branching of jets determines
the main skeleton of jets and the probabilistic nature of this structure causes a large
variance on how jet and medium interacts depending on how splittings occur. This
variance gets even larger when one considers all the factors in the variation of the
matter density seen by a jet over its path. The total matter density, related to the
energy density and temperature, seen by the jet on its path, depends on whether the
hard collision occurs at the center of overlap of two nuclei or close to the surface,
whether the jets are boosted, and on the shower structure of jets. As the number of
partons increase so does the matter seen by the jet, but keeping in mind that each
parton in a jet cannot be considered as separate emitter due to coherence effects.
The effective matter density increases with number of partons but it is not a
straightforward sum of the matter density over each parton. The number of emitters
is also related to local medium properties and the resolution power of the medium. In
addition to having large variations of due to fluctuations in jet showers and medium
properties on the path of jets, the actual difficulty in having a complete model of jet
quenching arises due to the several competing mechanisms of jet-medium interactions
that are also probabilistic in nature and correlated to each other in ways that are not
fully understood. Initially the theoretical study of jet quenching was focused on single
parton energy loss, but as described above the complexity of the problem seeks for a
more global picture of jet-quenching. Monte Carlo studies are therefore very crucial
for jet phenomenology.

Partons traversing the medium

Transport coefficients, q and e explain the av-

erage effect of the medium on a single parton:

q

(AE)L

(kI)L
L
L

L

L

(4.1)

where k' is the momentum component that parton acquires transverse to its initial
direction by medium interactions and AE is the energy it loses over the length of L.
A single parton, that starts existing when created by a radiation (vacuum or
medium-induced) until the end of its propagation when it splits into other partons,
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interacts with the medium which results in a change in its:
* Energy: Parton loses energy to the medium through elastic scatterings (pQCD)

or drag force (AdS/CFT).
9 Color: In pQCD, the same mechanisms described above changes the color of
the parton as well, because the energy is transferred with a gluon.
* Direction: Each scattering causes the direction of the parton to be tilted
in pQCD and energy distribution in the field theory projection to broaden in
AdS/CFT. It is usually safe to assume that the change in direction of the parton
due to collisions is small, this limit is the eikonal limit, "when the energy of the
quark is much larger than any other scale in the problem, the longitudinal and
transverse degrees of freedom decouple - here longitudinal refers to the direction
along the propagation of the quark." [1981.
e Propagation time: In pQCD, the probability of each parton to undergo a
splitting changes due to medium induced gluon radiation, which occurs as a
result of an increase in the virtuality of the parton after the energy momentum
transfer in elastic scatterings. The DGLAP evolution in vacuum is modified
inside the medium. The propagation time is given by the formation time of
radiation, and kL can be replaced with the expression of 4 given in Eq. 4.1,
then t=

k/tj,

as a result t1

=

/.

As ( increases propagation

time gets smaller.
However considering the modification of single parton is not sufficient due to color
coherence effects, which are discussed in the next subsection.

4.2.1

Perturbative calculations

There are various approaches on how to model jet-medium interactions with pQCD.
These models differ on the approximations used in calculations. Approximations are
needed, because of the limitation of cases where first-principle analytical calculations
are possible.

The precision of calculations improve systematically as higher order
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corrections are calculated. One approach is to focus on multiple soft scatterings, and
take averages over length to define transport coefficients which allows to resum all
the interference terms (e.g. ASW[199], AMY[511). This approximation ignores the
hard scatterings. Another approach, opacity expansion, takes into account the hard
scatterings but the interference terms are calculated order by order and the expansion
is over number of scattering centers, so at first order there are no interference effects
and just one scattering (HT[2221, DGLV[225]). Often it is assumed that the medium
is composed of static scattering centers (as in the BDMPS-Z formalism [57, 226J, note
that ASW and DGLV solve BDMPS-Z path integrals under different assumptions),
and for some cases it is assumed to be composed of thermal plasma but of infinite

length ([511).
In the BDMPS-Z formalism, the small angle gluons are suppressed for in medium
radiation due to the equivalent of Landau-Pomeranchuk-Migdal effect in medium.
The suppression is a result of gluon formation times of collinear gluons being larger
than the distance between successive scatterings, i.e, mean free path, in the medium.
The diagrams resulting to suppression of small angle radiation by interference are
shown in Fig. 4-1. The BDMPS-Z formalism explains single medium-induced gluon
emissions from a single parton that undergoes successive multiple scatterings, but the
correlation between two gluons emitted according to BDMPS-Z gets suppressed for
large medium lengths. The color coherence between two gluons is lost at a length scale
that is comparable to the formation time. [63] Therefore, multiple medium-induced
gluon emissions and their cascade can be studied making use of the single mediuminduced gluon emissions.
There have been recent developments in understanding of the color coherence
between multiple medium-induced gluon emissions and the correlation of these with
vacuum radiation [50, 861. Such radiation was previously studied without considering
the interplay with the vacuum radiation for a dense medium [138J. According to these
calculations, the LPM effect can be generalized to multiple gluon emissions but the
explanation is not as simple as in the single gluon case and involves more than the
comparison of the time scale of the formation of the medium and the mean free path.
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Figure 4-1: Taken from Ref. [1791, diagrams that contribute to LPM effect.

As in the vacuum, the study of color coherence in emission of a gluon from two
In

close-by color sources can also be studied with color dipoles in the medium.

vacuum, using color dipole antennas as building blocks of jets rather than partons
leads to a natural implementation of the study of color coherence effects, as discussed
for the case of vacumm in Section 3.2 and modelling of jets showers in PYTHIA in
Section 3.5. Similarly, color coherence effects can studied by a color dipole antenna
inside the medium, where a new angular scale A,.(, is introduced to the problem

1831.

The A.... characterizes the resolution power of scattering centers in the medium.
The calculations show that quarks in a. color dipole radiate glions with kr separately from each other (color decoherence) if the angle between them (
coIpared to AHd = 1/'.

for a gluon radhation of /t

= k/IL.

size of the antenna at the formation time of this radiation
than A1

1,

then the emission occurs coherently, if ri1

L

is larger

If the transverse

= L t is much smaller

A 1 /J then the color charges

in antenna radiate decoherently. This explains that medium causes the color dipoles
to lose their coherence for large angle radiation but the hard core of the jet stays
coherent and the branchings occur in a way that is similar to the vacuumn.[831

4.2.2

AdS/CFT correspondence

AdSG/CFT correspondence allows to calculate interaction of partons with strongly
coupled SYM plasma classically by making use of the dual black hole description.
The parton's interaction witti the medium is described by the dynamics of a string
with one end attached to a brane, which is at a distance that is inversely proportional
to their tmass from the black hole in the holographic dimension. The other edge of the
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string is inside the black bole dragging behind. The energy loss was first calculated
for quarks with infinite mass going at constant velocity by three different groups
f175, 149, 156j. The energy loss per unit length

I-

dE dl E
to
di

2

=

m

(4.'2)

1T2

is anti-proportional to mass of the parton. This expression diverges as in

-

0,

as the approximation is no longer valid for a massless quark. Later the light parton
energy loss is calculations were done [111 1501. the form of energy loss per unit time
is more complicated for light quarks and it depends on the time parton travels in the

u .

.

medium as shown in Fig. 4-2.

0.6

0.40.2:

0

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

Figure 4-2: Taken from Ref. [1131: Shows the energy lost by light quark per unit
time in A1= 4 SYM plasma.

Since the results above on parton energy loss the field has developed in a direction where numerical calculations make it possible to calculate quenching in a finite
medium [1131 and an expanding imedium[112j. The calculations of jet quenching with

holographic models are described in detail in
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1821.

4.2.3

Comparison

Although energy loss of single partons are different in terms of expressions of transport coefficients.

The two very different approaches to jet quenching predict some

qualitatively similar consequences for modification of jets:
" Energy goes to large angles In a pQCD, medium induced gluon radiation is
suppressed at small angles due to the LPM effect. Moreover, the radiated gluons
form a cascade[159, 651 and thermalize in the medium, carrying the lost energy
to large angles. Other mechanisms such as collimation [761 can cause energy to
go to large angles in weakly coupled plasma, where soft particles are stripped
off the jet by getting stopped by medium interactions and carried to larger
angles. In strongly coupled plasma, partons traversing the medium generate
sound waves exciting hydro modes, generating diffusion wakes and mach cones.
Heating the plasma creates an effect that extends over large pseudorapidities.
In addition, depending on the time these sound waves have to travel (they
propagate with c

-

1/V/5 11861) they can carry the energy to large angles.

" Wider jets are quenched miore In pQCD, color dipole antenna radiates
decoherently when the angle gets larger than the medium scale, wider jets are
composed of color dipoles with larger angular separations and therefore would
act as more than a single emitter losing more energy.

11141 showed that in M

=

A recent calculation

4 SYM theory the angle of a "jet" is the driving

parameter for how much energy will be lost per length as well, such that two
jets with different initial energy but same trajectory and opening angle lose
same amount of fractional energy.
" Jet structure is not modified significantly In weakly coupled calculations
the core of jets are not modified because medium cannot resolve the partons
that are close to each other and the shower development in the core is like in the
vacuum. In AdS/CFT calculations, parton splittings do not exist [157, 152J. In
any case, qualitatively a package of energy shot a slab of I

= 4 SYM plasma

comes out with a shape that is same as before up to a scale [113].
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All the items listed above are rather qualitative, which is not sufficient to distinguish signatures of different quenching mechanisms in data. For that quantitative
comparisons between data and theory are needed. However, the quantitative coniparison to data requires a full-fledged MC implementation, which is not yet available and
which cannot easily be developed because of gaps in our understanding of interactions
in QGP. In the future it might be possible to distinguish between the contribution
of different quenching mechanisms even for the cases for which they predict similar
qualitative behavior. Instead, at the moment all these models could be seen as different approximations of reality and therefore components of it or different ways of
saying the same thing rather than being made to compete with each other.
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Figure 4-3: Taken from Ref. 1129]: Shows distributions of ki kicks for strong and
weak coupling calculations.

It is more likely to observe one of the mechanisms in action if one of them creates
an effect the other does not predict, below we list one such item for each approach:
* Large transverse kicks As shown in Fig.

4-3 the transverse kicks partons

get in weakly coupled plasma have a tail for large kicks which does not exist in
strongly coupled plasma. Therefore scatterings analogous to Rutherford scattering can be signature of scattering centers in the plasma so a. signature of
pQCD [129].
e Cherenkov meson radiation Observing a conical enhancement of heavy fiavor niesons around quenched jets would be a signature measurement in the
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opposite direction, as this radiation is created only when partons go faster than
the characteristic speed of sound of the strongly coupled plasma. [771

4.3

Monte Carlo implementations

Jet quenching MCs are essential in the phenomenology of jet quenching in order to
model the interaction of the jet with the medium event-by-event, having a realistic
description of the geometry of the collision and the path the jets take inside the
medium. It also lets one to study the modification of the medium and not only the
modification of jets due to jet propagation. A good example with this functionality is
JEWEL [2291, where medium back-reaction is modelled by generating source terms.
Moreover, MCs allow the study of fluctuations, depending to what extent the causes
of fluctuations are implemented, and not only the averaged quantities, for quantities
such as dijet asymmetry the fluctuations in energy loss due to probabilistic nature of
jet formation has been studies in Ref. 11851. Below you can find an non-comprehensive
list of available jet quenching MC models (see more in Refs. [200, 151, 1761 and a
comparative list can be found Ref.

[228]), to give a taste of how the mechanisms

discussed above were implemented by MC developers in real life.

Q-PYTHIA:

Q-PYTHIA[46 modifies PYTHIA at the level of splitting functions.

The total spectrum is given as sum of the vacuum and medium induced spectra:

dIvac

dzdperp

dzdp2er

dlmed

dd

'

dltotal

where PT is the In vacuum spectrum and the splitting probability are related as:
d_1vac
2I

dzdperp

a?

= -- 2

7 p

1

Pvac(Z),

(4.4)

The vacuum splitting probability is modified by an additive term,
A P = 27r (1 - z)zp2erpI
AP=
""(,'s
Ie,
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(45)
4

similar to the relationship in vacuum but with additional factor of (1 - z)z and the
difference in spectrum where Imed is described by the BDMPS-Z formulation.

JEWEL [227, 229] implements BDMPS-Z radiation incorporating LPM

JEWEL:

interference effects. Jets see the medium as a collection of partons, assuming that the
momentum transfers involved in jet medium interactions are hard enough to resolve
the partonic structure of the medium. A number of scattering centers are created
based on density of the medium and the momentum distribution of these scattering
centers are created according to the temperature.
used for 2

-

The same mechanism which is

2 processes in MC generators such as PYTHIA describe the medium jet

interactions, i.e. with an initial state and a final state parton shower (See Section 3.5).
The several overlapping scattering processes are combined based on the formation
times associated to the processes, such that the process with shorter formation time
takes place instead of the longer one when two of the formation times overlap and
the process with longer formation time is reset in the case that does not generate
any effect. This results in vacuum evolution dominating over the medium induced
radiation because of the shorter formation times associated to vacuum processes with
higher momentum exchanges. The LPM effect is implemented probabilistically based
on an iterative algorithm that compares emission times and calculates the coherent
momentum transfer based on this. In the modelling of coherent emission from multiple
scattering centers an effective momentum transfer is used in the 2 -+ 2 processes.
The emission probability is adjusted according to BDMPS-Z in the eikonal limit and
assumed to hold in the non-eikonal case of the implementation.

YAJEM:

YAJEM [195] Modifies the shower of partons by reducing their propa-

gation time in medium based on the virtuality partons acquire over a path length
based on a 4 parameter.

The 4 value is obtained from the medium based on the

energy density on the path of the parton, and the medium is modelled by 3d hydrodynamical evolution. The parton showers generated by modifying a

PYTHIA

shower

algorithm, specifically the propagation time if change in virtuality due to 4 is large
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or by keeping the virtuality to share it among the daughter partons. The shower is
formed based on angular ordering in PYTHIA, and the effects such as the LPM effect
and the modification in angular ordering for medium induced radiation are assumed
to be small. In addition while the virtuality is acquired from the medium through
cj parameter due to multiple scatterings, these scatterings are assumed to cause no
change in longitudinal momentum of that parton.

Hybrid model:

The Hybrid model[79, 781, which I am a coauthor of, is based on

the observation that quenching effects are corrections to vacuum showers in terms of
the structure of the shower. It aims to test the effects of dE/dx for massless parton
obtained from AdS/CFT for

K

= 4 SYM theory. The expressions of energy loss per

unit length are applied, up to a scale factor that allows the translation to QCD which
is also used as the only fitting parameter to data, to each parton in the shower based on
the medium energy density and temperature. The medium is modelled by hydro [711.
The vacuum showers that are directly obtained from PYTHIA without modifications
due to effects such as medium induced radiation.

The propagation time of each

parton is calculated according to E/2Q 2 based on the values in unquenched PYTHIA
shower. Recently, new features were implemented such as medium backreaction, by
making the medium locally hotter due to energy lost to it by the partons from PYTHIA
shower. Additional, thermal particles are generated based on Cooper-Frye formula
which conserve 4-momentum of the quenching process[80].
The basic observables such as the modification of inclusive jet spectra, dijet asymmetry are modelled well with the existing jet quenching MCs. These models do not
reproduce some of the more detailed jet observables with same level of agreements,
such as fragmentation functions and jet shapes. Moreover, the medium response to
quenching has been realised to be a necessity, except some models [116], for a better
description of these observables [80, 2201.
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Figure 4-4: Jet shape (left) and fragmentation functions (right) modification in head
on PbPb collisions collisions compared to pp collisions. T'aken from Refs. [108, 1071.

4.4

Experimental tests of predictions

After going through the theoretical predictions, let us go back now to how jet quenching is observed experimentally and compare the qualitative predictions listed in Section 4.2 to experimental measurements. When we say that jets lose energy we directly
imply that the energy that would be radiated hr the parton inside a "cone" of R in
vacuum now goes outside of this cone after the interactions with the medium. Otherwise, after clustering the particles generated in interactions would contribute to the

pr- of the jet without resulting in a depletion of its energy. A imedium induced effect
that is contained in the vicinity of jet axis, i.e, inside the jet cone would not show up
as a significant change in jet p,,, but rather as a modification of its inner-structure.
In Fig. 4-4, the ratio of PbPhb and pp fragmentation functions and shapes are shown
for R = 0.3 jets. Noting that the jet energy is mostly contained at the center, the
change at the outskirts of the jet R > 0.2 only corresponds to redistribution of

II

GeV energy (to see how energy is distributed inside a jet in vacuum please refer to
Fig. 3-8), so a 1% modification of a 100 GeV jet. Instead, Pr balance in (ijet and
ganimna jet events show that the energy loss is - 10 - 20 GeV. Therefore, a significant
portion of jet energy goes outside at angles larger than at least the size of the jet.
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Figure 4-5: "Missing pir" for A < 0.8 and A > 0.8 for PYTH IA HYDJET MC simulations (top) and for PbPb collisions (bottom). Taken from Ref. [941.

I
Third item on our list of qualities expected from quenched jet by both strong and
weak c-oupling approaches, seems to le true given the little modification in shapes
and fragmentation, but it is important to note that the inclusive jets for which these
measurements are carried out for might be less
a high pI

quenched than the recoiling jet from

gamma or leading jet.

Identifying the distribution of energy that goes out of the jet is challenging, as
the Underlying event (UE) in a head-on (central) PhP collision is about three orders
of magnitude larger 91, 991 than the magnitude of the lost energy. One advantage
we have is that the UE is uncorrelated in angle with respect to the dijet direction,
therefore the vectoral pI, sum of particles associated to the UE can be large but it
points to random directions with respect to the diuet axis. The "missing ir" method
of CMS makes use of this fact to calculate the contribution of only the correlated
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particles. For different PT intervals, the PT of charged particles are projected on the
dijet axis in order to measure the spectra of particles that are correlated to the jet.
This measurement showed that the spectrum of particles that contribute to the PT
balance in the event at A =

-

2

.qet)

+

('r

-

iet)2

> 0.8 1 in PbPb collisions

is softer with respect to MC simulations that do not have quenching effects, as shown
in Fig. 4-5. This means that quenching effects extend above A = 0.8. Therefore, the
first item in the list is verified by experiments, but the differences between different
mechanisms can show up at more quantitative level of how the PT spectrum of out-ofjet-cone dissipation look like as a function of A. The large angle particle enhancement
is observed also at RHIC by jet-hadron [20], and -y-hadron correlations[24], where
the peak formed hadrons on the away side of triggered objects get broader and the
particles at larger angles from this back-to-back peak have a softer spectrum.
There has been no direct measurement on the second common prediction, but
there has been indications of it. The dijet asymmetry measurement by STAR shows
that when jets with hard fragmentation are selected no dijet asymmetry enhancement is observed in AuAu collisions compared to pp collisions[1621, while we know
that jets at RHIC energies are quenched similarly as the jets in LHC when no fragmentation biases are introduced with the selection based on the results of inclusive jet
spectra[2041. This is a sign that jets with smaller mass than average, are not getting
as quenched and needs to be followed up with more direct measurements in which jet
quenching effects are studied as a function of jet mass.

1A

is denoted as

AR in Ref. [991
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Chapter 5
CMS Detector and Software
5.1

CMS Detector

CMS detector is one of the four experiments placed on the ring of the Larger Hadron

Collider (LHC).
The detector is named as Compact Muon Solenoid after its purpose of measuring
momentum of muons very precisely thanks to the solenoid providing large magnetic
field. The magnet is a superconducting solenoid of 6 m internal diameter, providing
a magnetic field of 3.8 T. Although the measurements presented here are not using
muons, every measurement benefits greatly by the opportunity of measuring momentum of charged particles with good precision. Muons are measured in gas-ionization
detectors in the steel flux-return yoke outside the solenoid.

Within the supercon-

ducting solenoid volume are a silicon pixel and strip tracker, a lead tungstate crystal
electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL), and a brass and scintillator hadron calorimeter
(HCAL), each composed of a barrel and two endcap sections. Forward calorimeters
extend the pseudorapidity [881 coverage provided by the barrel and endcap detectors.
A drawing of the detector is shown in Fig. 5-1.
The measurements that will be discussed in the proceeding chapters use a large
portion of the sub-detectors of the CMS detector, and these subdetectors are detailed
below. A more detailed description of the CMS detector, together with a definition
of the coordinate system used and the relevant kinematic variables, can be found in
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Figure 5-1: Drawing of CMS and its sub-detectors

Ref. [

5.1.1

rak.

Tracker

Tracker is used in finding the position of collision vertex. reconstruction of charged
particles, muons and electrons, and indirectly in the reconstruction of neutral hadrons
through the particle flow algorithm described in Section 8.2.1. Therefore it has central
importance to the physics performance of the detector.
Tacker is composed of an inner pixel detector, and outer strip detector, both of
these cover Jl < 2.1. The layout of the tracker is shown in Fig. 5-2.

Silicon Pixel Detector

Silicon pixel detector is composed of 3 barrel cylinders

and 2 forward disks. The closest pixel barrel cylinder is located at a 4 cmi distance
from the interaction point, the proximity of this layer allows good vertex resolution.
These layers are composed of 65 M pixels. In the barrel, each pixel has an area of
tOOpm x 150pm and a Lorentz anlie of 23', at 3.8 T. The holes and electrons created
by ionization during the charged particle passage diffuse towards the two ends of the
sensor, top and bottom, and as they do so they drift with the Lorentz angle and this
results in charge sharing on different readout modules. The analogue readout of the
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p
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In order to make use of the Lorentz drift
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that mgnetic

field has a vertical component with respect tot the electric field also in this region.

Silicon Strip Detector

Silicon strip detector is composed of 4 parts, tracker in-

ner barrel (T113), tracker inner (1isk (TID). tracker ouiter barrel (TUB), tracker miter
endcap (TEC.). these layers add upl to li-0 NJ strips. Unlike the pixel detector one lay-er
of silicon strip detector, provied ID inform-ation on the it of the track. However if
two layers of strips are put one after the other with an. angle between these layvers
2D information can be obtained. Layers demonstrated with blue color in Fig. 5-2
are layers composed of (lolible silicon strip layers. However, as shown in left panel of
F ig. 0-3, if two particl1es pass throulgh nearby strips the 2D) informnation is blurred as
there are 2 possible configurat ions which can create the same pattern, by the empty
dlots or by crosses.

The filled

crosses are where the particles passed through and

the enmpty ones are called ghosts hits.

In order to reduce the ghost hits the two
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layers of strips are placed with a small angle (100 mrad) between the orientation
of strips in a stereo format., rather than vertically, as shown in right panel of Fig.
5-3.

The pitch of strips vary between 81 to 183

jtm,

and thickness between 320 to

500 pm providing a hit position resolition of 23- 52 pm in the r -(b

and z directions.

Figure 5-3: ([Left) Drawing dJemonstrating the ghost hits (empty circles) that are
Formed by two layers of strips, when two particles hit these layers (hits shown with
(rOSSOes). (Bight') Cartoon showing the lack of ghost hits whten two layers are placed
in stereo configuration instead of vertically. The angle betwveen strip directions 1.s1
exaggerated in this drawing. In CMNNS the angle between strip directions in stereo
layers is only 100 rnrad.

The layout, of the tracker is very im-portant to understand the track reconstruction. S')ome particle trajectories coincide withi larger niimrber of layers than the others
depondin~g on their pointing direction and

r.Having miore tayvers on their traje*

tory these particles leave behind miore hits and are reconstructed with more accurate
1),,values. Moreover, The m--aterial budget needs to he kept low in order to avoid -miltiple scattering that would result in a, radical deviation in the direction of the particle
direction. The largest conitributor of' the material budget is the cooling system and
the readout cables associated to the barrel sensors which pass in between barrel and
forward tracker layers.

In Fig.

5-4, where material budget as integrated ov'er the

path of thie particle normalized by the interaction length (rig~t, palnel) and radiatiOni
longht (Jeft panel) are show n, one can see that, there is a peak in. the imaterial. budget
between L.0 < qj < 2.0. A similar shape is observed i termis of the radiation length.
F1'ollowing the dashed lines miarking these tj values in F ig. 5-21 it cani be seen that this
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cylinders

coincides with the zig zag empty space between disks in forward region and

cables and

at barrel, these spaces shown empty in the drawing are filled with readout
C'0oling systems.
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Figure 5-4: Integrated path of particle throghi material over its trajectory is shown
function of / normalized to interaction lenght (left) and radiation length (right). 11171

Readout of tracker

Before the electronic signal in pixel and silicon detector can

he interpreted as a sign 4f particle passing through it. noise cleaning is

carre(l out.

The nolise cleaning is called zero-suppression (ZS).
In pp

collisions, strips are read if the signal is 5 times higher than the average

noise, anc pixels are readt with a signal threshold of 3200 electron equivalent signal.
The

clusters formed by multiple sensors readouts have further thresholds, for pixels

the clusters are required to have more than 4000 electron eqiuivalent signal, for strip

clusters the signal is required to be 3 times larger than the chaninel noise.
In l

ll

collisions, for pixels same ZS as in pp coltisions is applied, but for strips

a different ZS algcirithmn is
more parts then

used. Although it is cornuouly referred as ZS it contains

just ZS. This algorithn has three steps; subtraction of common nocle,

pedestal subtraction and finally ZS. In PIbPb ollisious strip detectors are exposecl to
large rate of particle {passage resulting in iighly-lionized particles which causes shifts
and slopes in a group of 128 strips (a singole APV) to build a cormnon shift in their
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baseline. The common mode is calculated using iterative median method in which
the median adc count of all strips is calculated, then recalculated using only strips
with an signal below the calculated median plus 2- times the strip noise, and then
recalculated a third time in the same manner. This value is subtracted from all the
strips in the APV.
The pedestal subtraction is done where average signal in each strip is set to zero,
and finally ZS is applied by each strip signal to be greater than 3 times the noise, and
strip clusters to be 2 times greater than the average noise in the clusters. The final
cluster is removed if the total signal in this is less than 5 times the quadratic sum of
noises in each strip belonging to it.
Hit reconstruction

Once the signal is read and noise is cleaned this signal is turned

into hits with central points and widths. Pixel hits are 1-D and strip hits can be 1D or 2-D. Hit positions are calculated by the geometric center of the cluster taking
into account the Lorentz drift. The effective widths are calculated by subtraction
the effect of diffusion with Lorentz drift and spread in length due to the thickness of
the sensor and so the path the particle takes inside the sensor horizontally inside the
sensor. All pixels that carry information of a single hit are clustered together. The
cluster shape of an example hit in pixel barrel detector is shown in Fig. 5-5. After
the local hits positions are determined within layers of detectors, it is translated to
global CMS coordinates, using the information of alignment of each of the layers.
Alignment is calculated using cosmic rays passing through the detector with 3-4 pm
precision, as explained in Refs. [891.

5.1.2

Calorimeters

Calorimeters of CMS are aimed to measure photons, electrons and jets, and they
have a hermetic design that would allow the measurement of precise missing ET
for neutrinos to be used in SM measurements, and for SUSY and beyond standard
model searches. The hermeticity was not designed for heavy-ion collisions, but we
also benefit from this design as it lets us study the jets production to large 71, and
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Figure 5-5: Cluster shape for a barrel hit where the signals in each pixel are given in
kiloelectrons is shown. Those shown in green are below the readout threshold. The
track projection is shown as the dashed red line. The V- and y-projections are also
shown as one-dimensional arrays. The coordinates of the boundaries between the
first and second pixels (cr/yr ) and the next-to-last and last pixels (xI/yL.) and the
charges of the first and last pixels p "]arealso shown. [216]

collective medlium effects that extend over large qj ranges.
The different parts of calorimeter are listed below.

Pre Shower (PS)

PS is used for identification of electrons in the barrel and for

identification of neutral pions in the endcap regions.

It is composed of 2 layers of

lead radiators, each of which are followed by a silicon strip sensor. Lead radiators are
used to initiate the electromagnetic shower.

ECAL

ECAL is composed of lead tungstate crystals with silicon avalanche photo-

diodes in barrel and vacuum phototriodes in the endcap to multiply the photons from
the crystals. Crystals have radiation lengths of X

=-: 0.89cm, and Moliere length of

2.2 cm. In the barrel, the depth of crystals is 25.8 X, and it allows good containment
of electromagnetic showers. In A5 and Atj each crystal covers 0.0174. In the endcap
the depth of crystals is 21.7X,. Due to the rapid change of ,, in forward region the
crystals are riot arranged in constant intervals of Ar/, instead they have equal cross
section in

x and y (28.6 x 2851.Gmm 2). ECAL barrel reaches Ir/; of 1.479 and endcap

extends this range up to 1. 179 < Iq < 3.
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HCAL

HCAL is a sampling calorimeter composed of brass layers interlaid with

scintillator tiles. In the barrel which extends up to 171 < 1.3, the scintillator tiles
have a surface of AI - AO of 0.087.087. The end cap covers 1.3 < |g| < 2, granularity
of tower size is same as in barrel for 1.3 < jiq < 1.74 and A9 size increases above this
value.

HF

HF is a very important detector for PbPb collisions, because it is used to reject

the non-collision events and in determination of collision centrality classes. HF is a
part of the hadronic calorimeter system, but it is better to consider it as a separate
sub-detector, because it is not a brass/scintillator sampling detector as HCAL barrel
and endcap.

It is a Cherenkov steel/quartz fibre where detection of signal is done

with Cherenkov light produced in quartz fibres. Fibers are bundled into towers of

0.175 x 0.15 in Ay x A0.
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Chapter 6
Event selection and centrality
classification
In this Chapter, we go through the selections that allow us to select good collision
events to analyze and methods of selecting on different initial collision geometries in
PbPb collisions, and efforts to extend those methods to pPb collisions. The collision
event selection is discussed in Section 6.1.

The cause of differences in initial state

geometries are discussed in Section 6.2. The experimental methods used by CMS to
select on different geometries are discussed in 6.3.

6.1

Selection of collision and dijet events

Triggers:

The CMS online event selection employs a hardware-based Level-i trigger

and a software-based high-level trigger (HLT). Events used in dijet analyses are selected using an high-pT inclusive 'single-jet trigger in the HLT, requiring a calorimeterbased jet with transverse momentum above a given threshold. The momentum threshold used in analysis of pp, and PbPb events are chosen to be 80 GeV and for the
analysis of pPb events it is chosen to be 100 GeV. For all the collision systems the
trigger becomes fully efficient for events with a leading jet with p.r > 120GeV with
all the anti-kT R parameters used in offline reconstruction of jets.
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Dijet selection:

ni0

The pseudorapidity range for jets in pPb collisions extend up to

< 3. In pp and PbPb collisions, leading and subleading jets are selected among

the set of jets within Ig1 < 2 sorted in PT, because of lack of sufficient control on JES
above this range in PbPb multiplicities. Jets in the event are ordered in PT to find
the highest, leading, and second highest, subleading jet. Further selections of q values
are applied on ql and y2, where index 1 always refers to leading and 2 to subleading
jet, when necessary. The specific requirements of q of individual jets are described
later during the definition of each observable in Section 10.1.
In the light of our physics goals (see Chapter 9) dijet events are chosen to allow a
sufficient gap between the leading and subleading jet P, for the study of asymmetric
dijet events in search for jet quenching effects.

Dijet events are required to have

a leading jet with PT,1 > 120 GeV and subleading jet with PT,2 > 50 GeV in pp
and PbPb collisions, while in pPb collisions a lower threshold of PT,2 > 30 GeV is
picked. In addition, to enhance a dijet topology jets are required to be back to back in
azimuthal angle. In pp and PbPb collisions azimuthal angle difference is required to
satisfy

-A01 , 2 > 01 -

2 >

57/6, and in pPb collisions A1,2 is required to be greater

than 37/2.

Collision selection in PbPb:

A minimum bias event sample is selected by em-

ploying the cleaning procedure to remove background, beam gas, PKAM (Previously
Known As "Monster") events and ultra-peripheral-collision events from the selected
events standardized by previous analyses. The procedure includes the following,
1. Events where any of the beam scintillator counter (BSC) halo bits fired (L1
Technical Trigger bits 36, 37, 38 or 39) were excluded from the analysis. This
happens only in 0.1% of the events triggered by the HLT jet trigger with 80
GeV threshold, thus any possible biases are negligible.
2. A reconstructed primary vertex with at least 2 tracks was required, removing
collisions which were not inelastic hadronic interactions(e.g.
calorimeter).
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beam-gas, UPC,

3. The cut used to remove PKAM events in PbPb collisions is a compatibility
requirement between first layer pixel cluster length and angle with respect to
the vertex location, the cluster compatibility is check is done the same way as
in the first step of vertex reconstruction we described in Section 8.1.
4. At least 3 towers in the HF detectors on both sides of the interaction point, with
at least 3 GeV total deposited energy per tower, were required in the PbPb (pp)
.

analysis

5. In order to remove events with residual HCAL noise that are missed by the
calorimeter noise rejection algorithms [119, 120]

Collision selection in pp and pPb:

Step 2, 4 and 5 listed for PbPb collisions

are applied, with a small difference in 4 where only a single tower is required to have
energy greater than 3 GeV. In addition, the standard beam scraping filter is used[163.
This filter removes events where the number of reconstructed tracks is larger than a
certain threshold but the fraction of google quality tracks is low. If the events contain
a minimum of 10 tracks, the minimum fraction of good quality tracks is required to
be larger than 25%, where good quality refers to the satisfaction of the "high purity"
requirement, which is discussed in Chapter 8.
In pPb collisions, there is a

-3%

probability of at least one additional interaction

occurring in the same bunch crossing. Events with more than one interaction are
referred to as "pileup events". A pileup rejection algorithm developed in Ref. [103]
is employed to select a clean single-collision sample, which removes 0.01 % of events
without pileup while cleaning > 90% with pileup. In pp collisions, the pileup probability is significantly larger (~

23%). However, due to the nature of the analysis a

pileup rejection filter algorithm was not needed. Also the pileup events are used in
the analysis, but charged particles coming from pileup vertices are rejected by requiring each particle to come from a restricted distance within the primary vertex. The
reason why pileup in pPb collisions needs to be cleaned is because the analysis in pPb
collisions were done as a function of activity in the forward calorimeter, and the high
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activity events were of special interest. The pileup contribution in the calorimeters
cannot be cleaned, because the vertex information is not available as in the case of
tracks. If pileup events are not cleaned this causes large systematic uncertainties in
such events because forward energy produced by pileup interaction adds up to the
interaction of interest with dijet production. In the highest activity events used in
the analysis the probability of contamination with pileup events after the rejection
filter is found to be smaller than 2% [1101.
Further information on event selection can be found in Refs. [101, 96, 98, 941.

6.2

Selecting different initial state configurations

In relativistic collisions, the interaction of nuclei and hadrons happen in a snapshot.
At this moment in time each collision can be described as a frozen configuration of
nucleons inside the nuclei and frozen configurations of partons inside these nucleons.
Experimental observables sample these configurations based on their properties at
the end of their evolution in time, with the aim of measuring average behavior of
collisions with different initial states, for example the region of overlap between two
nuclei for studies as a function the size of the medium formed in heavy-ion collisions.
The question is whether or not the evolution of very different initial configurations
can lead to similar final states. The answer is "not very often" if the amount of variation among the initial configurations for events in a given class of final state events
is smaller than the variations of that initial state property for events in different final
state classes, i.e. when fluctuations are smaller than the separation of mean values.
In fact, the term fluctuation only makes sense in this case. If an initial state property
gets washed out by competing initial state effects or final state interatctions, the possible initial configurations for a final state class follow wide probability distribution
and the answer of the question becomes "very likely". In order to be able to interpret results of measurements correctly and factorize the initial or final state effect of
interest, it is crucial to understand the initial state distributions and their final state
outcomes.
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In the next chapters we will investigate three types of colliding species; pp, pPb
and PbPb collisions.

The basic distribution functions that govern probabilistically

how the snapshot will look like, are the parton distribution functions (PDFs), nuclear
modification of these and the distribution of nucleons inside nucleus. Parton distribution functions are discussed in Section 3.3 and also later in Section 3.1 govern initial
state of pp collisions.

The effective influence of neighboring nucleons is described

by a modification in PDF in nucleus compared to nucleon is described by nuclear
PDF (nPDF), governing the initial state of pPb collisions. In PbPb collisions on top
of these the of position of nucleons are taken into account ignoring the interactions
between them, where the effect of having multiple nucleons is contained in nPDF.

6.2.1

Glauber model

The Glauber model describes the spatial distribution of nucleons inside the relativistic
nucleus and the number of collisions, assuming that each nucleon-nucleon interaction
happens with same cross-section,

ONN-

The probability density of having a nucleon

is given by the nuclear potential described by Wood-Saxon distribution

1
p(x, y, z)

e('-R)/S

+ 1'

(6.1)

where R = (1.2fm)A'/ 3 is the nuclear radius and 6 which is typically 0.5 fm is the
thickness which determines how smoothly the potential turns on at the edges of nuclei.
The Lorentz contracted nuclei become planar, and the density of nucleons in this 2D
surface is described by the thickness function

T

J4'

dzp(x, y, z),

(6.2)

For two colliding nuclei with mass numbers A and B separated in x direction by an
impact parameter b, number of nucleons per area that participate in the interaction
is
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is what drives the soft particle production in heavy ion collisions, as shown

N'Iy

in Fig. 6-1. The cross section for hard interactions is driven by the number of 1inarv
collisions. For processes with small cross section,
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Figure 6-1: N)r dependence of particle production per pseudorapidity at RHIC and
LH-C, taken from Ref. [90J.
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(6.4)

In MC implementations. nucleon configurations are created randomly accor(ling
to TA(x, y) and pairs of nucleons from each nnclei are checked for overlaps with each
other for an impact parameter 1). Nucleons are approximated as solid spheres with
-

/JNN and collision happens if the spheres touch each other. The input of these

MC implementations are o\ 1 , nucleon species and a parameter that does not allow
the position of two nucleons to be closer than a certain vahme to each other, in order
to avoid(

overlaps which are not allowed because of Fermi exclusion principle.134] It is
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also possible to model the nucleons with smooth density distributions.
In order to demonstrate the arbitrariness of choice of using solid spheres for nucleons, the distribution of Npat and N 01 for an example PbPb collision with b = 3.4
fm is shown in Fig.

6-2 for solid sphere nucleons and for nucleons wrapped with

Gaussian density distributions colliding with each other. The choice of a Gaussian
distribution here is not based on measured nucleon density profiles, but a way to show
that smoothing nucleon profiles effect the initial overlap area, therefore
are defined as in Eq. 2.3.

TE

values that

This in turn produces different v., values by hydrody-

namic evolution given that there are tuning parameters such as viscosity in the hydro
models. The lumpy profiles obtained by Glauber model were shown to give larger
eccentricity values and produce the

PT

dependent v, values more accurately than

some models that model the color charges within the nucleons. Models that accounts
for the color charges inside the nucleon with tunable parameters, which allows to
determine how lumpy the collision profile will be, can reproduce large eccentricities
obtained by Glauber initial state and agree with data for v,, values obtained [1451.
In Fig. 6-3 correlation between impact parameter and integrated Npart values are
shown in pPb and PbPb collisions as a function of impact parameter at 5.02 and 2.76
TeV corresponding to

ONN

= 70 mb and UNN = 64 mb, respectively, for colliding

solid spheres. It can be seen that the root mean square of this mean value is larger
for pPb collisions than PbPb collisions.

Gribov model

In the Glauber model subsequent interactions between nucleons

take place without a change in

UNN-

In Gribov theory, the subsequent interactions

are suppressed and each intermediate states collisions have modified cross-sections
with nucleons in the target. This treatement is rather complicated involves Reggeon
calculations, for a review on Gribov's work see Ref. [130].

6.2.2

Initial state of proton

In a Glauber model, each binary collision is assumed to happen with the same crosssection, and the variety of different nucleon-nucleon collision configurations are not
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list some reasons proton-proton collisions differ from each ot her.

Constraints of total available energy

We have discused earlier in Section 3.3

that the imiiat state of proton collisions have a wide range of distributions at least
for interactions where riiomentum transfer is

large. It is natural to observe that a

proton where Inmost of the energy is Carried by a

ilence ([ ark with r

Iwould not

have a wide spatial energy distribution. because of the lack of available energy.
pa rton
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like this would also not produce a significant amount of ISi. Thinking about
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Figure 6-3: Number of participating nucleons, in (left) pPb and (right )PbPb collisions. The filled line shows the mean the width of it the statistical incertainty and
the dashed lines show the RMS of the distributions.

maxirium energy scale to the scale of interaction, when a parton carries most of
the proton energy not much lphase space is left for ISR. These: The flictuations in
functions
spatial distribution of color charges inside proton. the parton distribution
(generalized parton distribution functions to be more accurate), and the amount
of ISR multi parton interactions inIMC generators are all related and are different
expressions of same phenomenon.
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There are models

[351, where fluctations of proton size is allowed to be a free

parameter, and a relationship produced between size of proton and probability of
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having a hard-scattering collision with a given x value are correlated. The change in
size of the proton then reflects to the number of collisions in the Glauber model, as
shown in Fig. 6-4. For protons with large. x partons,

<

a

><

ut,, as in panel (a),

and N., 1 distribution shift towards smaller values compared to rltoL, and vice versa
for protons with small x. In Section 9.6, a toy model which produces a similar effect
i.e. anti correlation between 3 and N 0i1 is explained.

Impact parameter of proton-proton collisions

It is true that on-ce most of

proton energy is taken by a single parton not much energy is left for the rest of
the interactions.

However, it is also possible to have a proton configuration that

htis a small size and a large .r parton without this parton interacting during the
collision. Having more energy produced in a collision is an indication of more multiple
interactions, and implies that the impact parameter between the two protons are
small.

The high :

partons, which are most likely to be located at the center of

the proton,. have higher chances of interacting when the impact parameter of proton
i.e. a direct
proton collision is small. In such eases ati opposite effect is produced,
correlation between soft particle production and high PI jet events. This correlation
is also produced by PYTHIA as shown in Fig. 6-5.
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Figure 6-5: Taken from Ref. [1901, number of jets per event as a function of total
forward I' in PYTHIA sil1l1 dations.

To summarize, the initial state of collisions have several sources of fluctuations,
although in some cases it is riot fair to call these fluctuations, becanse the deviations
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from a "mean" are large and the form of distributions start matter, as in the case of
parton distribution functions. In probing the final state effects due to medium formed
in heavy-ion collisions, initial state configurations are not expected to have a large
impact on jet quenching effects we are interested in studying and the correlations
between hard scattering process and soft particle production get washed out as a
result of large number of collisions that take place.

However for smaller collision

systems, such as pPb, if one tries to make measurements on different initial colision
geometries these effects need to be considered.

6.3

Centrality classification

After choosing events with collisions and which has a dijet pair produced, we would
also like to have control of the impact parameter of collision, so that in PbPb collisions size of the medium will be larger and therefore the effects of jet quenching we
are interested in studying can be enhanced.

Moreover, as discussed in Chapter 2,

the observation of flow effects in pPb collisions have raised the question of whether
a similar medium is formed in small colliding systems as well. Therefore, having a
control of impact parameter of pPb collisions and studying events where many collisions happen in one event is of interest as well. Selecting on certain impact paramer
ranges would also let us measure impact parameter dependent nPDFs, in case there
no jet medium interaction is observed.
In general particle multiplicity scales with Npart, which is correlated to impact
parameter in Glauber model as shown in Fig. 6-3.

Therefore, selecting on events

in which large number of particles are produced one can obtain a set of collisions
with small impact parameter. However selecting on multiplicity in the region of measurements might bias the observables, as an example by requiring a large particle
multiplicity in mid-rapidity region one might favor the events containing multiple
jets, which will have different than average dijet properties. In order to avoid correlation between centrality selection and the measured observable events are classified
according to their activity in the forward region.
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To define the centrality classes

transverse energy in the HF is used.

Centrality in PbPb

6.3.1

In IPbPb collisions the centrality is determined using the total sum of transverse
energy of calorimeter towers in the HF region (covering 2.9 <

1,1I<

5.2).

The

distribution of this total transverse energy was used to divide the event sample into
hins, each representing 0.5% of the total hadronic nucleus-nucleus interaction cross
Fig. 6-6 shows in the left panel the centrality variable for the collection

section.

of minimun

ias events (black open histogram) and the jet-triggered sam ple (red
The minimum bias histogram exhibits a flat shape by

cross-hatched histogram).

construction. while the jet-triggered events are weighted towards more central events.
The shift in the

jet triggered sarnple is a result of increase in number of binary

collisions as overlap between two nuclei increase. As the number of bInary collisions
get larger so does the probability of having a hard scattering interaction in oie of
those. The right panel of Fig. 6-6 shows the actual distribution of the total HF energy
of these same two samples.
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In Pbib events, the properties of selected event classes in percentages of crosssection do not change significantly based on the variable used for centrality classification. This is due to the tight correlation between multiplicities of particles produced
in different q regions, because of the coherent particle production in PbPb collisions
which is a result of strongly colIpled nature of the medium that also generates flow
as discussed in Chapter 2. As an example, in Fig. 6-7 the correlation between total
I , in HF on two sides and of the detector and the correlation between total [IF 1E r
and number of pixel hits are shown.
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Figure 6-7: (Left) Correlation between the number of pixel hits and HF total energy,
and (Right) correlation between total LEj in HF in +-: direction, i.e. ;/ > 2.9, and
total K, in HF in -- direction, i.e. q < -2.9 in PbPb collisions.

6.3.2

Centrality in pPb

Centrality in pPb collisions is a misnomer, in the sense that we apply a very similar
procedure to what is used in PbPb collisions to define subsets of events according to
activity in the HF, but in pPb collisions, the resnlting event classes do not correlate
with impact parameter or other geometric quantities like N,
collisions.

mt

as they do in PbPb

The name given to this event selection is simply inherited from PbPb

collisions, and the initial aim of choosing on different impact parameter events, which
experimeits failed to achieve in this way. Still this classification showed interesting
effects related to proton structure. Keeping this in mind here is how the centrality in
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pPb is defined in intervals of the raw transverse energy measured in the HF detectors
within the pseudorapidity interval 1.0 <

bqj

< 5.2, denoted as E"

-.

The HF

transverse energy distribution for the selected dijet events in comparison to that for
minimum bias events is shown in Fig. 6-8 in the left panel, and can be compared to
6-6 for PbPb collisions. It can be seen that similar to the PhPb case the selection
distributions toward higher values.

of a high-p edijet leads to a bias in the E,4

The i interval used in the selection is slightly different than in PbPb collisions, this
pseudorapidity interval is chosen in order to separate the transverse energy and dijet
measurements by a pseudorapidity gap of at least one unit (3.-) < 1,/1 < 1.0).
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Figure 6-8: (Left) Raw transverse energy measured by the HF detector in the pseudo</ <5.2 for minimum bias collisions (black open histogram)
rapidity interval 4.0
and di jet events passing the dijet selection defined in this analysis (red hatched histogram).

The ambiguity in definition of event classes can be seen by the large width of the
correlation between a variety of possible choices of parameters that could be used
to define event activity, e.g. in Fig. 6-8 the correlation between

L1

and the

raw number of tracks originating from the primary vertex (N$"n) with q/

< 2.4

and p'ir > 0.4GeV (before the tracking efficiency correction) is shown in the left
panel. A broad correlation between the two quantities is observed in the inclusive pPb
collisions. Similarly, the correlation between the raw transverse energy measured by
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Figure 6-9: (Left) Correlation between the raw number of reconstructed tracks from
the primary vertex (N ") with ',1 < 2A and p1 > 0.4GeV and raw transverse
energy measured by the HF detector in the pseudorapidity interval 1.0 < btil < 5.2
)(Right) Correlation between the raw transverse energy measured by the
( I
HF in proton (E'., measured in the pseudcorapidity interval 4.0 < q < 5.2) and lead
measured in the pseudorapidity interval -5.2 < < -4.0) directions.
(E
the HF detector in the pseudorapidity interval 4.0 <

1/

< 5.2 (in the proton direction.

E') and in the pseudorapidity interval -5.2 < q < -1.0

(in the lead direction, E,')

shown in Fig. 6-8 in the right panel is not as tight as it was in PbPb collisions. To
see the difference between pPb and PbPb collisions compare Figs. 6-7 and 6-9.
Table 6.1: Fractions of the data sample for each HF activity class calculated for the
minuimm bias data passing DS selection and for the jet-triggered data passing dijet
selection. The fourth column shows the average multiplicity of reconstructed charged
particles per bin with b'l < 2A and pr > 0. 4GeV (N"recte"d). The fifth column gives
the mean HF activity in each class calculated from DS events.
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It order to demonstrate the insensitivity of event activity selection on geometric
quantities, Nar

ldistributions for different centrality classes, boundaries of which
S7

are listed in 6.1, are shown in Fig.

6-10 according to implementation of Glauber

model and particle generation in HIJING simulations. This distribution depends on
the model, but in all generators similar wide correlations were observed. The highest
activity 2.5
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6.4

Summary

Using CMS detector, especially the forward calorimeter

FI, it is possible to select

collision events and our high-level-trigger allows us to obtain a large collection of
jet events.

In addition, in PbPh collisions it is possible to select collisions with

different impact parameters based on the fact that particle production is correlated
with the number of wounded nucleons, N1pf
parameter. total forward E

i ,

which in turn is correlated to impact

in the event is commonly used to select collisions with

different centra lities, instead of particle production in mid-rapidity which niight bias
the observables one waut.s to study as a function impact paranleter.
However, in pPb collisions applying same machinery does not provide as tight
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correlations as observed in PbPb collisions between impact parameter and Npart,
nor between Npart and number of produced particles.
centrality classification becomes ambiguous.

Therefore, the definition of

For these small systems, number of

particles produced in the event are largely effected by the properties of proton such
as its size and parton distributions inside proton. The size of proton and distribution
of momentum of partons is inversely related, meaning that when the proton is wide the
partons are softer. Large total

ET

produced in the forward detector is an indication

of a fat proton for which partons are more likely to have smaller x values. There is
an additional factor which produces an opposite effect, the fact that large x partons
are more likely to be found at the center of the proton.

This produces a positive

correlation between forward ET production and x values. The model described in
Chapter 9 addresses the former effect, i.e., negative correlation between
values.
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ET

and x
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Chapter 7
Dijets
Back-to-back parton production is the most basic hard QCD process which appears
in standard QFT text books such as Ref. [1911. As a result, and back-to-back jet
production is well understood. This can be seen in left panel of Fig. 7-1 where the
azimuthal angle difference between dijets are shown to agree very well with NLO
QCD calculations whenever the jets are close to being back-to-back. Because dijet
properties are shown to be well described by QCD calculations and produced in
copious amounts at hadron colliders, in pp collisions they are often used in searches
for new physics [15, 1651 at LHC. Instead, for our purposes dijet production in pp
collisions serve as a QCD reference to study jet production without jet quenching
effects. The aim is to compare them to measurements in PbPb collisions collected
at same

VSNN

and isolate the effects of the medium, keeping in mind that nuclear

effects that are present in the initial state of collisions can also result in modifications
of dijet properties in PbPb collisions.
Jet production in heavy ion collisions, which includes the effects of jet quenching,
are often compared to jet production in pp collisions with same kinematic cuts on
jets, i.e. requirements on PT and y. However, this comparison is not quite fair, as
we are comparing quenched jets which relate a particular initial parton energy to
jets in vacuum with lower parton energies. The development of parton showers for
initiating partons with different PT are already different in vacuum, as a result part
of the differences in jet properties in PbPb and pp collisions source simply due to
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the fact that we are not using a perfect reference for our purposes.

It is possible

to avoid this by tagging the hard scattering event with a photon, which does not
interact with the medium and study the recoiling jets with an as low as possible jet
I)

selection. The parton initiating the jet which is quenched in the medium has an

initial y1 [pr1 uip to semi-hard splittings forming third (and rnulti) jets. Therefore,
comparing

jets in medium to jets in vacuum for events with same pj

allows us to

make a better comparison. The study of dijet events is motivated by a similar idea,
where - is replaced 1y the leading jet. The leading jet interacts with the medium as
However, on average leading jets

well., as a result it is not as good reference as -.

loose less energy comipared to subleading jets, which lets us tag the quenched low I-

jet with it.
In this chapter, basic dijet observables and their use in the field are discussed.
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Basic observables

7.1
7.1.1

Dijet

PT

asymmetry

In vacuum, at tree level jets in dijet events have equal pr pointing in opposite direction
in azimuth. However, semi hard splitting of one of the back-to-back partons, can cause
pp
significant asymmetry in the p,1 of the leading and subleading jet in the event. In
collisions, it is the semi-hard splittings, forming a third jet that drives the asymmetry
in diJet events. In addition to effect of third jet, clustering jets with R parameters that
are smaller than the width of the shower of the parton can cause significant change
in the Pr of each jet, resulting in differences in dijet asymmetry and asymmetry of
leading and subleading partons after the semi hard splitting process. Therefore, dijet
asymmetry depends on the R parameter and diijet events get more balanced using
larger R parameters, which capture larger fraction of Ut of partons as shown in Fig.
7-2.
PYTHIA
p 1 > 120 GeV
p T,2 > 50 GeV
A$~ >5st/6

.4

0. 3C:
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sR=2
*R=3
R =4
4 R =5

0. 2-
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0o

$

L,

0.2

0.4
Ai

level PYTHIA
Figure 7-2: Dependence of A., on anti--pr 1? parameter for generator

events.

In PbPb collisions, due to jet quenching all the

jets in the event are modified.

The amount of modification of each jets is different depending on its fragmentation,.
they
fluctuations in energy loss processes and due to the difference of path length

travel [1851. Jets with more quenching are more likely to end up being subleading jet,
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which results in an overall increase in the imbalance of the dijet pair, where imbalance
is quantified by the dijet pr asymmetry,

PT

I

(7.1)

PT, 1 + PT,2

Dijet asymmetry in central PbPb collisions can be compared to MC simulations
and pp collisions, these distributions are shown in Fig. 7-3.

The increase in sim-

ulations compare to pP reflect the effects of larger jet energy resolution in central
However, the shift in PbPB collisions is larger

collision compared to pp collisions.

than the resolution effect observed in simulations.

This shift corresponds to

GeV more energy loss by the subleading jet compared to leading
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Taken
ulations.

The dependence of increase in A, on path length or rather the integrated matter
effects over the path-length, which may depend also on the energy density and temperature of the medium as well, can be tested by centrality dependent measurements
or by the correlations with the angle with respect to the event plane, due to more
medium crossed by

jets when they are perpendicular to event plane. Measurement of

dijet asymmetry with respect to the event plane shows very small modulations in dijet

f1251. while the centrality dependence of A enhancement is larger. This is expected
as central collisions are hotter and denser in general, while the event plane depen94

dence at fixed centrality mostly only varies the path length without changing the
properties of plasma. It is however hard to tell whether the larger imbalance in dijet
system as medium size gets larger is due to a surface bias, where leading jet is close
to the exterior escaping the medium earlier than leading jet or not. Larger medium
results in larger enhancement in dijet asymmetry, but one should not interpret this
as difference in path length of two jets, because the fluctuations in fragmentation and
energy loss is the dominant effect in making one of the jets lose more energy than
the other [1851. Even if both jets travel the same path length if one of them loses
more energy per path length it would get quenched more, and the differences in the
lost energy between the two jets would also get larger as medium size and density is
larger because it builds up over time.
Many different jet quenching MC models can reproduce the dijet asymmetry quite
well, some with more free fit parameters than others. This observable is for searching
for existence of jet quenching, but not to study the mechanisms involved in depth.
It can be used to select on events with significantly quenched subleading jet. While
being sensitive to final state effects on jets such as jet quenching, dijet asymmetry is
insensitive to nuclear effects in the initial state, which makes it a good observable to
search jet quenching effects in pPb collisions. As shown in Fig. 7-4 Aj is independent
of the x values of partons that participate in the hard scattering process in PYTHIA
events.

7.1.2

Azimuthal dijet correlations

Although balance of jets are modified by interactions with the medium, no significant
modification was observed in the azimuthal correlations of jets defined by,

=
As shown in Fig.

-

2I,

(7.2)

7-5 in 0-10 % central events agree with pp collisions and

PYTHIA+HYDJET simulations.

This implies that the semi hard splittings happen

before medium parton interactions can cause significant modification. It has been
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discussed in Chapter 4 that partons get transverse kicks as they propagate through
the medium and broaden, the effect of broadening is small compared to the PrJ.of
the jet[68i. The dlecorrelation in
larger.

.(2caused by a third jet is at order of rnagnitude

Another use for measuring azimuthal angle correlations is to took for large

angle scatterings of jets created by a parton hitting a scattering center in the medium
head on as in the case of Rutherford experiment. However, this effect is expected to
be rare, and again not easy to observe due to the decorrelation caused by the semi
hard splittings.
In order to see effects of broadening the width of the exponentially falling distri\(1

= -,/2is measured, by fiting the distribution with,
a

d Ns, bfi

([-

dijet dAQ

1

J

'Tc

(7.3)

)

bution at

The -- jet azimuthal correlations are more suited for the study of angular broadening than dijets, because - direction does not get effected by medium, and moreover.
does not undergo semi-hard splittings in vaciiuiu. The width as described above
has been measured in -- jet events, and as shown in Fig. 7-6. In 0 - 10% events with
NFa =

3 55

the PbPb value agrees with the pp and is even slightly lower.

Therefore, azimuthal angle correlations between
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jets are robust even in the exis-
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Figure 7-5: Distributions of azimuthal angle correlations between leading and subleading jet in pp and central PbPb collisions, compared to PYTHIA and PYTHIA+HYDJET
simulations. Taken from Ref. [9,4

tence of medium, and a requirement on back-to-back-ness of a dijet pair can therefore
be useful to remove the combinatorial background one observes in central PbPb collisions (tie to jets formed in binary collisions of other nucleons or due to fake jets
which are caused by fluctuations of UE energy. The combinatorial jet background in
central collisions can be seen in the right panel of 7-5 as a flat background of dijet
production becoming dominant for So < 2.

7.1.3

Dijet pseudorapidity

Inclusive jet q has been slggested as an observable that is sensitive to nPDF and for
different a' regions[1 97j. Dijet pair includes more information from the hard scattering

/i+
ie'
.I

/

process than single jets, as a result dijet pseudorapidity defined as,

(7.4)

is even more sensitive to the ljoerken -r values of partons participating in hard
interaction.

Assuming that two massless partons (one with x1 in proton going in

+- direction and with p"
nucleon going in -z

-

(EI

E3J) and other with :r in the other colliding
),O,

direction inside Pb nucleus and with pJ = (Er7 , 0, -Er
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Figure 7-7: Drawing which dernonstrates cotlision of two partons in pPb collisions
one with i3joerken X value XI in proton and the other with v. in Ph.

collide as depicted in Fig.
=

. ),

(E(xij+

UJ31;t(
+1fl)/6
0.5i((Eaj

(

)

-

7-7 the total momentum of the outgoing jets will be

(a

-

.

).

Pseudorapidity of the dijet pair is then

p0if ) =I. (c1/x2 ) . f course, there are

several approximations in this derivation, e.g. jets being identical to outgoing partons produced in 2 -+ 2 QCD process, partons being massless, partons not having
momentum component transverse to nucleon momentum direction. and so on. However, even when these are taken into account there is still a tight correlation hetween
and

hI,,. Shown in left panel of Fig. 7-8 is the correlation between
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t

/ht

/

In (a 1 /.)

and ratios of . values in PYTHIA events, which can be compared to the correlation
with leading jet q instead, which is shown in the right panel.
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In pPb collisions, the colliding beams have different momenta I TeV for proton
and 1.58 TeV per nucleon for pPb. as a result in lab frame the center of mass of
collisions are boosted by I/, = W.165 and the correlation with i/hij. in the lab frame
is therefore qi

0.5/o (.r Ix)) + 0. 165. Dijet pseudorapidity interval of

3

together with the p1 cuts used in the selection of dijets, is sensitive to a region of
10-

7.2

- .5.

Summary

Measurement of dijets provide a wide range of possibilities.

We can control the

amount of quenching of jets, know the energy scales involved in the hard scattering
process by using the leading jet as a tag jet, remove the combinatorial jets contributions from other collisions using the azimuthal correlations, and probe nuclear PDFs
with dijet pseudorapidity.
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Chapter 8
Reconstruction performance

In this chapter we go the through track and jet reconstruction in pp and PbPb
collisions, in Sections 8.1 and 8.2, respectively. In Sections 8.4 and 8.5 the performance
of these algorithms are presented. In pPb collisions the multiplicity generated in each
event is small enough that the standard pp reconstruction sequence can be employed.
In the analysis of dijets in pPb, track distributions were not studied, and PF jets are
used in the measurement. Therefore, for pPb dijet analysis is only the standard jet
energy correction strategy described in 8.5.1 is relevant. The tracking performance
in pPb is not included as the correponding measurement only concerns jets.
For the "missing-pr" analysis in PbPb collisions presented in Chapter 10, track
distributions around a dijet system are measured, which is a more challenging measurement considering the large UE generated in heavy-ion (HI) collisions and the
correlations that exist between track and jet reconstruction.

The large fraction of

this chapter is devoted to understanding the jets and tracks well enough to be able to
carry out the "missing-PT" measurement. For reconstruction of pp events, pp tracking is employed and for reconstruction of PbPb events HI tracking is employed, for
both cases calorimeter jets with special corrections described in 8.5.2 are used. For
jets in pp collisions UE subtraction algorithm for jeus is not applied, while in PbPb
collisions HF/Voronoi algorithm that we described in Section 8.2.3 is employed.
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8.1

Track reconstruction

Track reconstruction employs a pattern recognition algorithm that converts hits in the
tracker into trajectories that resemble charged particles propagating in the magnetic
field of CMS detector. A charged particle follows a helix path in a uniform magnetic
field, for the reconstruction algorithm a more realistic description of magnetic field
instead of a uniform one is used, and the matter content on the path of charge particles
is also considered. The trajectories are still helical to first approximation with small
deviations.

8.1.1

Vertex reconstruction

Track and vertex reconstruction is a chicken-egg problem: position of vertices are
determined by using the extrapolated position of the track trajectories to the interaction point, and iterative tracking needs an intelligent guess of where the tracks are
coming from at least in the initial iteration. Different solutions are used for pp and
PbPb tracking. In PbPb collisions there is no significant pileup unlike in pp collisions,
and in PbPb collisions the multiplicity produced is much larger than in pp collisions.
This points to finding vertices last in pp, because one needs to be accurate in their
resolution to be able to distinguish different pileup vertices. Instead, in PbPb this
points to a direction of finding vertices first in order to simplify the combinatorial
problem by restricting the possible trajectories using the information of their starting
point, i.e., the vertex.

Vertexing in pp collisions

Vertex reconstruction is done after track reconstruc-

tion. All tracks within 5 standard deviation of BS in transverse direction, that has
> 2 hits at pixel and > 5 hits in strip tracker, and trajectory of which has x2 < 20
are used to determine the position of vertices.
As the first step, an annealing algorithm, which minimizes a function:
#tracks

F

-T

#vertices

pi log

)7

exp

k
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-

i

(

Z

2

),

(8.1)
J

that has a direct analogy with free energy in statistical mechanics, is used to determine
the z positions of vertices. In this expression z, is the z position of tracks and

Zk

are

the z positions of vertices pi and Pk are weights for tracks and vertices, respectively.
In this equation the number of vertices are allowed to vary.

In the analogy with

statistical mechanics the role of E in F is taken by X2 of compatibility of z position
of tracks with z positions of vertices.
The free parameter T in F defines how spread the track positions with respect to
vertices can be. When T is infinite it means that tracks associated to a vertex can
appear anywhere, and therefore all the tracks are compatible with a single vertex.
Initially pi and PA are equal and constant. As T value is reduced having more vertices
become more favourable therefore the number of vertices increase.
Taking the limit all the way to zero, when each track is assigned the same weight
factors, is not desirable because it results in unrealistic vertex splitting where the
vertex of a single interaction is split into many artificially and each track has its own
vertex. Therefore this limit is truncated at a point that balances between merging
of vertices into one and splitting of a single vertex into multiple vertices (TPi=

4).

Below this value the and additional weight, Z, = exp(-p2 /T) per track is inserted
in Eq. (8.1), the tracks that are it standard deviations away from the nearest vertex
does not play a significant role in the value of F.
Once the Z positions for vertices are estimated as described above, a final fit to
vertex position in x, y and z is done with an adaptive vertex fitter, described in Refs.
[142, 1181. A position resolution of 10-12pim in each of the three spatial dimensions
is obtained (for more detailed discussion see Ref. [1051).

Vertexing in PbPb collisions

For PbPb collisions, vertex is finding precedes track

reconstruction, because without using an accurate vertex position track reconstruction
consumes unaffordable computational time. Due to the small probability of having
a pile up interaction only a single vertex is reconstructed.

As a first step, a rough

estimate of z position of the vertex is done. The z values from -30 to 30 cm around
BS are scanned in steps of 0.1 cm, according to compatibility of the pixel clusters
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in the first layer of the pixel detector with the z value at each step of the scan.
The compatibility check is done by comparing of the size of the pixel clusters with a
particle generated at this point. [421
The z value of vertex found in this way is used as an input to pixel track reconstruction, where the strip detector is not used to speed up the process.

To get a

finer estimate of the z position the closest approach of these pixel tracks to z axis is
calculated an a fit to the distribution of closest approach is done around the median
track. The refined z positions of vertices are used to filter pixel tracks to remove the
outliners and the remaining tracks are fed in an adaptive vertex fitter[142, 1181 to
produce the final x, y and z coordinates of the vertex.

8.1.2

Iterative track reconstruction

In each PbPb collision, there are tremendous amount of hits produced in the tracker
(The average particle multiplicity of 0-10% central PbPb collision is ~ 35000, each
of these particles leave behind = 15 hits adding up to a 500000 hits. With this many
dots to connect one cannot consider all possibilities of combination and pick the ones
that resemble a particle.

The combinatorial problem associated to this many hits

requires a smart approach so that we can find as many particles as possible within
the limits of a reasonable computing time. To do so one has to realize that some
particles simply will be missed.
CMS track reconstruction is based on an iterative algorithm that repeats some
basic blocks of track finding described below, but only considering a subset of hits.
After each iteration the hits that are used up are removed and the remaining hits
are considered for the next step of search for particles in order to simplify the combinatorial problem. Each iteration of the algorithm is composed of seeding, trajectory

building, fitting, filtering:

Seeding

Only the hits in pixel detector are used as seeds the starting point for

tracks, because of the finer granularity and better point resolution of pixel detector
compared to strips.

Moreover the vertex position or beam spot(BS) can be used
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together with the hits in the pixel to further restrict the possible track seeds and speed
up the algorithm. The

PT

of the track constructed only from pixel and its displacement

from the vertex are some of the tunable parameters. Seeds are later extended into
full trajectories in the next steps described below. Note that the building and fitting
steps are also used in the seed building process using only a subset of the tracker
defined as the seeding region, which is usually just the pixel detector.

Building

Trajectory builder takes as input track trajectories that are produced

from N layers of the tracker to calculate a new set of possible hits that can be used to fit
a new trajectory adding the information from the N+lst layer. The most compatible
hits in the closest layer with respect to the direction of the input trajectory (or layers
if more than a single layer satisfies this property, e.g. one barrel layer and one endcap
layer) are added to the hit collection associated to a given track candidate. Not only
the best candidates from the previous N layers is considered, but top 3-4 best input
trajectories, because if at each layer only the best trajectory is kept, one of the worse
trajectories might be corresponding to a real particle and we would lose it.

Fitting

Combinatorial Kalman Filter is used in fitting on the set of hits that are

obtained from the builder. Kalman Filter applies and iterative fitting procedure where
the outlining hits are removed and trajectory is refit from inside-out and outside-in
until a fit with a good

V

is obtained.

Trajectories are built by propagating the

trajectory of the particle in realistic particle propagation in CMS magnetic field with
Runge Kutta Propagator. Also, the material content is considered in the propagation.

Filtering

Filtering step decides on which of the final set of trajectories obtained

after fitting are more likely to correspond to a real particle.

It is not possible to

know this directly, but one can check if the trajectory to be a good fit with tight
requirements on parameters of the fit and increase he likelihood of a track to be a
combinatorial coincidence. The quality selection used to do so is discussed further in
Section 8.4. Only the hits used by good quality tracks are removed, as the hits are
passed to the next iteration of tracking.
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The steps given above are repeated for each iteration. The choice of seeding region
is what makes one iteration different than the other and lets more tracks that were
missed by the previous steps to be found.

Merging

At the end of all iterations, tracks from each of these need to be merged

as more than a single iteration might find the same particle. Merging is done such
that if two tracks that match with each other both have good quality or both have
bad quality the track coming from the earlier iteration is kept, if one of them has
good quality while other doesn't the good quality track is kept instead.
Detailed information about tracking used in pp collisions can be found in [1051.
A short summary: it is composed of 11 iterations, and the tracks pTgoes down to 200
MeV. The primary particles as well as the particles displaced from primary vertex are
reconstructed.
Iterative tracking in PbPb collisions is different from that used in pPb and pp
collisions, due to the larger multiplicities associated to former.

In pPb collisions,

multiplicities are still small enough that one can use "pp reconstruction", the default reconstruction used by the other physics groups analysing only the data from
pp collisions.

The iterative PbPb tracking foflows the footsteps of pp tracking, in

terms of the ordering of iterations with different purposes, but the ranges allowed for
seeding are usually narrower in order to have good timing, and some iterations in pp
reconstruction are omitted.
Iterative tracking used in PbPb collisions has three iterations and minimum pTfor
tracks seeds that goes down to 400 MeV. Recently an iteration aiming to recover
displaced tracks and and another recovering high

PT

jets inside the jet core were

added. In Table 8.1 the seeds, parameters used in each iteration are shown as well
as the tracks these iterations aim to reconstruct. The iterations that are marked as
"New" did not exist at the time of the measurements described in Chapter 10. The
three iterations are detailed below and the parameters for their seeding region is listed

in Table 8.1.
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Initial iteration

For seeding pixel tracks with

PT

> 0.9 GeV are used. The pixel

tracks are similar to those used in vertexing with tighter compatibility requirements
with the vertex as vertices are known in this case.

Low

PT

iteration

The multiplicity increases by a large amount by going from 0.9

GeV to 0.4 GeV. It was observed that, although reconstructing pixel tracks first then
using these as seeds instead of using pixel hits takes additional time for pixel track
reconstruction, the timing of this iteration is reduced by an order of magnitude when
pixel tracks are used instead of pixel triplet seeds, because the resolution of pixel
tracks in

PT

is much smaller than pixel triplets.

When a threshold of 0.4 GeV is

set on pixel triplets a considerable amount of lower pr tracks pass this cut due to
resolution, such tracks are reduced by the use of pixel tracks seeds.

High

PT

pixel pair iteration

After hit cleaning for the previous two iterations,

the pixel triplet seeds become scarce, it is possible to gain efficiency by using pixel
pair seeds. The problem is that the combinatorial possibilities of combining two hits
on three layers is much more time consuming then combining three hits compatible
with each other. Therefore this iteration has seeds with a threshold of 4 GeV and is
aimed to find only the high

PT

tracks.

Table 8.1: Parameters used in each iteration of track reconstruction in PbPb collisions.
Iteration

Target

Seeding

Initial Step
Detached Step
(New)
Low PTStep
Pixel Pair Step

high PT prompt
displaced prompt

Pixel track
triplets

low PT prompt
recover high pr
prompt tracks
regional around
high PT jets

triplets
pairs

Jet core
(New)

triplets
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PT >

(GeV)
0.9
0.9

0.4
4
(New: 0.9)
10

Jdo (cm)

d,

(UBS)

0.1
0.5

3
4

0.02
0.005

4
4

0.2

3

8.2

Jet reconstruction

Jet reconstruction is done using the anti-kT algorithm. The constituents that are
fed in the clustering differ among types of jets. Two types of jets are used in the
analyses presented in the next chapters, particle-flow jets and calorimeter jets. In
PbPb collisions constituents are different than in pp collisions, as a result of the
underlying event subtraction step applied a prior to clustering.

8.2.1

Particle flow candidates

Particle-flow (PF) algorithm, described in detail in Refs. [7, 51, combines information
from different sub-detectors to identify types of particles such as charged and neutral
hadrons, muons, electrons and photons, and associate the signs these particles leave
in different parts of the detectors to each other to avoid double counting of energy
associated to a single particle. The only signature of neutral hadrons, the deposits
left at the calorimeters, can therefore be identified as the left over clusters after the
ones associated to charged ones are removed.
In addition, it allows cleaning of misidentified tracks, and decomposition a single
tower energy into multiple particles making best use of the knowledge at hand. For
example two tracks with

PT

62.1 and 14.3 GeV, and at (,r,

#)

coordinates (-0.78,1.73)

and (-0.79, 1.75), therefore only separated by A < 0.02, which is much smaller than
the HCAL tower granularity get associated to

ET

values of 15.8 and 3.6 at ECAL and

61.6 and 14.2 at HCAL respectively. The combination of charged particles to ECAL
and HCAL is done by extrapolating the trajectory of the track into the calorimeters.
From the last hit position of the track at the tracker to the closest calorimeter clusters.
The energy in ECAL within an expected maximum depth for a typical longitudinal
electron shower and the energy at HCAL within an interaction length at HCAL is
taken into account. After the matching in r - 0 space also the energies are required
to be compatible.
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Calorimeter vs. PF jets

8.2.2

Calorimeter jets

These jets are reconstructed using clustering algorithms on calorime-

ter towers. Calorimeter towers are defined by the overlapping ECAL and HCAL cells,
and have the granularity of HCAL cells as ECAL are smaller. A tower is composed

of 5 x 5 ECAL cells and a single HCAL cell.[1211 The typical cell size is 0.02 in the
ECAL and 0.1 in the HCAL.[71
PF jets

Jets are made out of particles, therefore, using the good

track we can simply add up the
its

PT.

PT

PT

resolution of

of track constituents of the jet to learn about

In fact, this can readily be done using the PF candidates.

However, only

about 65% of jet energy is associated to the charged hadrons, and there are - 10 -20
charged particles inside a jet.

It means that the resolution of total

PT

carried by

charged particles in a jet is Vs/I - vfi25 larger than track resolution. Moreover, the 65
% is only an average value, if one of the high

PT

particles is not reconstructed, the p'r

sum of charged particles vary significantly. Finally, 35% of the

PT

of the jet belongs

to neutral particles and the energy resolution of these is worse than track resolution
because of the shower shape fluctuations in calorimeters.

8.2.3

Jet reconstruction in heavy ion environment

In the high multiplicity environment of heavy ion collisions jet reconstruction requires
additional steps, in which the particles around a jet that do not come from the hard
interaction but that are produced in other collisions in the event are cleaned. This is
somewhat similar to proton-proton collisions that suffer from pile-up, but the number
of simultaneous collisions (1k in central PbPb collisions) is much larger than 20-30
which is the maximum reach of pileup in high luminosity proton-proton collisions at
LHC so far, and moreover all the particles come from a single vertex unlike in pile-up
collisions in pp making the subtraction more challenging.

HF/Voronoi algorithm

The underlying event

ET

in a 0-10% central PbPb colli-

sion is as large as 10 GeV in a random cone of A = V/A
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2

+

Ar1 2 < 0.3. Moreover

there are large modulations in azimuthal angle in a given event due to ellipticity,
i.e.

the overlap between two Pb nuclei having an elliptic shape, and higher order

eccentricities in an event. The largest modulations in underlying event (UE) energy
in azimuthal angle occur in mid-central collisions where the overlap of the nuclei is
still large but the nuclei are not head-on so the geometry deviates from a circular
shape [13]. The difference in total ET inside a cone that is parallel and perpendicular
to event plane was found to be

4 GeV in 20-30 % centrality events with significant

eliptic flow (v 2 > 0.1). Therefore, in order to measure the energy of jets, an underlying event subtraction algorithm that takes into account these modulations is needed.
In addition to the modulations caused due to physics of particle production, there are
other modulations to be considered caused by the detector. The detector response is
not linear as function of ET and this nonlinearity and functional dependence on Er
depends on r, because different sub-detectors cover different rq ranges.
HF/Voronoi is an algorithm that subtracts the UE from calorimeter towers and
PF candidates a prior to jet clustering. It takes into account the azimuthal angle
variations of the underlying event.
" In order not to be sensitive to the energy of jets themselves, energy profile
at HF is used to estimate the energy profile in mid-rapidity.

The algorithm

is trained on minimum bias (MB) PbPb collisions and HYDJET for data and
simulations, respectively, to create a map of energy density as a function of 'q
and < given the energy profile at HF (This is where the "HF" in the name of
the algorithm comes from). A polynomial fit to ET and

Q

vector (See Ref. [61]

for definition) is done in bins of il and the values of these parameters at HF
region are associated to values in mid-rapidity.
" After the training, algorithm is applied on events with jets. For a given high
jet event, the ET and

Q

PT

vector at HF are calculated and the energy density at

mid-rapidity is estimated based on the map previously derived on MB events.
A voronoi map is built that assigns an area per PF candidate which described
by lines passing through mid points of the lines connecting this PF candidate
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to all of its closest neighbors. In the case of calorimeter jets Voronoi map is not
built and detector cell granularity is used as a map.
" For calorimeter jets the step above is modified where Voronoi map is replaced
by a grid that has same granularity as the calorimeter towers.
" After subtraction of some PF candidates/towers are left with non-physical negative energies, due to lower fluctuations below the average value and vice versa
some PF candidates/towers constitute the upper fluctuations above the average energy density and therefore even if they belong to UE they are left with
positive energies. An "equalization" procedure is applied to redistribute the
energy of lower fluctuations and upper fluctuations. This is done by minimizing
a metric that describes the energy difference before and after the process with
the condition that at the end all towers have positive energy.

" The equalization is done in cones of A =

A? 2_

AO2,

which is chosen to be

defined as A < R, where R is the distance parameter of anti-kt jet reconstruction
algorithm for PF jets and R +1 for calorimeter jets in order to take into account
the larger granularity involved with these jets that might result in part of the
calorimeter cells to fall outside of the circular A region.
Because of the interaction between the medium and partons created in hard scattering processes, there is no clear way of telling which particle belongs to the medium
and which particle belongs to the jet. The underlying event subtraction technology
used by experiments at LHC, e.g. HF/Voronoi algorithm for CMS, works based on
event averaged estimates of what is likely to be associated to underlying event. This
algorithm assumes that energy created in HF is not effected significantly by medium
response to jet quenching. Indeed, if the total energy lost by the jet which is of order
10 GeV is distributed in such a large phase space the effect on the energy at HF is
expected to be small.
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8.3

Monte Carlo Generators

Testing the performance of reconstruction depends heavily on MC generators.

In

order to test the reconstruction algorithm under realistic conditions, MC generators
need to resemble data and create similar particle production.
(specifically the

PYTHIA

PYTHIA

generator

version 6.423 with the Z2 tune [139, 1]) is used as a baseline

for pp collisions. In order to put reconstruction algorithms to more stringent tests and
understand how they behave in pPb and PbPb collisions where N,
more pronounced, the

PYTHIA

11

> 1 and UE is

events are often superposed with other MC generators

which describe the particle production minimum bias collisions reasonably well.

HIJING:

For understanding reconstruction in pPb collisions,

HIJING

[223, 1511

(version 1.383) generator is used to reproduce the UE created by multiple nucleon
nucleon collisions in pPb collisions.
nucleon collision in

HIJING

The particle production in a single nucleon-

is based on a combination of three types of interactions

single hard scatterings, multiple mini-jet production, and interactions at soft scales.
The hard scatterings depend on

PYTHIA

packages, as well as some kinematic proper-

ties of mini-jet formation. Interactions with small momentum transfers depend on a
phenomenological multiple string model. The final set partons produced at the end
are color connected with strings to the partons from the initial nucleon they originated
from. To extend the implementation in nucleon-nucleon collisions to systems such as
pA and AA collisions, the probability of having multiple nucleon-nucleon scatterings
are implemented based on a Glauber type model. The hard-scattering happens first
consuming part of nucleons energy and the rest of the collisions happen according to
the remaining kinematics. Nuclear shadowing effect was accounted for using nPDFs,

Q', but it was considered to be impact

assuming that it is independent of A and
parameter dependent.

The showering of partons and hadronization is based on a

variation of Lund string model.

HYDJET:

For PbPb collisions

HYDJET

generator is used to simulate the effects

of UE created by thousands of binary nucleon interactions that take place in a sin-
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gle central PbPb collision.

HYDJET

is initially developed to model jet quenching by

medium induced gluon radiation driven by scatterings off from partons in QGP as well
as collisional energy loss associated to these scattering processes. Hard scatterings are
simulated by
ing

PYTHIA

PYQUEN

generator which implements the quenching events by modify-

version 6.2. It produces a soft hydro-type background, which is our main

interest in this context, accompanying the hard process. The medium is modelled
as a boost invariant expanding plasma in Bjoerken expansion approximation, and
the freeze out conditions determined by three parameters: freeze out temperature,
and maximum allowed longitudinal and transverse flow rapidities. Once the freeze
out is reached hadron spectrum is generated according to the liquid hadron model,
which randomly generates the 4-momentum of hadrons according to Boltzmann distribution at rest frame of liquid. The ellipticity of the freeze-out region is taken to
be proportional to the ellipticity in the initial collision up to a scale, and azimuthal
flow is created as a modulation in angle with respect to the event plane based to this
ellipticity. The hadrons associated to the hard part of the event can be transferred
to soft part if they go below certain threshold. The hard part of the generator is not
used in studies of jet reconstruction, and PTmin is set to a low value. It models the
combinatorial jets that are produced from the other binary collisions in addition to
the scattering we are interested to study.[1761
In addition to having good description of particle production, it is necessary to
have the detailed simulation of detector which describes all its imperfections to best
of our knowledge. Particles from generators are propagated through detector using
the

GEANT4

package built for CMS [321.

The simulated detector signals are then

processed through the same chain of steps as if it was data.
The pp and pPb collisions are processed with the standard pp reconstruction procedure, with pp tracking and no underlying event subtraction for jets, while PbPb collisions are processed with HI reconstruction which includes different vertexing, tracking and underlying event subtraction for jets as we discussed in Chapter 5. As MC
simulations aim to provide a baseline to study the reconstruction effects in data, they
are processed with matching reconstruction algorithms based on which collision sys-
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tem they aim to be reference for, therefore PYTHIA, HIJING and PYTHIA+HIJING simulations are processed with pp reconstruction, while HYDJET and PYTHIA+HYDJET
simulations are processed with HI reconstruction.

These samples are used to carry

out the performance tests described below.

8.4

Performance of track reconstruction

A track is a collection of hits, that are grouped together by a trajectory, a fit that
goes through these hits to define a hypothetical particle path through the detector.
A good track reconstruction algorithm produces tracks with trajectories similar to
underlying particle trajectories for as many charged particles as possible. In collisions
the underlying particle trajectories are not known. However, simulations are used to
check the performance of tracking.
Tracks and particles are matched based on certain criteria. In CMS, a track is
matched to a charged particle if 75% of reconstructed hits that are associated to a
track to be compatible by hits created in the simulation of a particle going through
the detector. There are other ways one can do this, such as reducing this requirement
and qualifying tracks which has 50% of their hits matched to a simulated particle to
be real, or by comparing the

X

2

of tracks to the matched particles.

Once a matching criteria is picked the following quantities can be defined:
" Efficiency: The fraction of primary particles, i.e., charged particles that are
produced in the interaction or are remnants of particles with a mean proper
lifetime of less than 1 cm/s, that are matched to at least one track.
" Misidentification rate:

The fraction of reconstructed tracks that do not

match any charged particle (primary or otherwise).
" Multiple reconstruction rate: The fraction of primary particles that are
matched to more than one reconstructed track.
" Secondary particle rate: The fraction of tracks matched to a non-primary
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particle, that is created by interactions of the primary particles with the detector.
The performance of the algorithm can be tested by how close the efficiency is to 1,
and how close misidentification, multiple reconstruction and secondary particle rates
are to 0. These parameters are correlated, in the sense that having larger efficiency
usually comes with the cost of having large fraction of misidentified tracks and multiple reconstructed tracks. The optimization of efficiency versus misidentification rate
is done using quality criteria. The quality selection is coupled the reconstruction at
the filtering step applied at the end of each iteration. The main effect of the quality selection comes at the analysis level, as only "good enough" tracks are used in
measurements. We discuss track quality selection next.

Selection Criteria There are three different selection criteria on tracks, that is
"loose", "tight" and "high purity". Most of the analysis use the high purity tracks
which puts the most stringent requirements on the tracks aiming to minimize the
misidentification rate. In the analysis presented in Chapter 10 a cut based quality
selection criteria is applied, high purity selection has been recently updated by a
multi-variant analysis (MVA) based training showing significant improvement (up to
10% increase in efficiency), proving the importance of a good quality selection for
tracks. The MVA track quality selection will not be covered here.
The cut based selection simply applies hard cuts on five parameters:
1. |Zyx

-

Ztrkl/err trk < 3, the numerator is the distance in z position of the track

from the closest primary vertex, and the denominator is the error for z position
of track due to uncertainties on the trajectory,
2. Irvet -

trkI/crreri

< 3, same as above but in the transverse direction r

x 2 + Y2
3. N1

> 13, number of hits,

4. X 2 /(NdofNlayer) < 0.15, normalized x 2 per layer,
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Figure 8-1: Distributions of (left) number of hits in the tracker and (right) trackvertex compatibility parameter for all reconstructed tracks, tracks matched to primary
particles and for tracks with high purity selection.

5. p/py

< 0.05, fractional pj error obtained from track's trajectory.

The cuts are chosen by comparing the distribltions related to quality of trajectories for tracks that matched to primary particles and those that are misidentified.
In Fig. 8-t the distributions of number of hits and vertex z position conpatibihty
are shown for all reconstructed tracks and a subset of these which are mratched to
primary particles.

Tihese are two of the parameters used in the definition of high

purity. The distributions with high purity selection are shown on top of these two
sets of distributions. As can be seen, regions that are dominated by matched tracks
are chosen for the high purity definition.
The efficiency and misidentification rates for high pIrity tracks are shown in left
panel of Fig. 8-2 for I-1 tracking in PYTHIA+HYDJET on top row can be compared
to pp tracking performance shown in middle row for pp tracking in PYTHIA events.
The dependencies in the rest of the panels are discussed in the proceeding section.
There is a significant redluction in efficiencv and increase in misidentification rate for
p

< 1 GeV for [I tracking, while for pp tracking the performance is does not vary

significantly. The drop in efficiencv by going to low p-

is also observed in PYTHIA

events reconstructed with [Il tracking (see Fig. 8-2 bottom row), but the increase in
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misidentification rate is not observed. Therefore, we conclude the source of increase
in misidentification rate at low PT is due to the large combinatorial background in
PYTHIA+HYDJET

events, that is not present in PYTHIA events. The lower efficiency

in HI tracking compared to pp is due to less number of iterations, tighter quality
selections that one can afford due to the higher rate of misidentified tracks, and due
to less flexible seeding regions chosen for reconstruction. Having more iterations with
more flexible tracking regions increases efficiency in pp tracking, but also the multiple
reconstruction and secondary particle rates. In HI tracking these are < 0.5%, while
they are

1 - 2% in pp tracking as shown in Fig. 8-3.

An additional concern in judging the performance of tracking is having the

PT

of

the track to be as close as possible to the PT of the matched particle. The track PT scale
and

PT

resolution are defined as (piack/particie) and o, where o- is the parameter of the

Gaussian fit to the distribution prack/Ppaticle at a fixed

particle.

The distribution is not

exactly Gaussian, but becomes more Gaussian when high purity selection is applied.
The tail of the distribution can be checked by calculation root-mean-square(RMS)
of the distribution instead of checking the width of the Gaussian. The RMS and a
values are shown in Fig. 8-4 for HI tracking. The resolution is

e-1

- 2% up to large

values of PT. The width of Gaussian fits agree well for all tracks and high purity
selection, but the RMS value is significantly reduced by high purity selection as the
tail of this distribution is removed. The resolution is better for tracks at midrapidity
with Jir < 1. A similar resolution is observed for pp tracking, more information can
be found in Ref. [1051.
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Figure 8-2: Efficiency and fake rate for HI and pp tracking.
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Figure 8-4: (Left) RMS of ratios of track I- and matched particle pr. (Right) Track
P resolution defined as the T of the Gaussian width to those distributions.

For small values of resolution, track distributions can be corrected by applying a
rmultiplicative correction:

trk

secondar-part ic)

- Iicilictio-

(8.2)

(eflicieicy) x (1 + rliltiple-recoistrtIction)
Resolution needs to be considered here, because when reconstructed tracks are
corrected for reconstruction efficiency anc multiple reconstruction rate the correction
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is derived as a function of particle p- and later applied according to the pT values
mapped to pparicl
would have to be
values
of tracks. For large resolution ptack
T
vlewolhae
bmapdtPT
values by unfolding or by a simple mapping function. However, no significant effect
is observed due to the interplay between resolution and reconstruction effects, and
therefore we assume efficiency(ptack)

cfficiency(parfticle).

For pp tracking all of these

correction factors are applied, while for HI tracking secondary particles and multiple
reconstruction rates are set to zero. The derivation of corrections are discussed further
in the next subsection.
Varying the matching criteria changes the quantities defined above.

A tighter

matching criteria results in lower track reconstruction efficiency and higher misidentification rate. A particle that would be matched to a reconstructed track with a
loser requirement is no more matched and this reduces the reconstruction efficiency
at the same time the track is tagged as misidentified. The misidentification rate and
the reconstruction efficiency change with the requirements on track to match it to a
particle, this is acceptable as long as the numbers add up, so that different matching
criteria give same number of particles after the reconstruction effects are corrected.
In Fig. 8-5, the efficiency and misidentification rate and overall corrections are shown
for different 75% hit matching compared to 50% hit matching, as can be seen even
if the definition of whether or not a track is associated to a charged particle is ambiguous. However, if the corrections are applied systematically using Eq. 8.2, same
overall correction is observed, the inverse of ctrk are shown as lines on Fig. 8-5, and
they agree perfectly even if efficiency and misidentification rate varies individually.

8.4.1

Track corrections

Tracker has several "holes", regions without sensors where a particle might escape
the tracker without hitting any layer or, more likely, may miss some layers resulting
in failure of the trajectory building process. The maps of the tracker in '1 and <
plane as seen by tracks with pT > 0.5 are shown for PbPb collisions and for HYDJET
simulation in Fig. 8-6. They track each other reasonably well with some remaining
differences. The effect of these differences can be checked using procedures described
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Figure 8-5: Efficiency, misidentification rate and the combination of two correction
factors for two different particle track matching criteria.

in Ref. [61. The similar have not been done for HI reconstruction yet due to limited
statistics of D mesons. Instead we quote a conservative 5% uncertainty due to these
residual differences instead of 3.8%, after comparing effect of a change in track quality
selection in data and MC.
The size and shape of holes depend on the pr of the particle, because of the change
in the curvature of the track trajectory. In Fig. 8-7 the ratios of maps for tracks with
pq > 10 GeV and p'

< 1

GeV are shown. Particle production at different pr has

different +/ shapes, therefore in this plot the tj dependence is mostly caused as a result
of difference in production mechanisms, but the 0 dependence is solely caused by the
difference in how holes effect track reconstruction for different pT tracks. As you can
see the higher pr tracks usually are less effected by holes., therefore the map ratio
takes higher values around the holes because a larger fraction of low pT tracks are
lost. What one can tell simply by looking at these raw track distributions is that 1/,
and pj' parameters are coupled to each other by the tracker geometry. Therefore.
one has to consider these parameters in three dimensional arrays in correcting for
reconstruction effects.
The dependencies do not get exhausted by only three ditnensions, as shown in
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Fig. 8-2, in HI tracking reconstruction effects also depend on centrality, and this
dependence is different for high and low

tracks, meaning that centrality needs to

PT

be considered as a fourth parameter. As centrality increases local density of tracks and
hits increase. In this high density environment local hit reconstruction of strip and
pixel hits start to fail, merging two hits into one because they overlap. Merged hits
result in a drop in efficiency because of misplaced location of merged hits compared
to their original position, and because of the removal of hits associated to one of
the tracks after the merged hit is used by the other track trajectory.

Moreover,

combinatorial background in trajectory building increase as well resulting in a higher
misidentification rate.

Another case where hit density is high is the core of a jet,

because as we discussed is composed of several collimated high

PT

particles. These

two dependencies are similar but not the same because a jet is composed of high
PT

tracks while the central events are composed of low

PT

tracks.

Low

PT

tracks

have larger curvature in magnetic field and are confined in the inner layers of the
detector, while high

pT

tracks are almost linear, so for these two cases the directional

density from interaction point maps differently on layers of tracker and local hit
densities at each layer. In the second panel in Fig. 8-2, the distance of a track to
the closest jet with PT > 50 GeV, r,, =

(track

--

$jet

2

-) ('1track

-- ijet)

2

, is shown.

The dependence of efficiency and fake rate on this parameter is different for different
PT

ranges. Therefore, this parameter adds a fifth dimension to our correction tables.
Some measurements might not require to correct for all the dependencies, but

the analyses that involve measurement of angular correlation of jets and tracks or
jet fragmentation functions, require a good treatment of

T/

-

#

correlations, as well

as correlations with jet direction. If the measurement is insensitive to the azimuthal
angle, as in the case of track spectra the correction can be done binned in il ignoring
variations in #.

8.4.2

Iterative factorized corrections

We discussed the necessity of having corrections in multiple dimensions. Although
having a multi-dimensional correction table would be optimal, it is not possible in
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terms of statistics of simulated samples needed to achieve this.

Fortunately, it is

possible overcome this conflict by determining what part of the dependencies on these
parameters can be factorized from the rest, and use factorization whenever possible
and using an iterative procedure which is descfibed below.
An algorithm is developed to overcome the statistical limitations and consider several parameter dependencies of reconstruction effects at the same time. The sample is
first divided into a minimal number of bins in pr and centrality based on regions with
large correlations between observables. Then in these large bins of pr and centrality
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factorization is assumed, i.e. efficiency is given as Etotai(centrality, 1 -

#, PT, rmin)

=

Ecentraiityx E,, x EPx E,,. (misidentification rate is Ftotai(centrality, 77-- , PT, rmin) =
Fcentraiity + F4

+ FPT + Frin). The following procedure is iteratively applied after

initially setting Ex = 1 (and Fx = 0) for all parameters, at (n + 1)'t iteration:
1. For each particle calculate Etotai. Compare centrality distribution of particles
matched to tracks with good quality selection with a weight of 1/Etotai to all
primary particles.

The discrepancy between the two gives E.n.+1,n,nj where

indices refer to centrality, '

PT, and

-

. Set E(

1

=

E[n+1,n,,n,n] X

E(n)
centrality
2. Recalculate

Etotai,

apply it on tracks and calculate the same discrepancy between

corrected matched particles and particles as a function of y obtain

ElT+1,n+1,n n],

set E (n=)

E[n+1,7 +1,, 1 Ix

77-

3. Recalculate

Etotai,

#

this time to

E 71)

E7-6.

apply it on tracks, calculate the discrepancy between

PT

distribution of corrected matched particles to all primary particles to obtain
E n)

=+')
- E

set E

4. Break if desired closure is reached in all parameters.

Otherwise recalculate

Etotai, apply it on tracks, calculate the discrepancy between rmin distributions of
corrected matched particles to all primary praticles to obtain E[,+1,n+1;r+1,.+1j.

Set

E

"

= E[.n1 t+1,+1,,]

x Ep.

In Fig. 8-8 the above procedure is drawn, the parameters in each box or number
of parameters is also variable. These parameters were simply chosen based on the
discussion in the previous Section. The reason why the algorithm is terminated after
PT

is because for physics purposes we would like to have a very good agreement be-

tween

PT

spectra of tracks and particles. For misidentification rate, the multiplication

is replaced by summation and at each step instead of comparing matched corrected
particle distributions to distributions of all particles, the distributions of quality selected tracks corrected by (1

-

Ftotai) are compared to distributions of quality selected

tracks that are matched to a primary particle. The rest of the procedure is the same.
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Figure 8-8: Drawing describing iterative factorized track corrections.

Trying to factorize the reconstruction effect in different parameters one quickly
notices the deterioration in the performance of correction in one parameter when the
correction depending on another correlated parameter is applied on top of it. Fortunately, when this procedure is repeated meaning that the deterioration is corrected
iteratively on top of first order corrections, it is possible to get good performance in
all parameters after fourth or fifth iteration. An example is shown for a prototype
correction table with smaller number of parameters, i.e. no rma dependence, in Fig.
8-9 for a small range of track PT.
A failure in factorization assumption can be observed by a check as follows follows:
Events are divided in two subsets with a certain requirement on one parameter and
the performance of corrections as a function of the other variables are checked. For
example assume that no initial coarse binning is applied based on centrality, and
centrality is assumed to factorize completely from other variables. Then the final
corrected sample can divided in two bins in centrality 0 - 10% and 10 - 100%, for
these two subsets the closure in another parameter, e.g. qj is checked, one can then see
large non closures in these two subsets that are in opposite direction, so when averaged
over they give good closure. Therefore, instead of assuming complete factorization,
a minimal binning is applied, bins boundaries in pTare chosen to be 0.5, 0.55, 0.65,
0.8, 1, 3, 8,300 GeV/c. As statistics is not a problem at low

PT

and because the

curvature of tracks change more rapidly at this kinematic range, a large number of
bins are picked for low-pt tracks. For low
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PT

tracks events are further divided in
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Figure 8-9: Step by step convergence of an iterative correction table for 3 factorized
dimensions on 4 parameters, first centrality, then q - & and then p-r is corrected.
Each panel shows one iteration., and first panels are before correction. Note that the
selection, parameters and binning used here is not the final choice and this aims to
serve as an example.

centrality due to the same non-factorization issue, the centrality bins are chosen to
be 0-10. 10-20, 20-30. 30-50 and 50-100 %o for pS

< 3 GeV. 0-10. 10-20 and 20-100

% for 3 < pi < 8GeV c and no binning in centrality is applied for larger p-i' values.
In total there are 29 bins in (pr x centrality), and in each of these the iterative
factorized correction is carried out. Further factorization tests, where further binning
is introduced did not show any nonclosure larger than 3% in all the bins. Therefore,
the performance is considered to be sufficient.
The performance of the iterative factorized track correction table used in analyses
1167, 166 is shown in Fig.

8-10 where corrected track distributions are compared

to particle distributions. They agree with each other within 5%. For pp tracking a
similar iterative procedure is applied without the centrality dimension, and in total
4 bins were found to be sufficient in p1 (0.5-1, 1-3, 3-8 and 8-300 Ge ).

Meaning

that factorization assumption causes less problems in pp tracking, which is almost
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perfectly factorizable.

8.5

Performance of jet reconstruction

Jet reconstruction involves challenges of different nature compared to track reconstruction. For tracks the difficulty is finding the particle and making sure it is not a
random combination of hits. A very high-pT, e.g. 100 GeV, jet is very hard to miss
and it is also not likely for another object or detector noise to mimic a jet at this

PT

without an actual jet in place. Therefore, at least for high PT jets the reconstruction efficiency and misidentification rates are not big concerns.

Jet reconstruction

efficiency is 100% for jets above 50 GeV. Fake jet problems exists up to higher PT
(e 80 GeV) for inclusive jets. However, finding a back-to-back dijet pair significantly
reduces the probability of jets being fake. As shown in Fig. 8-11, down to 50 GeV

the probability of a subleading jet being fake is ~ 0.001-0.002 %.
Instead, the challenge for a jet reconstruction algorithm is calculating the

PT

of

the jet accurately, for tracks this is not an issue as can be seen in Fig. 8-4.

8.5.1

Jet energy correction procedure

Jet energy corrections aim to correct the raw jet
detector objects such as calorimeter tower
"real" jet

PT

ET

PT,

calculated by clustering raw

and PF candidate

PT,

to obtain the

we would have found if we had a priori access to information of all

the particles produced in the collision. The correction is a multiplicative factor that

depends on rq and py', prc

C(prw", r)pr.
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Figure 8-11:

greater than 5wr/6.

The standard procedllre for jet energy corrections in

CMS follows the stepwise

technique described in Ref. 11221:
Li correction, CI.(p!"): Offset that is caused due to pile up and detector
noise is corrected to obtain p'= Cow(p9") assuming it is constant in
The correction is derived in a data driven way, either with fast jet area method
event-by-event, or by correcting event averaged offset. Due to the event-by-event
HF/Voronoi background subtraction applied in PbPb collisions Li corrections
are not necessary. In pp collisions at 2.76 TeV and pPb collisions at 5.02 ThV,
the pileup probability is small therefore Lt corrections are not needed for these
collisions systems either.
* L2-L3 corrections, C'j-p') : These corrections account for the discrepancy between the pr of gen-jets obtained by chistering all generated particles except neutrinos in MC generators,

j4",

and the p, obtained by clus-

tering reconstructed objects after full chain of detector simulations are applied, p"

.

The reconstructed jets are matched to gen-jets by requiring
r= i).o -

t

' " in MC
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A

gu <

11. The correction factors are derived as a

function of pr"' for different

'i

bins. The functional form used to fit the re-

sponse, pT"'/p"' are the ones used by the JetMET group Eq. 8.3 and Eq. 8.4

describe the these forms for PF jets and Calo jets respectively. The Ai fit parameters are obtained with the ROOT fitting procedure. Different fitting functions
are used for PF and calorimeter jets, shown in Eq. 8.3 and 8.4 respectively,

[A0] +

(log1o(x)2 + [A 2])

[A0] +

2
+A,]4+[A*3e(-4A4]*(og1o(x)-[A5I)
)
(8.3)

[A,]

(8.4)

(iogio(x))[A2] + [A3])

These corrections are applied on top of Li corrections in data if applicable, but
for all the analyses presented in following chapters, L2-L3 corrections constitute
the initial step.
* Relative L3 correction, CreI(7):
Bulk of the jet energy corrections comes from the L2-L3 step described above,
but these corrections rely on a realistic simulation of detector repsonse in MC.
Any discrepancy between the response in MC and data are accounted for this
and next step of the correction procedure, where a residual data driven correction is calculated.
The dijet PT-balance technique is used to measure the response of a jet at any 'q
relative to the jet energy response in the region

'|I

< 1.3 which is well calibrated.

For the measurement of relative jet energy response, 2 leading jets are selected
in the pseudorapidity interval of JqJ < 3.0. The reference jet is required to be
within qrefI < 1.3, and the probe jet is at arbitrary

,Probe.

If both leading jets

are in the pseudorapidity range of 17| < 1.3, one jet is randomly chosen as the
reference jet. On the other hand, if both leading and subleading jets are not in
the pseudorapidity range of Jt1 < 1.3, this event is not used in the final analysis.
To study the relative detector response, a dijet balance quantity B is defined
as:
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probe

B-pl,

rel,

- pl

(8.5)

aLvg

where Pi"' is the average p-1 of the= JP.b
two

jets: r
tt

e
probc
+ P.
JO P1,

Variables o,

/ av

three-jet events.

'"

and 1A-j

(8.6)

-

are used to suppress the

C"

> 2.5, o < 0.2 and 10(

Events with K

<

<

-10

GeV / u are selected for final relative jet energy scale analysis. Figure 8-12 shows
the example dijet balance distributions from data and MC. The width of the
data is

-

-K larger than MC. A significant shift in distribution is also observed

in the if""'" > 1.3 region.
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The average value of the B distribution,

determine the relative response R.,i:
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Figure 8-13: (Lef t) Relative response for )Pb, PYTHIA+HIJING sample and pPb
after correction. (Right) Ratio of relative response of data and MC before and after
m(ii).
the correction with (

2 + (B)

(8.?)

Figure 8-13 shows the relative response evaluated in data and
NIC. Correction factors Cre(/ "

PYTHIAT H1.JNG

) = R>(i")/Rf"(l/P"")

and applied on all reconstructed jets in p
correction is also shown in Figure 8-i3. As

ar

derivtd

dhlata. The relative response after

can be seen from the right panel of

the figure after the correction the agreement between data and MC is within

The relative data driven corrections are not applicable in PbPh collisions because they depend on balance of dijets, which are modified by

jet quenching

effects. Relative L3 corrections are necessary when jets in the forward regions
are studied, i.e., yill > 2, this is why in Pbh

collisions none of the analysis

has crossed this limit so far. If pp collisions are used as a reference to PbPb
collisions, the same / selection is chosen and these corrections are therefore often omitted in l~p collisions as well. Size of relative L3 corrections have been
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checked in pp and peripheral, i.e., with large impact parameter, PbPb events,
and as shown in Fig. 8-14 the relative L3 correction is < 2% for

b1/

< 1.6, the

range used in the analyses described in Chapter 10. Note that the Relative L3
corrections depend on the detector conditions during the data taking period,
and on how well these conditions are simulated in MC. This is why relative
response differences in data and MC are different in Fig. 8-13 and 8-14. Moreover, nonlinearities can depend on the occupancy effects resulting in differences
between these corrections in pp, pPb and PbPb collisions.
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* Absolute L2 correction, CabO)
The absolute jet energy response is measured using ,+jet events. Events with
a photon in the barrel region I, < 1.179 and p5 > 40 GeV/c are selected. The
jets used in the ;I

PioI)e1

< 3 and

jets sample are required to lie in the pseudorapidity interval
-

In(
")

> 0.3 region. The leading away side jet

with pf"b > 15 GeV -c are selected as the probe jet. The

-jets sample are

dominated by dijet background, where a jet mimics the photon. To suppress this
background, the photon candidate is required to be isolated (SiutisoU1-s"
GeV) and the show shape is required to be photon-like (T,,
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<

5

< 0.01). Details of

[1011.

those requirements can be found the isolated photon analysis

To reject -+2 jets events, variables
Events with

SA> I >

(CI

=

I

and Ac)

1f""t""/p

are used.

2.5 and i: < 0.2 are selected for final absolute jet energy

scale analysis.
The average value of the transverse momentum ratio p"t 1)/pj

distribution in

a given 11Jr)"e" bin, is used to (letermine the absolute response J?.

Figure 8-15

shows the absolute response evaluated in data and PYTHIA+HIIidiNG MC where
the data and MC are in good agreement. The ratio of the R1 ,8 in data, and MC
0.005 which is consistent with

is found to be ().999

(l).

.

-

1 is used for

final jet energy correction.
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Figure 8-15: (Left) Absolute response for ptlb. PYTHIA+ HMING -jet samIple and
pPb after correction. (Right) Ratio of absolute response of data and MC after the
correction with C1 1( ;). The result is fit with a constant and the statistical error of
this constant is shown as the yellow band in the plot.

This correction requires large statistics of ,-jet events and due to statistical
liritations they have not been used in any collision systems used by the heavy
ion group. However they have been checked and the.y agree with i unity within

The overall correction is calculated as
r(7()

= C u

(zA") x C (K

)

the statistical fluctuations.
x(p7)

x C,.(p"). However, in our analyses we use a subset of the standard
1341

corrections in pPb collisions (C(pg", ,)

= CNIc(pg", ) x Crei(i7)) and some

additional specialized ones in pp and PbPb collisions, which are discussed in
the next section.

Additional analysis specific corrections are used for "missing-pT" analysis described in Chapter 10, these are discussed next.

8.5.2

Fragmentation dependent jet energy corrections

For certain analyses that measure charged particle distributions around jets [167, 166
feeding in the track reconstruction effects during jet reconstruction, as PF algorithm
does, is not favourable.

PF jets suffer from a large change in jet PT when a high

pTparticle is failed to be reconstructed by the tracking algorithm. On the other hand,
calorimeter jets suffer from fragmentation biases caused due to calorimeter response
being non-linear as a function of particle energy.

Many particles with low energy

create a smaller response than a single particle carrying the total energy of these
particles.

Therefore, jets that fragment softer are under-corrected while jets that

fragment hard are over-corrected.
In order to minimize the jet and track reconstruction biases without introducing
"

large correlations between the two, calorimeter jets were used in the "missing-PT

analysis with additional corrections which improve the performance and correct for
the fragmentation biases. The fragmentation dependent JEC, FF JEC, accounts for
the dependence of calorimeter jet energy on number of PF candidates above 2 GeV,
NPF inside a cone of 7 - 0>

A < R, around jet axis. For PbPb collisions, the PF

candidate PT after HF/Voronoi subtraction is used in the count of particles inside the
cone. As mentioned earlier the PT of PF candidates after HF/Voronoi subtraction do
not reflect their original PT. However, this is found to correct for the fragmentation
bias for all collision centrality ranges. In pp and PbPb collisions overall correction is

given as C(pTw, r)

C4c(pgw, ;) x CFF(P'T,NPF, centrality).
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8.5.3

Jet energy scale and resolution

Jet energy scale (JES) describes the jet-averaged agreement between p"

and p

".

For the case of L2-L3 corrections. the true pr is pt", which is the pj of jets obtained
by clustering all generated particles except neutrinos in PYTHIA simulations. Not to
be sensitive to the tail of the distribution JES is calculated fitting a Gaussian function
to p7(( /pf" distributions in intervals of p""', or /. The p parameter of the Gaussian
fit is used instead of the mean of the distributions. The width of these Gaussian fits
-T

parameter defines the jet energy resolution.
In Fig. 8-1-6 the dependence of JES on NAy. is shown for calorimeter jets before

and after FF JEC correction, as can be seen the dependence is flattened after the corrections are applied. In the same figure in right panel., the dependence of JES on ANpl
is shown for PF jets. PF algorithm does not introduce any significant fragmentation
dependent bias on iFS. Therefore, using these corrections for PF jets do not add to
the l)erformance of

jet reconstruction. One might notice that there is an offset front

1 for calo jets with FF JEC and for PF jets in Fig. 8-16, but this offset is a result
< 110 GeV to demonstrate

of resolution effects introduced by selection on 100 < I-

the fragmentation bias in calorimeter jets, antd it is not reflecting a problem in the
correction procedure.
1.4 -
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Figure 8-16: The dependence of JES on number of PIF candidates with pr > 2 GeV
inside the jet cone.

For g initiated jets Nw values are larger on average compared to q initiated jets as
shown in Fig 8-17. Therefore, g jets are significantly under-corrected for caloririeter
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jets without FF JEC, but the separation between q-g JES improves significantly after
these corrections. The JES for q and g jets are shown separately before and after FF
JEC in Fig. 8-18 for PYTHIA simulations. The difference in JES of q and g

jets at

100 GeV before FF JEC is ~t W,% and it is reduced to 4% after the correction. In the
same figure the JES for inclusive parton flavor is also shown and the agreement with
1 is better than 1-2 %o.
< 140 GeV,

100 < p
-,

ht<2

.0PYTHIA+HYDJET
G

- 0.2-

o

PYTHIA

oi.1

0'

0

2

4 6

8 10 12 14 16 18 2(
NPF

Figure 8-17: Distribution of number of PF candidates with m' > 2 GeV inside the jet
cone for q and g initiated jets. The distributions for PYTHIA+HYDJET simulations use
PF candidate p t after HF Voronoi subtraction, while the distributions for PYTHIA
simulations are without any subtraction.

Calorimeter jets have worse resolution compared to PF jets, because of the fluctuations in shower formation in calorimeters. In addition to correcting for the fragmentation bias in calo jets FF JEC improves the resolution of jets as well. The resolution
of PF and calorimeter

jets with and without FF JEC are shown in Fig. 8-19. For

peripheral events PF jets have the best resolution, but in central event calorimeter
jets with FF JEC perform better.

(a

n(e

(8.8)

P(

V.)

= '

S

N

///(V)
lWeeY

,(G

where P indicates a sum in quadrature.

P

)

Resolution can be parameterized with a. function of the form:

Each of these term have a physical

meaning, C is caused by electronic noise and tracking inefficiencies, S accounts for
shower fluctuations,

and

N is the noise associated to underlying event or pile-up.
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Figure 8-19: Jet energy resolution for ? 0.3 PF jets. and calorimeter jets with and
Without fragmentation dependent jet energy corrections in bins of collision centrality.

Using fits to o(pv(GcV)) of the form as given above we obtained the parameters for
pp collisions and for different centrality classes in PbPb collisions. For pp collisions
the noise terr, N, is set to zero since it is negligible compared to the noise in PbPb
collisions. The values obtained for C in pp collisions is used in fits for PbPb collisions
as welt. However, separate S terms are calculated for pp and PbPb. In PbPb, S term
fixed to be constant across all centrality ranges. The N parameter in PbPb collisions
is calculated in bins of centrality used in the measurements. The values of resolution
parameters are listed in Table 8.2. Resolution in PYTHAt HYDJET in bins of collision
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S~h

I

centrality as a function of p"" is shown in Fig. 8-20 together with the fits, as expected
resolution gets worse by going to central events and to larger R parameters because
of the increase in the N value. In each panel resolution in PYTHIA is shown as well
in order to provide a reference to the corresponding curves in embedded events.
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Figure 8-20: Jet energy resolution for jets with ? = 0.2 - 0.5 in PYTHIA and PYTHIA
+ HYDJET simulations. From top row to bottom R parameter increases, while from
left, to right collisions become more central. The values for PYTHIA do not have any
centrality selection but are repeated in each panel to enable a comparison to PYTHIA
+ HYDJET curves.
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t
")1
Table 8.2: Parameters of the functional form for the jet energy resolution (jp
given in Eq. 8.2, obtained from GEANT4 simulation of PYTHIA pp jets and from
PYTHIA jets embedded in HYDJET events for various PbPb centralities (indicated by
the O ranges in parentheses).
N
11
C
S (pp) S (PbPb)

v GcV
0.2

0.034

0.3

0.031

0.4

0.029
0.025

0.5

8.5.4

1.19
1.08
1.05
1.05

30-50 % 10-30 % 0-10 X

50-100%

V/eV

1.0
1.0
2.5
2.7

1.29

1.20
1.15
1.14

1.1

1.6

2.8

1.3
3.4

2.9
5.5

5.0
8.5

4.6

7.7

11.7

Performance of HF/Voronoi algorithm

The performance of the subtraction is studied in MB events where after subtraction
the energy inside a random cone should be zero if UE is successfully subtracted. The
energy in a random cone in MB events after background subtraction (before the equalization step) is shown in Fig. 8-21 and pointing to the success of the IUE subtraction

algorithn these are Gaussian distributions centered around 0. The listributions are
sinila.r for dlata and simulations, with slightly larger flictuations in data.
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Figure 8-21: Distributions of sum of transverse energy in a random cone of R 0.3 in
minimum bias PbPb events and HYDJET events after HF -'Voronoi subtraction for
four centrality classes 50-100 %, 30-50 %o, 10-30 % and 0-10 %(.

One might argue that the il dependence of the energy production is almost flat
as the resilts by ALICE, CMS and ATLAS shows [90, 9, 161. Therefore a simpler
background subtraction could be used, such as fastjet background subtraction method

[73J. The advantage of IF ' Voronoi algorithm is that q, dependent nonlinearities are
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Figure 8-23: The change in the p- of the PF candidates with HF/Voronoi subtraction
for charged and neutral particles above 2 GeV/c(left). The comparison of spectrum
of charged PF candidates before and after HF Voronoi subtraction(right).

taken into account, see the talk by Lai in Ref. {1741 ftr the comparison between
the two algorithms.

In Fig. 8-22, the mean random cone energy as a function of

q is shown to check the agreement with 0 better, and even in 0 - 10 % events the
agreement is better than t

2 GeV over the full q range.

It is important to note that this algorithm leaves the vector sum of transverse
momentulm in cones of A unchanged, but it modifies the p-p of each jet constituent.
Therefore

pj information of individual PF candidates are washed out.

IF /Voronoi

algorithm modifies the pq of the PF candidates depending on the granularity of
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the object, therefore neutral particles which have granularity of calorimeter cells are
effected more than the charged PF candidates. For this reason only the charged PF
candidates are used in this study. The change in the

PT

of the PF candidates with

HF/Voronoi subtraction is shown in left panel Fig. 8-23. The comparison of spectrum
of PF candidates before and after HF/Voronoi subtraction is shown on the right panel

of Fig. 8-23.

8.6

Dijet specific reconstruction biases

The physics motivation of studying dijets is discussed in Chapter 7.

In terms of

technical implications, dijets simplify the analyses procedure by getting rid of certain
reconstruction effects, as an example it allows one to go to low

PT

without suffering

from fake jets and increase the phase space for quenched jets. However, the additional
complication in dijets is the need for knowing the order of the two jets in the pair,
which jet is the one with highest

highest

PT.

PT

and which one is the one with second

As JES is a quantity defined on jet averages and because there is 10-20

%

i.e.

resolution around this mean value, some jets have their

PT

over-corrected and some

under-corrected. When one sorts the jets in the event according to their
resolution leading jets

PT

PT

due to

has larger likelihood of be over-corrected, while subleading

jet pT is more likely to be under-corrected. Reconstruction effects on dijets with large
A4

are often different from those with small A. For small A
Below, we discuss the effect of resolution on dijet

PT

events

asymmetry, swapping of

order of jets, and finally how track reconstruction effects couple to dijet selection and
energy scale.

8.6.1

Jet swapping

Already without reconstruction effects fluctuations in fragmentation of partons can
cause ordering of partons in

PT

to be different than the ordering of

PT

of jets be-

cause part of partons energy might be radiated at angles larger than R parameter
used in clusterring. Detector effects produces additional fluctuations in measured
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PT

compared to gen.
In Fig. 8-24. the probability for leading jet to be matched to a leading

jet at gen-

level is shown as a function of AJ. This probability is riot dependent on centrality
for small R values as shown in the left panel and is very similar to the probability in
gets worse the
pp. For larger I? values as both pointing resolution and p, resolution
swapping probability increases, i.e. the probability of leading jet to be matched to a
gen-level leading jet decreass.
When dijet asymmetry is large leading subleading jet swapping becomes less likely.
However, in this case subleading-third jet swapping probability starts to become
significant. The probability of subleading jet to be matched to a gen-level subleading
jet given leading jets are also matched can be calculated similarly.
= (Pj> - p'i,3)/(YPT

that this has a very similar dependence on A''

We observed
+ PAr ,

as the

dependence of Piatcata on A, 1 . Fraction of events with a subleading and third jet pr
close to each other happen with much less frequency compared to the events where
there is a leading and subleading jet that have similar p,1, values.
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Figure 8-24: (Left) Probability for leading and jet to be matched to leading jet in bins
of collision centrality in PYTHIA- HYI)JET simulations for R = 0.3 calorimeter jets
with HFjVoronoi subtraction. (Right) Sane probability' for jets with R = 0.2-0.5, for
calorimeter jets in PYTHIA and PYTHIA-HYDJET simulations with 0-10% centrality.
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Resolution of dijet asymmetry

8.6.2

The resolution of p

of leading and subleading jet results in smearing of A1 values,

andl eading and subleading jet produces additional smearing for balanced

jets. In Fig.

8-25, the correlation between A>" and 4>" is shown for all dijets with and without
swapping on the left panel. The effect of swapping on this correlation is shown in
the middle panel, where the distribution is shown only for those jets whose order is
swapped. As the A. < 0.1 range has significant contribution from swapping, the A1
resolution is calculated for values above these by fitting the A"/A " distributions
with Gaussian functions. In the right panel of Fig. 8-25,

(

4

A J"/ ) is shown on

for A = 0.2- 0.5, and it is found to be insensitive to the 1) parameter. The resolution
is similar in PtYTHA-HYD.JET events for calo
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Figinre 8-25: (Left) Correlation between A7""' and A7''For R 0.3 Cato jets in
PnfTHIA events, (M\Iidd e) Same correlation for (djets where ordering of the pair
is swapped with respect to that for gen-jets. (Right) Resolution of A., for different R
parameters.

8.6.3

Correlation between jet an track reconstruction biases

When a high p r track inside the jet is lost either due to scattering in the detector
which changes its direction, or because of track reconstruction algorithms failing to
find it, this effects the pr. of the reconstructed jet. PF jets are the ones that are
the most affected by this, while calorimeter jets still show the same effect in the
case of change in the direction of the track because of interactions with the detector
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material. This effect is not very important effect for inclusive jets, but when dijets
are considered it again produces opposite effects for leading and subleading jet

PT

values, and therefore the problem is enhanced for large Aj events.
A jet which loses a track inside its cone is more likely to become the subleading,
and the higher the pr of the track the more likely this is to happen.

As a result

the track correction tables which are derived for inclusive jets, under-estimate the
inefficiencies in subleading jet cones and over estimate the efficiency in leading jet
cones.

To account for this a residual track correction table only for tracks inside

AR < 0.2 of leading and subleading jet was derived.

In Fig. 8-26 the difference

in these two tables are shown, i.e. the residual track correction for subleading jet
minus correction for leading jet. This bias depends on the

PT

of the track and the

also on the reconstructed Aj of the dijet pair, increases as a function of both of these
parameters.

The bias is rather small for calorimeter jets with FF JEC corrections

in pp which is shown on top left panel, because track reconstruction is much more
efficient in pp collisions.

8-26, the corresponding plot

In top right panel of Fig.

is shown for calorimeter jets with FF JEC in PbPb collisions, which are the final
jet collections used in the analysis, and this can be compared to calorimeter jets
without FF JEC in the bottom left panel and to PF jets in the bottom right panel.
The bias is larger for PF jets and goes as high as 22 % for large A
high

PT

events and for

particles. The bias is smaller without FF JEC, but FF JEC reduces the jet

reconstruction systematics significantly, therefore this improvement is not considered
to be sufficient to change the choice of jet collection.
In Fig. 8-27 a more direct representation of the bias can be found. As the bias
is largest in large Aj events only events with A
check. The maximum
10

< PT

PT

> 0.22 are considered for this

of lost particle is found and when it is required to be large

< 50 GeV, the reco to gen

PT

ratios shift towards smaller values both for
track inside the jet is not

leading and subleading jet. Meaning that when a high

PT

found its energy shifts to smaller values on average.

Although this shift is not as

large as the overall resolution effect which makes subleading jets to be under- and
leading jets to be over-corrected. Therefore, instead of comparing to unity, the curves
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associated to jets with a lost a high pjr track. should be compared to those the highest
I), value of a lost track if any is 10 GeV.

8.6.4

Underlying event fluctuations and jet energy

HF Voronoi algorithm subtracts the UE based on event averages. However there are
event-by-event fluctuations that cause differences in energy densities in mid-rapidity
at a given HF energy, and on top of that there are local density fluctuations. A jet
might be ovelapping with an upper energy fluctuation or a lower energy fluctuation,
and its energy might be over- or under-corrected, respectively. This results in leading
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jet being more likely to be located in the direction of a upper density fluctuation.

8.7

Summary

Track and jet reconstruction algorithms used in heavy-ion collisions are specialized
to work in high iultiplicity environment. The correction of reconstruction effects is
done in several steps for both reconstructed

objects, and the final agreement after

corrections compared to generator level event information in MC is fouind to be < 5%
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for track corrections and < 2% for jet energy corrections.

Two special corrections

were developed for analysis presented in Chapter 10, iterative factorized track correction tables that allows us to derive corrections in 5 dimensions, and fragmentation
dependent jet energy corrections that corrects for the under- and over- correction of
soft and hard fragmenting jets, respectively.

The latter correction reduced the sys-

tematic uncertainties in final results for analyses presented in Chapter 10 by a factor
of 3, and allows us to minimize the autocorrelation between jet and track reconstruction biases. Dijet specific reconstruction effects are discussed in Section 8.6, which is
mostly related to reconstruction effects which result in over-corrected jets to become
leading jet and under-corrected jets to become subleading jet. Based on the causes
of this over- and under- corrections measurements are biased differently, therefore
to minimize these biases it is important to understand the problem and apply dijet
specific analysis procedures.
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Chapter 9
Dijets in pPb
Studying pPb collisions at LHC at y/sNN TeV scales, provides the opportunity to test
the evolutions of nPDFs that are extracted from low energy DIS data, and pAu collisions at RHIC at VsNN = 200 GeV. In addition, pPb collisions provide a reference
for PbPb collisions. Measurements in PbPb collisions are often compared to pp collisions to observe modifications in properties of jets due to the effects of the medium.
However, these modifications can be partly due to cold nuclear effects such as nuclear
modification of parton distributions which we discussed (refer to Section 3.3), Cronin
effect[169, 1261 and saturation[1371. pPb collisions allow us to factorize cold nuclear
effects from final state ones that are associated to the medium. This common view on
usefulness of measurements in pPb collisions has developed a new direction with the
observation of flow in pPb collisions which is very similar to flow in PbPb collisions
which we interpretted as a sign of medium formation. Therefore, a recent question
that needs to be answered before one can use pPb data to constrain nPDF and as
a baseline with cold nuclear effects for PbPb is whether or not there are final state
effects in pPb collisions as well.
In analysis of dijet properties in pPb collisions, we have two main aims: To search
for final state effects that might modify jet properties, and to measure dijet properties
that are sensitive to nPDFs as an input to future nPDF fits. The final state effects
are addressed by the measurement of

PT,2/PT,1,

which is simply a variant of dijet

PT

asymmetry, which was discussed in Section 7.1 aiming to measure imbalance induced
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by jet quenching, and

AO1,2

as defined in Eq. 7.2 to check broadenning effects. The

initial state effects are probed by rl(Iijet as defined in Eq. 7.4. Sections 9.1, 9.2, 9.3
and 9.5 are taken from Ref. [1101. The kinematic model used in explaining the large
modifications in qlijet distributions as a function of event activity is taken from

1471

with small additions.

9.1

Systematic uncertainties

The major systematic uncertainty for the (,qdijet) measurement comes from the uncertainty in the jet energy correction. Varying the transverse momentum of the jets
by <2% up (down) for the jet at positive (negative) q results in a shift of the (ijet)
value by t0.03.

The uncertainty associated with the HF activity selection bias is

estimated from the difference between

PYTHIA

without HF activity selection and

PYTHIA + HIJINGwith HF activity selection. The uncertainty is found to be in the

range 0.002-0.020. The uncertainty associated with the UE subtraction is studied by
comparing the results with and without subtraction, which causes a shift of 0.01 in
the two highest HF activity classes. Due to the normalisation to unity, a change in
one data point moves the other points in the opposite direction on average, which
results in a correlation of the systematic uncertainties at different
The main contributions to the systematic uncertainties of

71dijet

value

(PT,2/PT,1)

include the

uncertainties in the jet energy scale, the jet reconstruction efficiency and the effects
of the UE subtraction. The uncertainty in the subtraction procedure is estimated by
considering the difference between the

PT

ratio results from reconstructed jets with

and without UE subtraction, which is close to 1%. The residual jet energy scale
uncertainty is estimated by varying the transverse momentum of the leading and
subleading jets independently and is found to be at the 1 - 2% level. Uncertainties
associated with jet reconstruction efficiency are found to be at the 0.1% level based
on Monte Carlo simulation.
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Search for final state effects

9.2

This part of the analysis, is motivated by the observation of transverse momentum
inbalance in PbPb collisions [931, aims at measuring the dijet transverse momentum
ratio and the azimuthal angle correlation in pPb collisions. The dijet pseudorapidity
distributions in pPb collisions, which are sensitive to a possible modification of the
parton distribution function of the nuclei (nPDF) with respect to that of the nucleons,
are also studied.
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Figure 9-1: Dijet transverse momentum ratio (P'rT,'/P' i) distributions for leading jets
> 2/S are
> 3UGeVc, and A\ 1
> 120GeVc, subleading jets with P
with
,
and (b)-(f)
shown (a) without any selection on the IF transverse energy t4
classes. Results for pPb events are shown as the red solid circles,
for different Eli
while the crosses show the results for PYTHIA + HIJlNGsiMulated events. Results for
the simulated PYTHIA events are shown as the grey histogram which is replicated in
all the panels. The error bars for the statistical uncertainties are smaller than the
marker size and the total systematic uncertainties are shown as yellow boxes.
As a function of collision centrality (i.e. the degree of overlap of the two colliding
nuclei), dijet events in PbPb collisions were found to have an increasing transverse
momentum imbalance for more central events compared to a pp reference [93, 97, 81.
The same analysis is performed in pPb collisions. To characterize the dijet transverse
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momentum balance (or imbalance) quantitatively, the dijet transverse momentum
ratio PT,2/PT,1 is used.

As shown in Fig. 9-1, PT,2/PT,1 distributions measured in

pPb data, PYTHIA and PYTHIA + HIJINGagree within the systematic uncertainty
in different E4

intervals, including the event class with the largest forward

calorimeter activity. The residual difference in the dijet transverse momentum ratio
between data and MC simulation can be attributed to a difference in the jet energy
resolution, which is better in the MC simulation by about ~1-2% compared to the

data [921.
In order to compare results from pPb and Pbp data, Pbp events which pass the
same dijet criteria are selected for further analysis with an additional requirement on
the forward activity E<

< 60GeV, since the bulk of the pPb events satisfy this

condition, as can be seen in Fig. 6-8(b). The measured mean value of PT,2/PT,1 from

these PbPb data is 0.711

0.007 (stat.) +0.014 (syst.), which is slightly higher than

that in inclusive pPb collisions (0.689

0.014 (syst.), with a negligible statistical

uncertainty). The difference between the Et
data, which results in a higher mean E<I<

hiI<52

distributions for pPb and PbPb

value for PbPb events (35GeV), as

well as the difference in centre-of-mass energy, should be taken into account in this
comparison.

The predicted (pT,2/pT,1) is 6% higher at

NN=

2.76 than that at

5.02TeV in PYTHIA MC simulations.
Earlier studies of the dijet and photon-jet events in heavy-ion collisions [93, 97,
101, 8] have shown very small modifications of dijet azimuthal correlations despite the
large changes seen in the dijet transverse momentum balance. This is an important
aspect of the interpretation of energy loss observations [851.
The distributions of the relative azimuthal angle A# 1,2 between the leading and
subleading jets that pass the respective PT selections in six HF activity classes, compared to PYTHIA and PYTHIA + HIJINGsimulations, are shown in Figure 9-2.

The

distributions from pPb data are in good agreement with the PYTHIA reference. To
study the evolution of the shape, the distributions are fitted to a normalized exponential function, given as in Eq. 7.3.
The fit is restricted to the region AO 1,2 > 27r/3. In the data, the width of the
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-

azimuthal angle difference

distriiution (a- in Eq. (7.3)) is 0.217

variation as a function of L

is smaller than the sy

0.0004, and its
t

wi

is 3-4%"t. The width in the data is also found to be 4-7% narrower than that in the
PYTHIA simulation.

9.3

Sensitivity to initial state

The normalized distributions of dijet pseudorapidity
Chapter 7, are studied.

Since

1

/(lijt', that we introduced in

j1 ijt and the longitudinal-iomentnum

fraction x of

the hard-scattered part on fronm the Ph ion are highlly correlated, these distributions
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Figure 9-3: (a) Distribution of dijet pseudorapidity (1/<ijet = h + 1/21/2) is shown for
pPb dijet events with pr > 120GeVc, PTi,2 > 30GeVc, and -\,1 ,2 > 21,/3 as the red
solid circles. The results are compared to NLO calculations using CT1O (black dashed
curve) and CT1O + EPS09 (blue solid curve) PDFs. (b) The difference between hldij4
in data and the one calculated with CT1( proton PDF. The black squares represent
the data points, and the theoretical uncertainty is shown with the black dashed line.
(c) The difference between i/<jj.(t in data and the one calculated with CTIO+EPS09
nPDF. The blue solid circles show the data points and blue solid curve the theoretical
uncertainty. The yellow bands in (b) and (c) represent experimental uncertainties.
The experimental and theoretical uncertainties at different 1/(jEt values are correlated
due to normalization to unit area.
are sensitive to possible modifications of the PDF for nucleons in the lead nucleus
when comparing -/qljet distributions in pp and p1-b collisions. As discussed previously,
the asymmetry in energy of the pPb collisions at the LIC causes the mean of the
arimodiied dijet pseudorapidity distribution to be centred around a positive value.
However, due to the limited jet acceptance (jet 1-il < 3) it is not centred around
tj = 0.135, but at

ii

0.41.s.
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The normalized

7

Mijet

distribution measured in inclusive pPb collisions, which is

compared to next-to-leading-order (NLO) perturbative QCD predictions [135] using
the CT10 [1731 and EPS09 [1341 PDFs, is shown in Fig. 9-3. The measurement and
the NLO calculation based on CTIO + EPSO9 PDFs are consistent within the quoted
experimental and theoretical uncertainties in the whole rqdijet range. On the other
hand, the calculation using CT10 alone, which did not account for possible nuclear
modifications of the PDFs, gives a poorer description of the observed distribution.

9.4

Constraints on nPDFs

In Ref. [48] the agreement of pPb data at LHC from Run 1 with two sets of nPDFs,
DSSZ and EPS09, is tested and data is used to reweight the nPDFs to check the
improvements in the theoretical uncertainties.

The dijet data presented above is

shown to be compatible with EPS09 nPDFs while disfavoring proton PDF results as
well as DSSZ results. The

$/Nata

values are shown in Table 9.1. Other jet data

from LHC do not show sensitivity to nPDFs in the sense that they agree equally well
(and sometimes even better) with only proton PDF[48.
The ability of dijet pseudorapidity distributions tell apart nPDF and no nPDF
cases and even show better agreement with one EPS09 compared to DSSZ is thanks to
the sensitivity obtained by cancellation of systematic uncertainties with area normalization. This normalization also cancels a large fraction of theoretical uncertainties
from proton PDFs. This is in the lines of commonly used forward-to-backward ratios
in pseudorapidity, but the correlation between uncertainties needs to be considered
for that observable to be well constraining. However, as shown in Table 9.1 using
CT10 PDF versus MSTW makes a factor of 2 difference in y 2 values, meaning that
the proton PDF effects are not cancelling completely. Therefore, it would be useful to
make measurements of normalized dijet pseudorapidity distributions in pp collisions
to constrain proton PDFs better.
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I
Table 9.1: Taken from [481, showing the N2/ata values for 15 points of dijet data
used in the reweighting of two different nPDF sets (DSSZ and EPS09) based on two
different proton PDFs(CT1O and MSTW2008).
y2/NIlata of fits before reweighting
PDF+ nPDF
CMS dijet

6.3

CT10 + DSSZ
CT1O + EPS09

0.7

CT10 only

MSTW2008+ DSSZ
MSTW2008 + EPS09
MISTW2008 only
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Dijet pseudorapidity with centrality selection
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Distributions of the dijet pseudorapidity (pliyeq) for leading jets with

> 12GeVc and subleading jets with PT2 > 30GeVc are shown (a) without any
, and (b)-(f) for different E',
selection on the HF transverse energy EiT
classes. Results for pPb events are shown as the red solid circles, while the crosses
show the results for PYTHIA + HIJING simulated events. Results for the simulated
PYTHIA events are shown as the grey histogram which is replicated in all the panels.
The error bars for the statistical uncertainties are smaller than the marker size and
the total systematic uncertainties are shown as yellow boxes.
-

PI

The 2/(ijet distributions are also studied in different HF activity classes, as shown in
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Fig. 9-4. The pPb data are compared to PYTHIA

and PYTHIA t HIJINGsimulations.

Deviations of the iflijet distrihltions in each class are observed with respect to the
PYTHIA reference without HF activity selection. The analysis was also performed
using the PYTHIA I HlJNGsimnulation in the same HF activity classes and no sizable
deviation was observed with respect to the PYTHIA reference. This shows that the
PYTHIA + HIINGembedded sample, which assumes that hard and soft scatterings
are independent, does not describe the correlation between the dijet pseudorapidity
distribution and forward calorimeter energy. To illustrate the observed deviation in
each HF activity class with respect to that in the inclusive pPb collisions, the ratio
of the dijet pseudorapidity distribution from each L9 IKI<.5.2 class to the distribution
without HF requirements is presented in Fig. 9-5.
dijets in the 1Jjj

A reduction of the fraction of

> 1 region is observed in events with large activity neasured

by the forward calorimeter.

The magnitude of the observed modification is much

larger than the predictions from the NIt) calculations based on impact-paratneter
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dependent nPDFs [1551 in the region .r < 0.t for partons in lead nuclei. Note that
theory calculations are based on impact parameter, which can take a large range of
values in each HF activity class.
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Figure 9-6: Dijet pseudorapidity distributions in the five HF activity classes. (a) The
distributions are normalized by the number of selected dijet events. (b) The distributions are normalized by the number of dijet events with r/ij('t < 0. The error bars
represent the statistical uncertainties and the dashed lines connecting the data points
are drawn to guide the eye.
The pPb distributions for different HF activity classes, from panels (b)-(f) of
Fig. 9-4, are overlaid in Fig. 9-6. As shown in Fig. 9-6a, a systematic monotonic
is

decrease of the average t/qijet as a function of the HF transverse energy E'.

observed. A decrease in the longitudinal momentum carried by partons that participate in hard scattering corning from the proton, or an increase in the longitudinal
momentum of partons from the lead nucleus, with increasing HF transverse energy
E711ll

<5.2

would result in a shift in this direction. In order to compare the shape of the

hjct distributions in the interval

Idijt

< 0 the spectra from pPb data are normalized

by the number of dijet events with q(1ijjt < 0 in the corresponding HF activity class.
In inclusive pPb collisions, this interval roughly corresponds to x > 0.1 for partons
in lead, a region where the measurement is sensitive to the nuclear EMC effect [1881.
Using this normalization, the shapes of the /'Aijiet distributions in the region

0
</uiet
<

are found to be similar, as is shown in Fig. 9-6(b).
One possible mechanism which could lead to the observed modification of the t(1iaj(j
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distribution in events with large forward activity is the kinematical constraint imposed
by the selection, which is discussed in detail in 9.6.

Jets with a given transverse

momentum at larger pseudorapidity will have a larger energy (E = cosh(i7)p'). If a
large part of the available energy in the collision is observed in the forward calorimeter
region, jets above a certain transverse momentum threshold are restricted to be in
raid-rapidity, which leads to a narrower dijet pseudorapidity distribution. Moreover,
the modification of the PDFs due to the fluctuating size of the proton, as well as
the impact parameter dependence of the nclear PDFs, may further contribute to
the observed phenomenon. Therefore, the (qjet) is also studied as a function of the
forward calorimeter activity in the lead direction (Ejt) at fixed values of forward

activity in the proton directiori

(E ).
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The correlation between

(7dijet)

and ETb in different ET' intervals is shown in

Fig. 9-7. With low forward activity in the proton direction (E
and solid lines near the top of the figure), the

(7dijet)

< 5GeV, blue circles

is around 0.6 and only weakly

dependent on the forward activity in the lead direction. The observed high (1dijet)
indicates that the mean x of the parton from the proton in the low ET events is
larger than that in inclusive pPb collisions. With high forward activity in the proton
direction (ET > 11GeV, red stars and solid lines near the bottom of the figure), the
(qdijet)

is found to be decreasing as a function of ETb, from 0.37 to 0.17. These results

indicate that the degree of modification of the ?Idijet distribution is highly dependent
on the amount of forward activity in the proton direction.

9.6

Modelling the kinematic biases

The classification of events according to some measurement of their activity (energy,
multiplicity, etc.) in some region of phase space, what is commonly referred to as
centrality selection, is extensively used in the study of nuclear collisions. Naively one
expects that to events within a given centrality class correspond similar conditions,
say of energy density or temperature.

The dependence of specific observables on

centrality should then yield information on their sensitivity to the properties of the
system (energy density, temperature, etc.). Further, centrality should provide a link,
albeit in a model dependent way, to theoretically well-defined quantities such as the
impact parameter of the collision.
The usefulness of centrality selection relies, however, on how robustly it can be
defined. Specifically, whether the centrality selection (and its link to some theoretical
quantity as the impact parameter) depends (i) on the centrality criterium; and (ii)
on the observable under consideration i.e. whether there is a correlation between the
characteristics of the events under consideration, say the requirement of presence of
jets, and the centrality criterium.
While in non-peripheral collisions between heavy ions the classification of centrality classes appears to be robust, in proton-lead collisions at the Large Hadron Collider
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(LHC) the situation is far more problematic'. Whereas for both dijets [1101 and single jets [14j the minimum bias results are well reproduced by standard pQCD with
nuclear modification of parton densities [189J, the centrality-selected results show a
strong dependence on centrality that cannot be accommodated by the existing ideas
on the impact parameter dependence of nuclear parton densities [44, 141, 1551. There
is an ongoing discussion on the definition of centrality in such asymmetric systems

[26, 191.
A numbers of factors can conceivably be at the origin of the observed effects.
Fluctuations in the number of partipating nucleons are much larger in proton-nucleus
than in nucleus-nucleus collisions and certainly confound the connection of centrality
to collision impact parameter. Further, energy-momentum conservation poses significantly more stringent demands in the case of asymmetric collisions. Ultimately the
problems can be traced back to our lack of understanding of the detailed microscopic
dynamics underlying soft particle production in hadronic and nuclear collisions, and
its coupling to hard subprocesses. These issues have been discussed in several recent

works [182, 70, 36, 1901.
In this short note we address solely, and in a simplistic framework, the role of
kinematic constraints on the energy-momentum of the proton. We ask to what extent
the requirement of a hard subprocess restricts the soft particle production which will
.

eventually determine the centrality of the event 2

We focus on CMS dijet [110] and ATLAS single-jet [141 results in pPb collisions at
5.02 TeV/nucleon. We find that our simplistic implementation leads to large effects
in good agreement with data. Importantly the model fails to describe data when the
implementation is evidently deficient, that is when energy-momentum constraints on
the Pb nucleus are expected to play a role.

'The problem also exists in dAu collisions at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC), see e.g.
[25, 21].
2
Take for example the production of a dijet pair at pseudorapidity 1dijet = 2 with leading jet
PT = 120 GeV. The minimum momentum fraction taken from the proton is then xp ~ 0.35.
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Description of the model

9.6.1

The model that we employ uses PYTHIA [2091 for the hard scattering and HIJING
[223, 151] for the underlying event. Each event (our results are based on samples of
105 for dijets and 2 -106 for single jet spectra) is generated according to the following
procedure:

1. generate a pp event in PYTHIA with no underlying event (for a proton beam
of Ep = 4 TeV and a Pb beam of Epb = 1.58 TeV/nucleon,

SNN = 5.02

TeV) with the required characteristics: jets or dijets within the experimental
kinematic cuts, and extract the momentum fraction xP of the hard parton from
the proton participating in the 2 -+ 2 hard subprocess. The nuclear modification
of parton densities was not taken into account because for this kinematics their
effect, as discussed previously (see also [1891), is much smaller than the one
observed in data;
2. generate a minimum bias pPb event in HIJING, for a proton beam of (1 -xl)E,
and a Pb beam of EPb, i.e. we reduce the proton energy for the underlying event

such that

sNN

2

(1

-

Xp)EpEpb 3.

3. shift both events (that are generated in their respective center of mass) to a
common frame (the LHC laboratory frame);
4. the HIJING event, generated as minimum bias, is reweighted according to its
impact parameter such that scaling in the number of collisions N 01 , expected
for hard events, is fulfilled;
5. the PYTHIA and HIJING events are superimposed, resulting in a full pPb event
with the weight given in the previous step.

Note that the momentum fraction

XPh

of the parton from the Pb participating in

the 2 ->

2 hard subprocess is unchanged. This is clearly a deficiency of the model,

3Here

Ep and Ept, does not have any relations ship to EP and Ejh variables used in the previous

sections
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which should accordingly be expected to fail for small Nt 1

(when the number of

participating nucleons from the Pb is small) and for large

(for the Ph-going side

Jpl

in pseudorapidity).
The matching procedure based on r,, produces a connection between Eq deposition in the forward pseudorapidities, which is the common centrality classification
variable used by experiments, and dijet production. To demonstrate that this simple
procedure creates the necessary link between energy in the UE and energy in the

jets

distribution is plotted for two different bins of dijet energy. When dijet
distribution shifts towards smaller values.

energy is large, E

PYTHIA and HIJING matched according to x
1 >120,

p

p,>30 GeV/c

0.15 -- il I<3,Aop >2y/3
jet

-

the E
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1,

Edjet < 350 GeV

-*

E Eijet
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Figure 9-8: Distribution of E,,I<Jl,.
The conniection between

for -E,1i

=

)n
coh2t+PTc)s/

) selection.

jets and UE is built as a, result of steps 2 and 3 of the

procedure described above, i.e., by, reducing the energy available in HI.JING and by
at q 111ANG
boosting the HIJING event to set their mricleon nucleon pseudorapidity
0.5 In

(Ep(

-

p)/Eps),1).

Thflerefore, if Xp is larg-e, then the energy created by HI-

JING, in P b-goinig-direct ion is reduced due to reduction in ,/s N N, but is enhanced duie
to boost of' the UE towards that direction, while the

reduced both by the change in fNand

I~ h
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energy in p-going-direction is

ost.

in proton-going-direction, (E), Pb-going direction, (1T)

The average total Er1

and the sum of the two is calculated as a function of .r1 in two reference frames, in
LHC laboratory frame and at center-of-mass frame of HIJING (Shown in the left
panel of Fig. 9-9).
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Figure 9-9: (Left) The average total ET in proton-going-direction, K Il b-going
direction, (E;) and the sum of the two as a function of rp in two reference frames, in
LHC laboratory frame and at center-of-mass frame of HIJING. (Right) Correlation
between 1 [1ije, and rp, where the black line shows the average value, K'
The change in Er values are mild with J-,, but still large enough to create the
effect observed in data, because

/i'

is extremely sensitive to r1 , as shown in the

right panel of Fig. 9-9.

9.6.2

Comparison to CMS dijet results

In this section we consider the dijet measurements by CUS [110J. We generate hard
events in PYTHIA with jets reconstructed within JqJ < 3 using the anti-k, sequential
recombination algorithm [74, 75] with a distance parameter of 0.3, considering events
required to have a dijet with a leading jet p I > 120 GeV/ c, a subleading jet p,

> 30

GeV/c, and an azimuthal distance between them Ay,2 > 27w/3. Then, for the full
PYTHIA-.HI.JING generated event, the transverse energy in the region 4 <

y'/| < 5

is rescaled, to match that measured by CMUS, by a factor that accounts for detector
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resolution effects that are not corrected by CMS. It is this rescaled energy that is
used to classify events in centrality.
In figure 9-10 we show the cornparison of our results for the average dijet pseudorapidity

(Ihijet

=

('11

+

/2/2) as a function of the total transverse energy deposition in

the pseudorapidity range of I < qjil < 5, compared with data measured by CMS [1101.
The agreement is very good except for the lowest transverse energies, corresponding
to peripheral collisions where the model is not expected to work as discussed in the
previous section. In figure 9-11 we show the ratio of the dijet pseudorapidity distribution for events in a a given centrality class over the minintum bias distribution,
compared to the CMS data. Again, a good overall agreement is found.
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Figure 9-10: Average dijet pseudorapidity ( t
total transverse energy deposition in the pseudorapidity range of I < yij < 5 for
PYTI[HIA-HIJING events matched according to x,, value (black squares) overlaid
with data measured by CMS [1101 (red circles).

CMS [1101 also provided data on the average dijet pseudorapidity for a fixed energy
in the p-going direction, E-' for 4 < y < 5, as a function of the energy in the Pb-going
direction, Ell" for -5 < q <

--

1. In figure 9-12 we show the comparison of the CIMS

data with our PYTHIA+HIJING results. Once more, the model captures the trend
of data except for the lowest activity data where only one or two nucleons from the
Pb nucleus contribute and the model - that corrects for energy only on the proton
side

is clearly deficient due to the neglect of energy-momentum constraints for Pb.
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Figure 9-11: Ratios of dijet pseudorapidity (I

3

ie

= (1i

wt

) 2) distributions with

) to the dijet pseudoraa selection on total forward energy deposition (ET I
pidity distribution without any requirement on event activity. The calculation in
PYTHIA-HIJING is shown by black squares and CMS data points [110] are shown
by red circles.

9.6.3

Comparison to inclusive ATLAS jet results

In this section we consider the single-jet measurements by ATLAS [14].

We gen-

erate hard events in PYTHIA with jets reconstructed using the anti-k 1 sequential
recoibination algorithm [71, T5 with a distance parameter of 0.4, in the region

bqq

- q9N11 < 3. The centrality criterium is, in this case, the total transverse energy

in Pb-going direction within the pseudorapidity range of -1.9

< q < -3.2,

thus less

sensitive to energy constraints on the proton. Let us note that we use, for the different
centrality classes, the number of collisions N,,, /1 provided by ATLAS and not the one
extracted from HIJING 4.
In figure 9-13 we show the results of the model for the nuclear modification factor
RPb of jets as a function of their transverse momentum, for different centrality classes,
4They are (11.94,9.86,8.38,6.934,4.82,2.29) for 1UIING and (14.57,12.07.10.37,8.94,6.44,2.98) ill
and () - )t%
, t-4t) a 60%
the ATLAS paper 141, for the 0 - i% 1t -- 20 , 20 - '

centrality classes respectively.
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integrated over the whole pseudorapidity region

[w

-

'1(11

< 3. The elfect of the

centrality selection becones evident.
In figures 9-14, 9-15 and 9-16 we show a comparison of the results of the model
with ATLAS data 114] for the nuclear modification factor Rp, of jets as a function
of their transverse inonientuni in different pseudorapidity bins, for central. semicentral and peripheral collisions respectively. A good agreement with data is found for
central collisions that deteriorates with decreasing centrality, until the model fails for
peripheral collisions as expected from previous discussions.

9.7

Summary

In this Chapter pPb dijet measurements based on [1101 were presented, which show
no final state effects on jets, such as jet quenching effects similar to that observed
in PbPb collisions. Dijet pseudorapidity results provide constraints and reevaluation
of fits showed that these can proxide improvements nPDF fits. Dijet pseudorapidity
(listribultions are modified significantly when selection on Es. 1
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ure 9-17 sumrnmarizes all of the EI I1<.
collisions.

dependent dijet results obtained with pih

A nearly constant width in the dijet azimuthal angle difference distri-

buitions and transverse momentum ratio of the dijets as a function of E.",I

is

observed. The lower panels show the mean and standard deviation of the dijet pseu169

dorapidity distribution, measured using jets in the pseudorapidity interval

i7j

< 3 in

the laboratory frame, as a function of the HF transverse energy. Those quantities
change significantly with increasing forward calorimeter transverse energy, while the
simulated p dijets embedded in HIJING MC, representing pPb collisions, show no
noticeable changes.
Measurement of dijet pseudorapidity distributions with a "centrality" selection
reveal kinematic biases which are modelled in Section 9.6.1 by combining
and

HIJING

PYTHIA

simulations according to x of parton in hard-scattering interaction from

proton. Central inclusive jet data of ATLAS is described with the same model.
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Chapter 10
Angular scan of particle distributions
with respect to dijets
This analysis aims to provide information that would aid the characterization of the
energy loss mechanisms responsible for the increase in the fraction of unbalanced dijet
pairs in central PbPb relative to pp collisions, as shown in Fig. 7-3.
As hard-scattered partons travel and shower in the QGP, leading and subleading
jet can both trigger a coherent medium response and undergo interactions in the
medium that modify the parton showers. However, the enhancement in unbalanced
dijet pairs suggests that, on average, the subleading jet loses more energy than the
leading jet. The modification in jet balance must be compensated by the remaining,
unclustered constituents of the event, as each interaction conserves overall momentum.
This analysis aims to measure the distribution of particles which contribute to
the overall PT balance in the event, with respect to the direction of the leading and
subleading jet. Tracks inside annuli, Am
'A,

< A =V/(het

-

ltrack)2

+

(#jet -

4

track) 2

around axis of leading and subleading jets are picked and the projection of their

PT on the dijet axis is calculated event-by-event. The radius of the annuli is increased

and a scan of the whole acceptance is carried out at steps of 3A

=

0.2.

Event

averages of these projections are taken to obtain the final results, but event-by-event
fluctuations are discussed in Section 10.2.
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Additional information is provided by

simply counting the number of particles rather than measuring their

PT

projection.

A more detailed description of the observables are given in Section 10.1.
The main idea is to study central PbPb collisions with large A, and see where
the "extra" energy lost by the subleading jet goes. The term "extra" here indicates
a comparison of leading jet to subleading jet and at the same time a comparison of
PbPb collisions to pp collisions. The

PT

projections are non-zero also for pp and are

dependent on R, as a result of the semi-hard splitting of the parton that creates the
subleading jet to form a third jet. The structure of distributions in pp are discussed
in Section 10.4. The modification of balance in PbPb compared to pp is presented in
10.5 as a function of centrality and A

for R = 0.3 jets. To investigate how differences

in jet fragmentation affect energy loss mechanisms, jets are clustered using several
anti-kT R parameters (0.2, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5). The Rf dependent results are discussed
in Section 10.6 with a focus on central events.
Sections 10.1, 10.3, 10.5, 10.6, and 10.7 are taken from [1671.

10.1

Analysis

To select a dijet topology, the azimuth between the leading and subleading jets is
required to be AO 1 ,2 =

1

-

21

> 5wr/6.

Once leading and subleading jets are

identified within the initial range of 171 < 2, both jets are then restricted to be within
a tighter Jil. For measurements that offer comparison to a previous analysis [94], we
use the previous selection of -qf < 1.6.
distances A, a tighter requirement of

For those that extend up to large angular

lJii

< 0.6 is applied, such that leading and

subleading jets are far from the edge of the tracker and all ranges in A fall within the
acceptance.
The particles that provide the

PT

balance are correlated with the jet axes, but the

particles that are not affected by the interaction of the partons with the medium are
evenly distributed in azimuth relative to the individual directions of the leading and
subleading jets. The total

PT

of these particles is uncorrelated with the dijet pair.

To differentiate the uncorrelated and correlated particles, we compare differences
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in multiplicity in leading and subleading jet hemispheres.
modifications in the
PT

In addition, we measure

spectrum of charged particles that contribute to the overall

PT

balance in the event, as well as their angular distribution with respect to the dijet

system. Using the azimuthal symmetry of the jet axes relative to the UE makes it
possible to perform precise measurements for particles down to
angles as large as A = 1.8.

PT =

0.5GeV, and

This provides constraints on energy loss mechanisms

despite the small signal-to-background ratio.
The cancellation of the uncorrelated UE depends on azimuthal symmetry of the
areas selected around the leading and subleading jets relative to the axis of projection.
As mentioned above, to ensure this requirement, the dijet azimuthal angle
defined as the average

#

(Odijet) is

of the leading and subleading jets after the subleading jet

is reflected around the origin. In contrast with previous publications [941, Odijet is
preferred over

#1

(the

#

of the leading jet) for the projection axis, because the latter

choice breaks azimuthal symmetry, by generating particles near the leading jet that
have larger projections at small angles relative to particles produced at the same
distance to the subleading jet.
The perfect cancellation of contributions from particles to PTflow, and to differences in hemisphere multiplicities from UE, take place only when there is no interaction between UE and the jets. This is the case in

PYTHIA+HYDJET

simulations. In

data, due to the variations in path length in medium traversed by jets there are complicated correlations between particles from different interactions and jet directions.
These correlations comprise a part of the signal probed in this analysis.
The observables used in this analysis are measured in bins of centrality and dijet
imbalance. The dependence on centrality in PbPb collisions is investigated in terms
of the emergence and enhancement of jet quenching effects as the size of the medium
and energy density increase, and the dijet imbalance enriches events with subleading
jets that lose more energy than the leading jet. To define centrality classes, collisions
with inelastic hadronic interactions are divided into percentages according to the
ET

of calorimeter towers summed in the HF, and events are assigned into classes of

centrality based on these total sums in the HF. The distribution in this ET is used to
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divide the event sample into bins, each representing 0.5% of the total nucleus-nucleus
interaction cross section. Following Refs. [94, 97], we quantify
the asymmetry ratio A

7.1.

as described in Eq.

PT

imbalance through

boundaries used in the

The A

analysis are 0.11, 0.22, 0.33 and 0.44, which correspond to

PT,2/pT1

values of 0.8,

0.64, 0.50 and 0.42, respectively.

10.1.1

Difference in multiplicities

The events are bisected with a plane perpendicular to

#Iijet

into two hemispheres

associated with the leading and subleading jets. The multiplicity difference is defined as the difference between the corrected number of tracks with

PT

> 0.5GeV

(Ntkorrected = ECtrk) in these two hemispheres:

Amult =

trk

i10tr k

duejt I>7r[/2

te

-Ntrk

ot-rk - Tdijet,<7/

2

-

(10.1)

Positive Am1 ult means that an excess of particles is found in the hemisphere of the
subleading jet, relative to the number of particles in the leading jet hemisphere. This
quantity is measured event-by-event and then averaged in bins of the observables
of interest.

It is sensitive to the number of jets in a given hemisphere and their

fragmentation, as well as to the additional particles produced in jet quenching or
through some specific response of the QGP medium in one of the two hemispheres.
To select events that show consequences of jet quenching, the measurement is carried out as a function of Aj and collision centrality. The Aj-dependent measurement
is performed for jets with a distance parameter of R
To see modifications in the

PT

=

0.3.

spectrum associated with the difference in multi-

plicities in two hemispheres, Zmult is measured for track

PT

ranges of 0.5-1, 1-2, 2-4,

4-8, and 8-300GeV, and divided by the bin width. The measurement is repeated for
different R parameters.
To be consistent with the measurement of

PT

balance, the leading and subleading

jets used in the Aj-dependent Am
11 ,It measurement are required to fall in the pseudo-
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rapidity region of [ll < 1.6. The leading and subleading jets used in the R-dependent
measurement are required to be within Jq| < 0.6. Although in both cases jets with

I1I1

> 2 are excluded, it is important to note that starting jet reconstruction with a

cutoff JJ < 1.6, (or < 0.6) is different than using the JJ| < 2 selection for determining
the highest-pT jets and then applying a tighter requirement, since events in which
the leading or subleading jets are found in the range between [qJ = 1.6 (or 0.6) and
J=

2.0 are also excluded.

10.1.2

Transverse momentum balance

Detailed information about the

PT

flow relative to the dijet system can be obtained

by studying the contribution of tracks to the overall
characterized by individual track
pT

balance, the

PT

PT

PT

balance in the event, as

and angle relative to the jets. To calculate the

of tracks are projected onto the dijet axis. For each track, this

projection is defined as

P=

-

PTrk cos (Otrk - Odijet),

(10.2)

where, as mentioned in Chapter 8, the correction for reconstruction effects accounts for the misreconstruction rate and reconstruction efficiency for PbPb collisions, with values specified by Eq. 8.2. In addition, secondary particle and multiple
reconstruction rates are corrected in pp collisions.
Particles that make a positive contribution in Arnuit also have positive pi, as the
cosine function changes sign at 7r/2. These two observables therefore map onto each

other with a weight in track PT and cos (Otrk - Odijet).
To study the angular recovery rate (rate at which imbalance is restored, as momentum contributions are included further from the jet cone) and the associated spectra of
PT

balance, tracks that fall in annular regions around the jet axes are grouped together

according to their

PT.

In each event, pl values of these group of tracks are summed

to obtain A4. For each region, p4 is calculated in track pTranges of 0.5-1, 1-2, 2-4, 4-

8, and 8-300GeV. Annular regions are defined in A
177

V'(Otrk - #jet) 2

+ (7trk - 7jet)2

and binned between A = 0.0-1.8 in steps of 0.2. In addition, the contribution from
charged particles that fall outside of this range are all collected in an extra overflow
bin. These particles lie in the range of 1.8 < A < 3.6, depending on the y of the dijet
pair. No anti-kT clustering is employed in the calculation of A, and tracks are defined
to lie within circular regions in pseudorapidity and azimuth. The axes used to define
the annuli differ from the projection axis, <dijet. For large A, the annuli around the
leading and subleading jets can overlap, in which case, the track used in the overlap
region when calculating

z4,

is the one in the annulus at smaller radius. The overlaps

do not occur before A = 57/12.
The )I is averaged over events with a specific A value separately for pp and PbPb
collisions, and for PbPb collisions they are divided into classes of collision centrality.
This average is denoted as

(p

)ptr,

to indicate that within each event the balance

is calculated using a subset of tracks with specific A and PT.
Using the track pq and A parameters limits the selections on collision centrality
and Aj because of the statistical imprecision of the data. For more detailed analysis of
the dependance of track PT on event properties, A binning can be removed by adding

up the

('I)ptk

A

values for each A bin, which is identical to not having annular

requirements in the first place, to obtain

(t)rk

(10.3)

4)P tk,~

-Z

The pTbalance, as in Eq. 10.3, calculated for tracks in a given pTrange usually
yields nonzero values, because of the differences in pTspectra of particles in subleading
jet hemisphere relative to the spectra in the leading jet hemisphere.

signed

(PIT) Jtrk

Summing the

values for each track PTbin provides an overall pTbalance in the event

for tracks with 0.5 < PT < 300GeV, that takes values close to zero, because of
momentum conservation.

There can still be a deviation from zero because of the

particles with PT < 0.5GeV, as well as for those particles that fall out of the tracker
coverage in pseudorapidity that are not included in the measurement.
corresponds to
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This sum

(10.4)

(>)pt),.

()p')r =
trk

The angular distribution of PTbalance is studied differentially in bins of track
PTby

as described above, and adding up the contribution from different

/"I),tkn

track PTbins gives

(

=

(10.5)

T(Pi),A,
trk
PT

which defines the contribution of all tracks with 0.5 < PT < 300GeV in a given
annulus to total pTbalance. This (p)A, summed over all A intervals, yields (p.)E.
Instead of summing all A bins, to calculate the recovery of balance as radius gets
larger, the annuli can be summed from A = 0 up to the angle of interest, and a
cumulative balance inside a cone calculated, as

SJ(z4oX/,
ol)A.

(10.6)

As mentioned previously, for consistency with the analysis in Ref. [94, in calculations that integrate over A , e.g., for,
leading and subleading jets fall within
of PTbalance.

(p1)ptrk

and (J1)_, only events in which both

< 1.6
IrAq

are included in the measurement

For measurements where contributions of different annuli are stud-

ied, to ensure full tracker coverage around jets over A < 1.8 for
and (/J)[o1

())ptrk,

(,_s,

, tighter restrictions are required on the pseudorapidity of leading and

subleading jets (Ir1I < 0.6) after they are found within r/j < 2.

10.1.3

Corrections steps for reconstruction effects

Having a good control of jets and tracks is not easily done and requires several levels
of corrections. In Fig. 10-1 the flow chart of all corrections applied on tracks and jets
for "missing-PT" analysis is shown.
Corrections on reconstructed jets and tracks are applied in the following order:
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1. L2-L3 and FF JEC is applied on jets.
2. Iterative factorized track correction table is derived. The algorithm uses the
corrected jets from step 1. to define the minimum distance of a track to a jet,
as this is one of the 5 parameters used in the derivation. Moreover, analysis
selections on dijets are applied to obtain corrections from events that are as
similar as events used in the analysis. Although, a table without dijet selection
was also derived and the results of measurements did not change significant by
switching between the two tables.
3. The residual discrepancy between yields of corrected tracks and primary particles within AR < 0.2 of leading (subleading) is corrected.
depends on particle

PT

This correction

and dijet asymmetry. It corrects the biases caused as a

result of correlations between track and jet reconstruction which are discussed
in Section 8.6.3.
4. A bin by bin correction to account for jet reconstruction biases is derived. The
correction is the discrepancy in the results calculated in MC simulations with
reconstructed jets compared to results with gen-jets, for both cases primary
particles are used in combination to choice of jets. As primary particles are
used in both cases track reconstruction effects do not come into play here. This
bin by bin correction is subtracted from results in data.

10.2

Fluctuations of PT projections

The analyses are focussed on calculating event averages rather than selecting on certain type of pr balance distributions, because there are several sources of fluctuations
in this observable. Although reconstruction effects increase the fluctuations, these are
already present at generator-level PYTHIA, HYDJET and PYTHIA+HYDJET, because
of the fact that our measurement is carried out using all the particles within Jil < 2.4
and

PT

> 0.5 GeV and a fraction of particles that contribute to the
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PT

balance are left

Dijet

Track corrections

selection

Efficiency, misid. rate

L2 - L3 corrections
Fragmentation JEC

sTracks

AR of tracks wrt.
leading or
subleading jet
Tracks
Bin by bin

correction:
-

Underlying event
fluctuations
Jet swapping

-Multiple

reconstruction
and secondary particle
rate correction for pp

Residual track
corrections
Correlation between track
reco efficiency and
fragmentation JEC

Final result

Figure 10-1: Chart of corrections starting from raw jets and tracks at the detector
up to the measured vatues. Most of the items listed here are described in Chapter 8.

out of this range. In Fig. 10-2, the

distributions are shown for each p

range

as well as (p$)v in the last panel for all particles (or tracks') with pr > 0.5 GeV. The
distributions calculated at generator level are already very wide, for low-p, particles
the width of the fluctuations are dominated by underlying event particles in HYDJET
particles fluctuations in PYTHIA pro-

jections are dominant (shown with blue histogram). The overall fluctuations in (L

)

(shown with red histogram), white for high-p

in PYTHIA-j--HYDJET events are driven by the high-p1 particles that go outside of the

I ii acceptance.
The effects of jet and track reconstruction on the amount of fluctuations can
be seen by comparing the black histograms for generator level PYTHIA + HYDJET to
black (lots which represent reconstructed result in PYTHIA+HYDJET simulations. The
effects of jet reconstruction can be factorized by looking at the 2D correlation between

(pi)> values obtained by using gen-particles with gen-jet, and by using gen-particles
with reco-jets. The 2D distribution is shown in the left panel of Fig. 10-3.

There

are two bands, one diagonal and one anti-diagonal, the width of the bands are rather
small meaning that jet reconstruction effects do not add much to the resolution, but
result in obtaining a negative value with respect to the gen level calculation, due to

swap)ping of leading and subleading jet directions (See 8.6.1).
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comes from track recon-

The main source of increase in fluctuations in

struction effects. To test this results obtained using reco jets and gen particles are
compared to results obtained using reco jets and tracks. The correlations are shown
in middle and right panels of Fig. 10-3, for raw tracks and tracks with corrections,
respectively. The width of the correlation is much larger compared to what we observed for jet reconstruction effects. One can see that the effect of track corrections
is having the slope of the mean of this correlation function to be equal to 1.
< eVT 0.1S<p

p1< '2GeV 1'

2<p '<4GeV'

T

T

0

io-2
010-

4

~1

~ Te

0Ge
81

%5e
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100
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e

102

-Gen PYTHIA
HYDJET
-100

0
VT

(GeV)

100

0

100
VT

(GeV)

100

-100

1

(

10-en

VT

100

(GeV)

(j4>s

for generator level PYTHIA, HYDJET
Figure 1.0-2: Distributions of (z4yg and
and PYTHIA+HYDJET, shown as blue, red and black histograms, respectively, as well
as fuillv reconstructed distributions from PYTHIA+HYDJET shown as filled dots.

10.3

Systematic uncertainties

The sources of major systematic uncertainty can be categorized into two groups;
biases related to jet reconstruction and those related to track reconstruction.

Ef-

fects associated with event selection and beam background rejection are found to be
negligible.
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jets with gen-particles and reconstructed jets with corrected tracks.

The biases related to

jet reconstruction are caused by smearing of jet phdue to

energy resohition and uncertainties in the JES. These factors can change the p-nordering of jets in the event, resulting in the interchanging of leading and subleading
jets, or causing third

jet to replace the subleading jet. The uncertainties are estimated

as a function of centrality and A./ in each charged-particle pi range. using PYTH IA and
PYTHIA-+-HYDJET simulations to compare observables calculated with reconstructed

jets to generator-level jets. This uncertainty is calculated the same was as the binby-bin correction is applied to data to account for the observed jet reconstruction
bias.

Although, it is not a major component jet reconstruction uncertainty also

includes the effect of jet-angular resolution. The size of the bins in the A-dependent
measuretment is significantly larger than a typical angular resolution, which therefore
has a negligible effect on the observables.

Going fron A =0.2 to 0.5, the angular

resolution., defied by the standard deviation of the A"#" distribution, increases
front 0.020 to 0.025 fr

teading

The sameit holds in 30-- 00

jets, and from 0.025 to 0.035 for subleIding jets i op.

centrality PbPb collisions. In the most central 0-30% of

events, the correspollding ranges are 0.02-0.035 and 0.025 0.015, respectively.
After implementing the fragJoenttn-dependent

jet energy

up to 5% difference between the JEFS for quark and gluon
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corrections there is

jets at ti' < 50GeV, and

Table 10.1: Systematic uncertainties in (4I)_
for jets clustered with distance parameter of 0.3 in pp, and in central and peripheral PbPb collisions, for different Aj
selections. Uncertainties are shown as shifts in the values in units of GeV (rather
than as fractions) for two A selections.
Values integrated over Ai

A

pp
<0,2 0.2-2.0

PbPb, 30-100%
<0,2
0.2-2.0

PbPb, 0-30%
<0,2 0.2-2.0

Jet reconstruction

<1

0.0-0.2

1

0.1-0.2

1

0.1-0.4

Data/MC differences for JES
Fragmentation dependent JES

1
<1

0.1-0.2
0.1-0.2

2
2

0.1-0.3
0.1-0.2

2
1

0.1-0.3
0.1-0.4

Track corrections

<1

< 0.1

1

0.0-0.2

2

0.2-0.9

Data/MC differences for tracking
Total

1
1

0.0-0.1
0.1-0.3

1
2

0.1-0.2
0.2-0.3

1
3

0.1-0.2
0.2-1.0

Aj < 0.22

A

<0,2

pp
0.2-2.0

PbPb, 30-100%
<0,2
0.2-2.0

PbPb, 0-30%
<0,2 0.2-2.0

Jet reconstruction

<1

0.1-0.2

1

0.1-0.2

1

0.1-0.4

Data/MC differences for JES

1

0.1-0.2

2

0.1-0.4

2

0.2-0.4

Fragmentation dependent JES
Track corrections

<1
<1

0.1
< 0.1

2
1

0.1-0.4
0.1

1
2

0.1-0.5
0.1-0.6

Data/MC differences for tracking
Total

<1
1

0.0-0.1
0.1-0.3

1
2

0.1
0.2-0.4

1
3

0.1
0.2-0.6

A
A

pp
<0,2 0.2-2.0

> 0.22

PbPb, 30-100%
<0,2
0.2-2.0

PbPb, 0-30%
<0,2 0.2-2.0

Jet reconstruction

2

0.1-0.5

1

0.1-0.6

2

0.2-0.6

Data/MC differences for JES

2

0.1-0.3

3

0.2-0.5

3

0.3-0.6

Fragmentation dependent JES
Track corrections

1
<1

0.1-0.5
0.1

1
1

0.1-0.7
0.1-0.3

1
3

0.2-0.6
0.2-1.1

Data/MC differences for tracking
Total

2
3

0.1-0.2
0.3-0.8

2
3

0.1-0.2
0.3-0.9

2
4

0.1-0.3
0.4-1.4

the difference disappears for high-pT jets. Additional checks are therefore pursued to
account for possible discrepancies in the performance of jet energy corrections in data
and in MC simulations. A modification in flavor content of jets due to quenching can
lead to an under- or over-correction of the jet energy in data. Also, the uncertainty
in the JES from differences in simulation and detector conditions is calculated to be
2% using a data-based "tag-and-probe" technique that depends on dijet balance in a
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control sample of peripheral PbPb events [921. The jet

PTiS

changed up and down for

leading and subleading jets in an asymmetric manner (leading JES is increased while
subleading JES is decreased) as a function of jet

PT,

to account for the differences

in JES between quark and gluon jets and the data-based JES uncertainty. Because
the number of charged particles is a parameter in these corrections, and can make
the fragmentation-dependent jet energy corrections sensitive to quenching effects, the
difference in the observables before and after corrections in MC events is compared to
the corresponding change in data, and the discrepancy between data and simulation
is quoted as an additional source of uncertainty.
Uncertainties related to track reconstruction are calculated in
PYTHIA+HYDJET

PYTHIA

and

by comparing the results with generator-level charged particles to

those with reconstructed tracks, after applying the track corrections discussed in Section 8.4.2.

The small uninstrumented regions in the detector, and the correlation

between track reconstruction efficiency and JES are the main causes of discrepancies
observed between results with generator-level particles and reconstructed tracks. The
track corrections account for the inefficiencies due to uninstrumented regions. However, the bins used in 71 and

#

to calculate the reconstruction efficiency are larger than

the size of the uninstrumented regions, and as a result cannot completely correct the
effect of these. An additional uncertainty is therefore added to account for the effect
of differences in detector conditions and simulation of track reconstruction. This is
achieved using the ratio of corrected to initial track pTand 71 spectra in data and
simulations that are compared as track-quality selections are changed. The difference
is found to be less than 5%, which is included in the systematic uncertainty.
To calculate the total uncertainty, the uncertainties from sources mentioned above
are summed in quadrature.

The contribution of each item is summarized in Ta-

bles 10.1-10.3 for the (pi)A measurement. The systematic sources are given in terms
%

of shifts in the value of each observable in a given bin in units of GeV instead of
changes, as the

(p{)a can

vanish and can take values arbitrarily close to zero. Typi-

cally, (pi)A is between 15-40GeV near the jet axes (A < 0.2), and less than 10GeV
at larger angles.
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The dependence of uncertainties in dijet asymmetry and centrality is summarized
in Table 10.1 for jets with a distance parameter R = 0.3. The jet energy resolution,
can cause events to move across the Aj boundaries. Moreover, it is more likely for
the leading jet in a highly imbalanced dijet event to be located in a region of an
upward UE fluctuation in PbPb collisions. For these reasons, uncertainties related
to jet reconstruction are larger in imbalanced dijet events. For well-balanced events,
the uncertainty is comparable to that in the inclusive A

selection, because the in-

crease in effects from jet energy resolution balances the reduction of effects related
to UE fluctuations.

Uncertainties in track reconstruction are larger in imbalanced

than in balanced events, because of the correlation of track reconstruction efficiency
and reconstructed jet energy. When a high-pT track that carries a significant fraction of jet PTis not reconstructed, the jet energy is under-corrected, and vice versa,
the energy is over-corrected in events where the high-PT track is found, because

jet

energy corrections are obtained for the average case where the high-PT track might
not be reconstructed. Events with highly imbalanced dijets can result from miscalculated jet energies caused by inefficiencies in track reconstruction. Centrality of PbPb
collisions does not affect the uncertainties within the jet cone as much as at larger
angles, where the signal-to-background ratio gets smaller. Track and jet reconstruction uncertainties, caused by over-correction of the leading jet PTbecause of upward
UE fluctuations, in particular, tend to increase in central collisions. Uncertainties are
smaller in pp than in PbPb collisions because of the absence of a heavy-ion UE, and
differences in jet and track reconstruction that provide better measurement of jet PT,
larger track reconstruction efficiency, and lower track misidentification rates.
Uncertainties for small A are dominated by charged particles with PT > 8GeV,
while at larger A, low-PT particles make up a larger fraction of the total uncertainty
in events when there is no selection made on charged-particle PT. The contribution
from each range of track pTtO the uncertainty in (')A,
in
collisions.

in other words the uncertainty

is shown in Table 10.2 for R = 0.3, in events with 0-30% central PbPb
Finally, as shown in Table 10.3, uncertainties in jet reconstruction and

track reconstruction in MC events increase together with increasing R, as the UE
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inside the jet cone gets larger. However, JES difference between. quark and gluon jets
is smaller for large R parameters, and uncertainties that account for JES differences
in data and in MC events therefore decrease.
Table 10.2: Systematic uncertainties in (PT1),trkA in 0-30% PbPb collisions, for jets
clustered with a distance parameter of 0.3, as a function of charged-particle PT. Uncertainties are shown as shifts in the values in units of GeV (rather than as fractions)
for two A selections.
0.5 < PT < 2GeV
2 < pT < 8GeV
PT > 8GeV

A

<0,2

0.2-2.0

<0,2

0.2-2.0

<0,2

0.2-2.0

Jet reconstruction

0,04

0.06-0.25

0,13

0.04-0.14

0,85

0.01-0.07

Data/MC differences
for JES
Fragmentation
dependent JES
Track corrections
Data/MC differences

0,14

0.07-0.24

0,42

0.03-0.11

0,97

0.01-0.12

0,03

0.10-0.14

1,1

0.05-0.23

0,19

0.02-0.06

0,09
0,04

0.08-0.64
0.03-0.08

0,27
1,2

0.06-0.13
0.01-0.05

1,78
1,16

0.01-0.07
0.00-0.02

0,17

0.20-0.69

1,1

0.11-0.29

2,3

0.04-0.10

for tracking

Total

: 11
i

,

Table 10.3: Systematic uncertainties in (zI)ktrk A in 0-30% PbPb collisions are shown
for jets clustered with distance parameters of 0.2, 0.4 and 0.5. Uncertainties are
shown as shifts in the values in units of GeV (rather than as fractions) for two A
selections.

A

R = 0.2
<0,2 0.2-2.0

R = 0.4
<0,2 0.2-2.0

R = 0.5
<0,2 0.2-2.0

Jet reconstruction

1

0.1-0.4

1

0.1-0.5

1

0.1-0.7

Data/MC differences
for JES

2

0.1-0.5

2

0.1-0.4

2

0.1-0.3

Fragmentation
dependent JES
Track corrections

1

0.1-0.4

1

0.1-0.3

1

0.1-0.3

2

0.2-0.7

2

0.1-1.1

2

0.1-1.1

Data/MC differences

1

0.1-0.2

1

0.1

1

0.1

3

0.2-0.9

3

0.3-1.1

3

0.2-1.1

for tracking

Total

Although uncertainties in differences in multiplicities are calculated separately,
their values are not listed in a table, because they can be approximated from the
uncertainties in (pt) divided by the average charged particle

pTin

that range.

In

0-10% central events, for R = 0.3, the dominant source is jet reconstruction, with
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an uncertainty caused by an upward fluctuation in the background tinder the leading
jet, which is followed by the uncertainty in track reconstruction, and residual track
reconstruction in data and in MC events that change 1y

0.5- 1.5 particles, as a function

of A. The uncertainties increase with U and with centrality from peripheral to central

collisions.

Missing py in vacuum
neans to search For a. medium response to jet quenching in

In addition to being a
PhLP

collisions, the angular scan of momenturn halance with respect to the dfjet

system is interesting on its own right in pp collisions.
Section 10.1 to study hard QCD processes.

The observables defined in

The shape of the transverse balance

distribution in angle and the Ir spectra at a given angular direction, i.e.

i

.

10.4

is sensitive to the milti-jet formation, as xvell as to the shape and fragmentation of
leading and subleading jet.

Most probable
location of a third jet

y4
0

(D

Balancing
distribution
Cumulative curve:

0-

Recovery rate of

-20,

pr balance

1

-40
0.5

1.5

1

A
Incone imbalance
Figure 10-4: Characteristic features in

(p)
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distributions in pp collisions.

The distributions in pp collisions have characteristic features (marked in Fig. 10The

4), and understanding these is important for interpreting the PbPb results.
magnitude of the

(J)A in

the first bin, with A < 0.2, is related to the average

dijet imbalance, and takes a negative value indicating that the momentum projection
points along the direction of the leading jet. In the rest of the A bins,
positive value, and
refer to the

(ptrkA

(p),kA

(A)A

for lower track pTmake up larger fractions of

takes a

(4)A.

We

and (p) A for bins with A > 0.2 as the "balancing distribution"

of the corresponding quantity, because they reduce the large pTimbalance observed in
the first bin in A. The balancing distribution has a peak in the range 0.4 < A < 0.6,
which is at the most likely A position for a third jet relative to the subleading jet.Dijet
imbalance and the position of the third jet depends on the R parameter, therefore,
these features can most easily be demonstrated with measurement of (J
different R, which is shown in Fig.
shown in Fig.

10-5.

The difference of pr of jets,

)ptrkA

PT,

-

for
PT,2

10-6 decreases as R gets larger which reflects the reduction in the

magnitude of first bin of

(pi),itk,

which is shown in Fig. 10-5. Compare the position

of the peak of balancing distribution. Moreover, the peaking point of the balancing
distribution shifts towards larger A, as jet distance parameter R increases (from A

=

0.2-0.4 for R = 0.2 jets, to A = 0.6-1.0 for R = 0.5 jets). As stated for R = 0.3 jets
in Section 10.5.1, the peak position is correlated with the most likely position of the
third jet relative to the subleading jet, which is shown in Fig. 10-6. The peak of this
distribution also moves to larger angles by increasing R.
Our measurement is not only sensitive to inter-jet properties but also to intra-jet

structure. To demonstrate the sensitivity of (p,lptrka
(pI),trk

on jet fragmentation and shapes

is calculated in generator-level PYTHIA dijet events with q and g leading

jets separately. As the fragmentation of q and g jets are significantly different, this
is a test on (-I)ptgk

differs for hard and soft fragmenting jets. In Fig.

10-7 the

calculation for R = 0.2 - 0.5 are shown and can be compared to inclusive parton
flavor results. Events with q jet have larger high-pT track contribution in the first
bin as a result leading jet fragmentation having more particles with

PT

> 8 GeV. As

a result of having more particles with high-PT, leading jet also has less particles with
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Dashed lines show
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Lv
integrating the (gI/A over A from A = f up to the point of interest). Error bars and
brackets represent statistical and systematic uncertainties, respectively.

lower pi then before, and this results in an excess in 2 to (py)

on the subleading jet side.

is observed.

A ginon leading

In gbion jets an opposite direction change

jet is also nor

ref1e(ted Is a shift in the A, where

(zj

8(G(1V range contribution

likely to have a wider shape, this is
langes sign towards larger values when

?

compa r d to the inclusive jet flavor results. The generi1 shift in the third jet location
and decrease in the incone inbalaince by increasing 11, discussed hold for both cases,
but to observe the shift in the third jet

location one has to look at the balancing

distribution associated to high-p,1 tracks.
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Figure 10-6: (Left) The pr difference of leading and subleading jet as a function of R
in pp collisions. (Right) The separation of third jet and subleading jet in i; - ;p, i.e.
F,_u - i3)2 ( - )2 in pp collisions.

10.5

Modification of momentum flow in PbPb collisions

10.5.1

Dependence of the pT balance in pp and PbPb on opening angles around jets

Angular distribution of the p1relative to the axis defined by the parton direction is
a key for studying QCD processes responsible for parton energy loss.

hi models,

large-angle modifications in the event due to jet quenching have been accommodated
qualitatively through a response triggered in the hydrodynamic medium by the deposited energy [217] and through the cascade of gluons created in medium-induced
radiation processes [64, 159, 140, 66]. Moreover, some MC implementations of

jet

quenching that modify partonic showers in PYTHIA, such as Q-PYTHIA, can generate soft particles at angles A > 0.8, but this treatment modifies the fragmentation
functions more severely than found in data [41. 46]. Angular scales for different jet
quenching mechanisms in perturbative QCD are related to niomentum scales through
time evolution of partonic interactions [171]. Especially for QCD cascades in a suf191
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ficiently large medium, angular broadening is independent of the path length, and
this mechanisrn

cumulative effect even after taking aver-

might therefore produce a

ages over different events where jets travel different path

lengths in the QGP. The

medium response may not have the same correlation between angular and mnomentum scales. The relative importance of each nechanismn is unknown. Measuring the

jtspectra of

(p ) as

a function of A from the jet axis. denoted as (p2)k

as dis-

cussed in Section 10.1, can provide information on the momentum sca-es at which
certain quenching nechanisms become doi

unant.

The analysis is performed for pp collisions, and two PbPb centrality selections of
30-100o

and 0-30%. The resulting differential distribitions in (1)

A are shown

for different regions of track p,-(in terms of the colored boxes) as a f1nction of A

in the upper row of Fig. 10-8.
function of A.

small A andt

({)A-

The sum of

Kz/),

for different pYK

ranges as a

are given by the open markers, and follow the leading jet at

subT
leading jet at large A. The cumuilative vaies, (pj)i
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a (i.e., from

A. starting at A=

er bins

summing and smoothing the /

at the point of interest) are shown as dAshed

aid ( ding

lines for pp and solid lines for PbPb.

These lines demonstrate the evolution of the overal p1 balance from small to large

distances relative to the jet axis, reaching an overall balance close to zero only at
large radii. The cumulative curve in Ph~b collisions for 0-30% centrality is slightly
narrower than for pp collisions.
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The distribntions in pp collisions have characteristic features, and understanding
these is important for interpreting thLe PbPb results.

in the first bin, with A

Thenmagnitude of the

(,')

0.' is ri atedl to the average dijet, imbalance. ainid takes a

negative valne iridicating that the momentum projection p(ints along the direction of

th leadtbig

jet. In the rest

of [hi A hills,

91)A

J 93

takes a positive value, itnd (1)

for lower track PTmake up larger fractions of ()')A. We refer to the
(T1)A

(p

4

)ptrk

and

for bins with A > 0.2 as the "balancing distribution" of the corresponding

quantity, because they reduce the large pTimbalance observed in the first bin in A.
The balancing distribution has a peak in the range 0.4 < A < 0.6, which is at the
most likely A position for a third jet relative to the subleading jet.
In PbPb collisions, the peak of the balancing () 4 )A distribution shifts towards
smaller angles (0.2 < A < 0.4). This can be due to the modification in the fragmentation of the leading and subleading jets after quenching, as it occurs at angles close
to their axes, where the low-PT particles make largest contributions. It is therefore
not possible to claim a direct relation between the peak position of the balancing

Kz4 )A distribution and the location of other jets in the event, unless only the highestp'particles are considered, i.e., not likely to be related to the leading and subleading

jets at large A values. The peak position of the balancing

('pJ,trA distribution

of the

highest-pTparticles is located at the same place as in pp collisions (0.4 < A < 0.6),
but with smaller magnitude. This suggests that the position of a third jet relative to
the subleading jet is not modified significantly. However, the magnitude of (ptre,
for tracks with 8

< PT

< 300GeV associated with the third jet can be reduced for sev-

eral reasons, such as quenching of the third jet, which makes its fragmentation softer,
or a change in the ordering of the jets relative to original partonic conditions, i.e.,
leading parton losing more energy compared to the subleading parton, which causes
the third jet to be found in the leading jet hemisphere, instead of the subleading jet
hemisphere.
A comparison of pp and PbPb collisions is provided in the lower row of Fig. 10-8,
showing the difference in PbPb and pp for (4),,trk

,

and (pi)A as a function of A.

For central events, the first bin with A < 0.2 (p),t.,kA for high-pT tracks and (p)A
point in the leading jet direction, although the excess is not significant. While in the
second bin with 0.2 < A < 0.4, there is a significant positive excess in (p)A. The
excess towards the subleading jet in this bin may either be because the leading jet is
narrower, or the subleading jet wider in PbPb collisions compared to pp collisions.
The excess in (p[)A along the subleading jet direction extends up to larger angles
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~-a

- a

(A ~ 1-1.2), with decreasing significance. In this angltar range, there is an excess in
and
for tracks with p rthat fall in the ranges of 0-0.5, 0.5--i and 1-2GeV,
in
a depletion for partices with r[ > tGeV. This is consistent with results shown

KiL)y

the previous section and earlier CMS studies that dermonstrate that the small-angle
imbalance towards the leading jet is compensated by particles of small p1 retnitted at
large angles to the
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bins. As expected

,

I)s

for all track pitake smaller values compared

and (p2),a

to inclusive A, selection, meaning that events with a more balanced chjet selection
show an overa1 better pibalance in both small A < 0.2. as well as larger A. This is
also seen it) the difference in
an preference of

('i4)g

for

K('L) A for

PbPb and pp

collisions, although, as before.

ow-p tracks to point along the subleading side can be

seen for central PblPb events.
Complementary to the seiection of more balanced dijets, Fig. 10-10 shows a selection hr iu0bala2.ced diets with A,

>

U.2

The 4 selection is reflected in the overall

larger contributions in the small- and large-angle regions relative to the jet axes. This
large A,/ selection, which enhances the fraction of

jets having indergone significant

energy loss in PbPb collisions, also enhances the differences between PbPb and pp,
as shown in the lower row of Fig. 10-10.
It is important to note that in pp collisions, only 3917%( of selected di jet events
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1

have Aj > 0.22, but this number increases to 42% for central PbPb selections. This
again suggests the presence of an additional mechanism creating asymmetric dijets
in PbPb, i.e., parton energy loss in the medium.

A

dependence of the

(p),ptrkA

Consistent with this picture, the

distributions in PbPb and pp collisions and their

difference suggests that asymmetric dijet systems in pp and PbPb collisions are created through different mechanisms, with semi-hard radiation (e.g.,, three-jet events)
dominating pp collisions. In contrast, a large fraction of asymmetric dijet events in
PbPb is created through a differential energy loss mechanism as the partons traverse
the medium, which leads to the observed excess in

(z

4

),IrkA

for the low-PT bins. The

depletion of high-pT particle contributions at large angles in PbPb is more dominant
with A

> 0.22 relative to an inclusive A

selection, because of the difference in

relative fractions of three-jet events among all selected events.

10.5.3

Dependence of dijet asymmetry on pr balance and multiplicity difference in jet hemispheres

To study the PTflow relative to the dijet system as a function of event properties, such
as centrality and A, in more detail, the(p),),
(pi)ptrk,

t

rk

is summed over all annuli to obtain

i.e., the average pTbalance in the event calculated for a given range of track

PT. In Fig. 10-11, we display

(p )ptrk

for different ranges of track pT(displayed in

terms of the colored boxes) as a function of Aj, ranging from almost balanced to very
unbalanced dijets in pp collisions, and in four selections of PbPb centrality from most
peripheral to most central. The balance in the event for all tracks with PT > 0.5GeV,
denoted as

(p9,which

is obtained by adding up the (pi),trk for different PT ranges,

is also included, and shown as open markers, with associated systematic uncertainties
as brackets around the points. In PbPb events, overall PTis balanced to better than
10GeV, i.e., 14(pi),I < 10GeV for all A

selections. The small negative trend in

(p4)s

as a function of Aj is observed also in pp events, and in generator-level PYTHIA events,
once the pTthreshold set on charged particles and the acceptance of the tracker are
imposed.
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When selecting events containing dijets with A

> 0.11, an expected excess of

high-pT particles in the direction of the leading jet (indicated by the red areas in
Fig. 10-11) is seen for all selections in pp and PbPb collisions. For pp and peripheral
PbPb collisions, this excess is mostly balanced by particles with intermediate pTof
2-8GeV. Going to more central collisions,

(-')ptrk

on the subleading jet side is mod-

ified from the intermediate PT range towards low PT (0.5-2GeV). This effect is most
pronounced for events with large Aj in central PbPb collisions.
The lower row of Fig. 10-11 shows the difference between (p),T)P t rk in PbPb and pp
collisions, after requiring the specific PbPb collision centralities and dijet imbalance.
While the contributions from different pT ranges are similar for pp and peripheral
PbPb collisions, a difference can be seen for central collisions, where a significant
excess of low-PT charged particles is observed for asymmetric jets in PbPb collisions.
Systematic uncertainties are shown only for (p449E, and not for (pl)

Uncertainties

r.

in (p{)s provide an upper bound on systematic uncertainties for individual pTranges,
as uncertainties in low-PT particles are, in fact, significantly smaller.

The excess

observed in low-PT particles in the range of 0.5-2GeV has therefore a significance of

)

3-4 standard deviations for Aj > 0.11 for most central events. The difference in (p

between PbPb and pp collisions for all tracks with PT > 0.5GeV is consistent with
zero across all centrality and A

selections.

The overall pTbalance observed through

(p4)r

in PbPb events agrees with pp

events, within systematic and statistical uncertainties, over all ranges of A

and cen-

trality, while the ("A)trk distributions show excess of low-PT particles. This implies
that there are more particles in the subleading jet hemispheres compared to the leading jet hemispheres, because more particles are required to obtain the same pTsum.
Figure 10-12 shows the mean difference in multiplicities between leading and subleading jet hemispheres, denoted as (Amuit), as a function of A
trality.

and collision cen-

The (Amu
1 ,It) is presented for both PbPb and pp collisions.

Measurements

in pp collisions are in good agreement with PYTHIA and PYTHIA+HYDJET simulations. In general, the (Am1,u1 t) increases as a function of A

in pp, PbPb, PYTHIA,

and PYTHIA+HYDJET events. The events in pp collisions with large A
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Figure 10-11: (Upper row) has (J)pkand K 1)> in pp collisions (leftmost) and in
four selections of PbPb for collision centralities from 50-100% to (-iO%. The open
mnarkers show (Ku)>,pjbalance for tracks with (1.5 < p1 < 300GeV, while the colorer!
boxes show the
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Jyr
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For each panel,

vales are shown as a function of dkjet asymmetry. The lower row
shows the difference between (pl) rk and (v4> for PbPb and PP data. Error bars
arnd brackets represent statistical and systematic uncertainties, respectively.
K
ykand

(I/{)

4

larger Fraction of three-jet or miultijet events, where more particles are produiced in
the direction of the subleading

jet. The observed increase in

(Anma,) for pp collisions

with increasing A.1 is therefore expected. Going from peripheral (50-100%) to central
(0-10%) PbPb events, for a given A4 1 selection an excess in (Amii) is visible compared
to Pp collisions. The difference in (aa

between PP and PbPb collisions increases

monotonically as a function of A,1 at all collision centralities, with the biggest effect
seen for most central PbPb collisions. This is consistent with the expected dependence of medium-induced energy loss on collision centrality, where systems of the

largest size (i.e., smallest centrality) should show the largest medium-related effects.
The multiplicity difference is up to =l5 particles in the most central 0- 10
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Figure 10-12: Upper panels show the comparison of the mean difference in multiplicitv (KAtmtiit) between the subleading jet hemisphere and leading jet hemisphere, as a
function of dijet asymmetry A for pp (blue squares), PbPb (red filed circles), PYTHIA
(dashed histogram), and PYTHIA+HYDJET events (black histogram). The centralities of PbPb collisions are 50-100%. 30-50%, 10-30 %, and 0-10%, respectively, from
leftmost to rightmost panel. Lower panels provide the difference in K(A2 1 i) between
PbPb and pp collisions. Statistical and systematic uncertainties are shown as error
bars and brackets, respectively.

10.6

R dependent measurement of momentum flow

The dependence of jet quenching effects on virtuality of the jets is harder to test,
although it is supposed to be one of the main factors that drive the amount of quenching of jets [185, 1781. Measuring change in quenching effects by virtuality requires a
jet-by-jet measurement of the width or mass of the jet. However, a jet-by-jet mass
measurement is sensitive to underlying event fluctuations in PbPb and several reconstruction effects such as track reconstruction efficiency. It is certainly a direction to
follow for future measurements, but at the moment R parameter can be used as a
proxy for the mass of the jets. We have shown in Fig. 3-8 that by increasing R jets get
wider and softer, which means that their mass also gets larger. However, measuring

A, as a function of R is not a clever direction to follow, because of the dependence
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of Aj in vacuum on R as shown in Fig. 7-2. However, an interesting quantity one
can measure, is the amount of energy lost by quenched jet into soft particles at large
angles. This measurement is presented later in Chapter 10.
It is important to note that there is an overlap in the final set of dijet events
obtained for different R parameters, and therefore it is not possible to interpret the
dependence of the PT-balance distributions on R as simply a dependence on jet size.
A change in R can induce a modification in

. in two ways:

events that satisfy

the dijet requirements for one R can fail for another R value, or events that satisfy
the dijet requirements for both R parameters, but for which the ordering of jets
change, can impact

#dijet,

as well as the value of parameters used in the binning of

the measurements, such as A

and A.

The requirements on the pTof leading and subleading jets are the main sources of
variations in the final set of dijet events for different R parameters.

For each R, a

jet pTselection translates into a different requirement on initial parton

PT.

A smaller

fraction of the initial energy of the parton is recovered using jets of smaller size.
Although fewer events pass the dijet requirement for R = 0.2 jets, strictly speaking,
such events do not form a subset of dijet events with larger R parameters. A small
fraction of R = 0.2 dijet events (4-7% in PbPb collisions and 2-4% in pp collisions)
does not satisfy the dijet requirements for other R values, mainly because jets fall
outside of the 71 range or the A# requirement for the dijet pair. This can happen
because of the merging of the subleading and third jets, and because of the resolution
in jet angular direction. Such events make up a statistically negligible contribution
to the results and are therefore not the focus of the discussion.
The fraction of events that pass the dijet selection both for the largest R = 0.5
and for other values are shown in the second column of Table 10.4, without matching
the directions of the jets. Compared to pp collisions, the fraction of events that pass
both cutoffs on jets is reduced in PbPb collisions more rapidly as R decreases. This
observation is qualitatively consistent with the measurement showing that inclusive
jet suppression is smaller in PbPb collisions for large R values [101, which can be
interpreted as due to the recovery of part of the energy lost in the initial hard scatter
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R=0, 3
R=0.2

Figure 10-13: Venn diagram showing intersection of events with dijet selections with
different R parameters.

Table 10.4: Overlap in event selections for 0-100% PbPb and pp collisions. The
second column gives the percentage of events that pass dijet selections and a tight
pseudorapidity requirement ( Lr| < 0.6 ) for R = 0.5, and an additional dijet selection
also required for a smaller R value. In columns 3-6 the leading and subleading jets
with R = 0.5 are matched to the leading and subleading jets with smaller R values,
requiring only R = 0.5 selection on jets. The third column shows the percentage
of these events where both leading and subleading jets point in the same direction
5 2
1 and 2). The fourth column
for i
O-5)2 < 0.55O=0) + (
= 7 7 z/(shows percentage of events in which subleading jets with the given R parameter match
the R = 0.5 leading jet, and the leading jet matches the R = 0.5 subleading jet.

(A

R

Additional
dijet selection [%]

Matched
jet directions [%
PbPb

0.2
0.3
0.4

48 ,2
62 ,2
77, 1

83 , 5
90 , 4
94 , 3

0.2
0.3
0.4

58 , 2
73 ,2
86 ,1

Swapped
jet directions

[%

10,3
7,3
3,2

pp

83 ,5
90 ,4
95 ,3

14, 3
8, 3
4, 2

of partons.
The last column of Table 10.4 gives the fraction of events with swapped leading
and subleading jets compared to those with R = 0.5. For these events, the
an opposite sign relative to the value for R
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=

,'1 has

0.5, as Odijet points in the opposite

Table 10.5: The average value of the ratio of pTof the leading and subleading jets at
jet for a given R, to their pTfor R = 0.5 are shown in the first and second, respectively,
columns in 0-100% PbPb collisions. Same values shown for pp collisions in third and
fourth columns. The leading jet is required to be matched to a leading jet of R = 0.5
in angular direction, and similarly for the subleading jet.
0 .5 )

(pR/pR=g-

0.2

/R=0.5)
0.89, 0.001

0.3

0.93, 0.002

0.4

0.96

0.88, 0.004
0.94 , 0.005

R

(pR

,

0.002

0.79

,

0.002

pp
5)
(piJ/p=0(pR/pR0-5
0.83 , 0.002
0.91 , 0.001
0.90, 0.001
0.95, 0.001
0.98, 0.001
0.96 , 0.001

)

PbPb

hemisphere. Especially in pp collisions, swapping of the leading and subleading jet
is the main source of events in which the jet directions are not matched. In PbPb
collisions, swapping is slightly less frequent than in pp collisions, suggesting that the
third jet may be replacing the subleading jet. For events that satisfy dijet requirements for different R parameters, the p4 in each event can still change as a function
of R because of the swapping of jets in the dijet pairs, and the replacement of the
subleading jet by the third jet.
Additional information can therefore be extracted by requiring the leading and
subleading jets with a given R to be in the same direction as the corresponding jets
found using R = 0.5. As shown in the third column of Table 10.4, the fraction of such
events is similar for pp and PbPb collisions. These events produce almost no change
in 01ijet and the jet axes, which change only slightly due to jet angular resolution, and
therefore yield approximately the same pl. However, these events can accommodate
the change in the pTof jets that originate from the same initial hard-scattered parton
for different R parameters. For jets matched to each other spatially, the ratio of the
pTof the leading or subleading jet at some given R to respective jets with R = 0.5,

(pR(2/PR0-), is calculated and the values are shown in columns two and three in
Table 10.5 for PbPb and columns four an five for pp collisions . As expected, in both
PbPb and pp collisions, (pR /pR-

0 5

) and (pf/pl= 0 .5) are reduced as R gets smaller.

In PbPb collisions, a smaller fraction of jet pTis recovered at small R for both the
leading and subleading jets, which may be due to the broadening of quenched jets.
This effect is larger for the subleading than for the leading jet.
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As R parameters become smaller, leading and subleading jets fall below the
pTrequirements. Most of the time, the leading jet satisfies the pTselection for R = 0.5,
but falls below the threshold for smaller R, because the subleading jet pTis already biased towards values above the 50GeV threshold by the leading jet with

PT >

in the event. However, as shown in Figs. 10-9 and 10-10, for R = 0.3 jets the

120GeV
(1)pt,,

signal is dominated by dijet events with large imbalance, which is true for all other
R parameters as well. For events with Aj > 0.22,

(PT,2)

~ 70-80GeV is sufficiently

close to the 50GeV threshold for subleading jets falling below the threshold to create
sizable effects on the results.
To summarize the information given above, we do not exactly increase jet width
with R, because of the significant overlap between the chosen events with different R
parameters, and in the same event the jets might change resulting in swapping of jet
pair in

PT

the

requirements on jets are due to wider jets being added to the selected events,

PT

order, and therefore, flipping of 0(hjet. However, the new events that pass

and therefore approximately it is possible to think of large R parameter dijet events
as those with wider jets with softer fragmentation.
The dependence of

(pi)ptkA

on A and R is shown in Fig. 10-14, without any

A requirement, for pp and for PbPb events with 0-30% centralities. In the PbPb
system, the peak position of balancing distribution also shifts towards greater A, but
less than in pp collisions due to the additional soft particles at small angles associated
to the quenching of the dijet pair and reduction in the number of high-PT particles
associated with the third jet. In the PbPb - pp bottom panels, this manifests in the
depletion of higher ranges at

PT,

4-8 and 8-300GeV, which shift to greater angular

distance with increasing R. There is a modest increase observed in the excess in the
PTranges of 0.5-1 and 1-2GeV with increasing R. The overall distribution in the
low-PT excess in PbPb relative to pp does not change significantly with the distance
parameter, and especially not at larger angular distance A.
There is a hint that the (pl) o

distribution in central PbPb collisions, shown by

the black curves in Fig. 10-14, is narrower than in pp collisions, shown by the dashed
black curves, meaning that the slope is larger in PbPb relative to pp collisions. This
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above, and is also observed in generator-level PYTHIA. This kind of behavior is not
observed in central PbPb events.
The bottom row of Fig. 10-15 displays the difference between PbPb and pp results.

The R parameter is correlated with a small change in the magnitude of the

(4),I).k

excess of low-PT particles, as jets of larger R give a greater excess. When pTranges 0.52.0GeV are combined, the increase in the low-p- excess becomes more significant. The
systematic uncertainties shown in the plot are dominated primarily by the pT range
8.0-300.0GeV, and as such cannot be used to characterize the significance of ()I),,k
in the low track-pT ranges, nor the slight dependence on the distance parameter in
the low-PT excess. The sum of track PTr ranges (pi)z is insensitive to the distance
parameter, and the difference between PbPb and pp collisions is consistent with zero
for all R values.
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Figure 10-16: Difference in differential multiplicity (Amrtut/PT"rk) between the awayside and leading-jet hemispheres as a function of track PT, using an inclusive dijet
asymmetry selection. Left panel has measurements in pp for jet radii R = 0.2, 0.3,
0.4, and 0.5, and the middle panel displays similar measurements in PbPb. Right
panel provides the difference in (Am,1 1t/pt"k) between PbPb and pp collisions for each
momentum range. Systematic uncertainties are shown as boxes. Error bars represent
statistical uncertainties.

Finally, the multiplicity associated with excess of low-pT particles shown in Figs. 1014 and 10-15, and the charged-particle spectrum for (Aimut) are given in Fig. 10-16
for events with 0-30% centrality, without any

4

i requirement, for several distance

parameters in pp and PbPb collisions, and for their difference.
20 7

In pp collisions the fragmentation of leading jets with high pTprovides more highPT

and fewer low-PT particles in the hemisphere of the leading jet relative to the

subleading-jet hemispheres. As a result, (Amult/PT) has a positive value for charged
particles with

PT

< 8GeV and a negative value for charged particles with

PT

> 8GeV.

Also, in PbPb collisions, (Amult/PT) is positive for particles with PT < 8GeV and
becomes negative in the last bin, although the spectrum is much steeper, and has a
large excess of soft particles. By taking the difference in (Amult/PT) between PbPb
and pp collisions, a significant excess (>5 standard deviations) is observed at
2GeV, and a depletion at
2

< PT

PT

PT <

> 4GeV, while there is only a slight excess in the range

< 4GeV. Changing R does not have an effect on the results in pp collisions,

while in PbPb collisions there is a small enhancement in the excess for low-PT charged
particles as R is increased from 0.2 to 0.5.

10.7

Summary

The A dependent measurement of "missing-pT", which is the sum of the projection of
transverse momenta of charged particles with different

PT

selections on the dijet axis,

conveys information about several aspects of dijet events: in-cone fragmentation and
jet shapes, transverse momentum flow at large angles and the intra-jet properties.
The modification of these in PbPb collisions due to jet quenching can be studied by
comparing the "missing-pT" in PbPb to the pp collisions, and the effects of medium
can be enhanced by studying central events and with large dijet asymmetry.

The

aim is to measure in what way the PT spectra and angular distribution of charged
particles in the event are modified, so that the dijet imbalance is enhanced but the
overall transverse momentum in the event are conserved.
The modification in in-cone properties are seen as modification in the small A
bins of size of a typical jet area, while the modification in transverse momentum flow
which might happen due to medium response and large angle radiation shows up at
large A values. The intra-jet properties are visible by looking at the peak position of
balancing distribution for high PT particles, which point at the angle of most likely
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place of a third-jet in the event.
For a given dijet asymmetry, the imbalance in
be compensated by particles at

PT

in PbPb collisions is found to

= 0.5-2 GeV, whereas in pp collisions most of

the momentum balance is found in the

PT

range of 2-8 GeV, reflecting a softening

of the radiation responsible for the imbalance in
in PbPb interactions.

PT

PT

of the asymmetric dijet system

Correspondingly, a larger multiplicity of associated particles

is seen in PbPb than in pp collisions.

Both measurements show larger differences

between PbPb and pp for more central PbPb collisions. The current data provide the
first detailed study of the angular dependence of charged particle contributions to the
asymmetry up to large angles from the jet axis, showing signs of medium response.
The dependence of jet quenching mechanisms on the opening angle on jets can be
tested by repeating the measurement for a range of R parameters (R = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4
and 0.5). The increase in the magnitude of "missing-pT" for A < 0.2 as R gets larger
is an indication of wider jets losing more energy, which results in more enhanced in
dijet imbalance in PbPb compared to pp collisions. The modification of fragmentation
and shapes of jets is also larger for larger R, as seen by an increase in difference in
PbPb and pp in the second bin in A, i.e., 0.2 < A < 0.4 by increasing R. The results
suggest that either the leading jet is getting narrower, or the subleading jet is getting
broader after quenching, and more so for jets with wider opening angles.
Intra-jet properties can also be studied by the R dependent result, as in pp collisions, the balancing distribution shifts to larger A with increasing distance parameter
R, because of the presence of a third jet further away from the dijet axis. The shift is
more pronounced than in PbPb collisions, where there is an excess of low

PT

particles

close to the jet axes, because of the in-cone modification mentioned above. In order
to be sensitive only to the third jet location and not the fragmentation modification,
the peak position of contribution of only the high

PT

charged particles in PbPb can

be compared to pp collisions. The peak position of balancing distribution for charged
particles is not modified significantly in PbPb compared to pp collisions meaning that
the most likely position for a third jet is still the same.
To summarize, these results constrain the redistribution of transverse momentum
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in the modelling of QCD energy loss processes of partons traversing the hot and dense
medium created in heavy-ion collisions. It might be possible in the future to use this
detailed measurement as a test for jet quenching MCs, as they develop to include a
wider range of quenching mechanisms and a proper treatment of medium response.
This measurement is especially challenging for quenched MCs due to the different
aspects of event it is sensitive to.
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Chapter 11
Conclusions
In this work two analyses on dijets, and the new information they made available on
initial and final state interactions in heavy ion collisions, were discussed. In heavy ion
collisions a high temperature, color charged medium is formed and jets produced in
hard-scatterings propagate through the medium getting modified and leaving behind
traces of their passage. The measurements of modification of intra-jet properties and
global event shapes in the presence of jets in PbPb collisions can teach us about
the mechanisms of interactions between partons in high T QCD. Indeed, studies of
jet quenching have a long history, and experiments have reached a level of precision
which allows very detailed measurements of the effects of passage of a jet through
the medium. Effects of the medium produced in PbPb collisions become apparent
through comparisons of PbPb collisions with baseline pp and pPb measurements.
These comparisons allow us to factorize the effects of jet quenching from standard
QCD processes that take place in vacuum, and from the initial state effects caused
by modification of parton distributions inside the nucleus.
The measurements described here are carried out with three different collision
systems, pp, pPb and PbPb, using the CMS detector at the LHC. The dijet measurement in PbPb collisions of total integrated luminosity of 166 pb- 1 at nucleon-nucleon
center of mass energy,

sNN, of 2.76 TeV are compared to pp collisions of total inte-

grated luminosity of 5.3 pb- 1 at the same energy. The 35 nbat a different

VsNN

1

pPb data is collected

= 5.02 TeV, and the properties of dijets in this collision system
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are compared to NLO calculations, and PYTHIA and PYTHIA+HIJING simulations.
Until pp and PbPb data at same

'sNN become available, this is the preferred mode

of operation to ensure reliability of results. Apart from having different

sNN, these

analyses also have different objectives, therefore, they are discussed separately. Measurement of properties of dijets in pPb are discussed in Chapter 9, and the analyses
in PbPb collisions with a comparison to pp collisions are discussed in Chapter 10.
Although, these measurements have different physics goals, they share the common
feature of being based on a very basic QCD process, i.e. back-to-back production of
partons, and the simple fact that these partons come from the same parent parton
enables us to study a large variety of physics with dijets. Modifications in the PT
balance of dijets are signs of interactions of jets with the medium after the back-toback partons are produced. In contrast, the absence of final state modifications dijet
pseudorapidity distributions in pPb collisions enables us to perform a scan of nPDFs
as a function of x of the parton in lead nucleus.
Before the pPb run at LHC, pPb collisions were seen simply as a reference for
PbPb collisions, containing effects related to the modification of parton distributions
inside the nucleus at the initial state. However, the observation of flow in pPb, which
is one of the signs of formation of a strongly coupled medium in PbPb collisions,
raised questions about whether a medium is formed in pPb collisions as well. The
measurement of dijet properties in pPb collisions therefore has two parts: first we have
checked whether or not jets are modified by a final state interaction, and based on
lack of observation of any modification we use dijets to probe initial state properties.
In order to do that we searched for an increase in the dijet PT imbalance as event
activity gets larger. Any modification is found to be less than 2% even in the highest
activity events, which constitute 2.5% of total minimum bias interactions. Although
this does not disprove the existence of a medium, it implies that jets are not modified
significantly by final state interactions and therefore are suited for a study of initial
state effects. The normalized dijet pseudorapidity distributions were compared to

NLO CT1O PDFs and EPS09 nPDFs, and they agree with EPSO9 results within
systematic uncertainties while significantly disfavoring CT10 only calculation.
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A side-result obtained in pPb measurement is the large modification in dijet pseudorapidity distributions with increasing event activity. For events with large forward
energy, pseudorapidity of the dijet system shifts towards the Pb going direction. Although 10 - 20% shift could have been interpreted as a sign of impact parameter
dependent nPDF modification, the shift that is observed is an order of magnitude
larger than the nPDF modification, therefore, that possibility is quickly invalidated.
Owing to the simple relation between Bjoerken x values and dijet pseudorapidity, this
measurement aided the interpretation of some other unexpected results observed by
RHIC and LHC experiments. The large modification in dijet pseudorapidity is understood to arise from kinematics biases caused by event activity selection. This bias
was modelled by combining
from the parton in proton.

PYTHIA

and

HIJING

MC according to the x taken away

This simple model reproduces experimental results on

inclusive jet and dijet production at LHC, and might aid in the search for observables
that are sensitive to impact parameter, but do not suffer from the same kinematic
biases.
The dijet measurement in pp and PbPb collisions at 2.76 TeV, which is presented
in Chapter 10, aims to provide detailed information on effects of jet quenching and the
medium response to jet quenching. In this analysis, predecessor of which is known
in the community as "missing-PT", we make use of the observation that subleading jets on average lose more energy compared to the leading jets in the medium,
hence jet quenching enhances the dijet

PT

asymmetry. We search for the missing-pT

that is associated to the excess energy lost by the subleading jet, and try to pin
down where it gets relocated, i.e. by what kind of reshuffling of
of particles does the overall

PT

PT

balance in the event gets recovered.

and location
We perform

an angular scan of the distribution of charged particles around the dijet axis and
measure the modification of their
A = VF(rk -

Tet)

2

pT

spectra at a given angle up to distances of

+ (Otrk - Ojt)2 = 1.8. The distribution of charged particles in PT

and A in PbPb collisions are studied as a function of collision centrality and dijet
PT

asymmetry, in order to enhance the effects of jet quenching. These distributions

are compared to pp collisions. In PbPb collisions we observe enhancement of low PT
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particles with PT < 2 GeV around subleading jets up to large angles A ~ 1.2. This
effect has been qualitatively produced by medium-cascade calculation, radiation at
large angles and by transferring the lost energy to excitations of hydro-modes. However, in order to make further statements on implications of this detailed result on jet
quenching mechanisms, quantitative comparisons with MC models are needed. Unfortunately most of the MC models do not include the effect of the recoil of medium
and they are not expected to reproduce the angular modification due to the medium
response at such angles.

However, the direction taken recently is to consider the

excited medium particles in jet clusteringj80, 220]. Therefore, with the new developments in MC implementations we will be able to make use of the information revealed
with this measurement.
The anti-kT R parameter can be seen as a jet-by-jet proxy for the width of the
jets, and it allows one to study jet quenching for jets with different virtualities. Larger
R parameter jets are wider, and jets with wide opening angles (larger virtualities)
are expected to lose more energy according to several theoretical predictions 1185,
178, 1141. Missing-pr is measured for a range of R parameters of 0.2 to 0.5. The
modification of PT distributions of charged particles close to the dijet axis, A < 0.4,
is enhanced when going to larger R values. This might be an indication of either
subleading jets getting broader in PbPb compared to pp collisions, or a result of
leading jets getting narrower. Although, it sounds unintuitive for quenching effects
to result in narrower leading jets, if narrow jets lose less energy than wide jets this
might result in such an effect. In fact, it is also likely for both of these to happen at
the same time, i.e. leading jets might get narrower while subleading jets get wider as
a result of jet quenching. An interesting direction to follow based on this result would
be measurements of the modification of jet shapes and fragmentation functions for
leading and subleading jet separately for large R values, to help distinguish between
the two possible explanations of R dependent results of "missing-pT".

In addition

to the dependence of enhancement of modifications of particles close to the jet axes,
a slight enhancement of large angle soft particle production on the subleading jet
hemisphere was seen when going to larger R values, providing an indication of wider
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jets losing more energy.

The enhancement of quenching effects for R = 0.5 jets

compared to smaller R values motivates the jet structure measurements in heavy ion
collisions to be carried out with larger R parameters, instead of the commonly used
R = 0.3 value.
A measurement that is as complicated as this one requires a good understanding of
jet and track reconstruction effects. Detailed information of performance of track and
jet reconstructions as well as the correction procedure for the reconstruction biases
are presented. In the future with improvements in track reconstruction efficiencies
that are recently achieved it will be possible to significantly reduce the fluctuations in
the "missing-pT" measurements. The angular scan of "missing-pT" still suffers from
statistical limitations, with the new PbPb data collected at the end of 2015 together
with the improvements in reconstruction of jets and tracks in PbPb collisions, it will
be possible to update this measurement with much better precision.
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